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Nu lear and Atomi Physi s
In uen e of the absorptive part of the omplex potential on the
S-Matrix poles
C. Grama 1, N. Grama 1, I. Zam res u 1
1 IFIN-HH
Although the polology of the S-matrix has been
extensively studied, it o ured that some aspe ts remained disputable in the ase of omplex entral potential V (r) = gV (r), g 2 C. These aspe ts are related
to the origin of the observed narrow -hypernu lear
states that have been interpreted by Gal, Toker and
Alexander [1℄ as states whi h orrespond to S-matrix
poles situated in the se ond k-plane quadrant. From
the analyti al properties of the S-matrix for a real
potential it results that there is no pole in the rst
and se ond k-plane quadrants, ex ept for the imaginary k-axis. By swit hing on the absorption the Smatrix poles for real potential an evolve into the se ond quadrant of the k-plane. A riti al study of the
-hypernu lear states needs the analysis of the motion of the S-matrix poles in the k-plane for variable
omplex oupling strength g. Re ently ontradi tory
opinions relative to the S-matrix poles traje tories in
the omplex k-plane for a omplex square potential o urred. A ording to some authors [1, 2, 3℄ the poles
in the se ond quadrant an o ur either from bound
state poles moving anti lo kwise, or from virtual state
poles and apture resonant state poles moving lo kwise as the absorption is swit hed on. Dabrowski [4℄
argues that the statement made by [1, 2, 3℄ on erning
the movement of the virtual poles with in reasing absorptive potential is in general not orre t. Dabrowski
[4, 5℄ relates the dire tion in whi h the pole moves
when the potential absorption in reases to the dire tion in whi h the pole moves with in reasing the real
part of the potential, without larifying this last question. For example, two poles moving in opposite dire tions along the imaginary k-axis are asso iated in [4, 5℄
to the same state. This is a wrong result, be ause one
should asso iate a single pole to ea h quantum state.
The aim of our work is to study the in uen e of the
absorptive part of the potential on the S -matrix poles
for the non-relativisti s attering in the framework of
the Riemann surfa e approa h for bound and resonant
states.
The Riemann surfa e approa h has been presented
in details in [6℄. It onsists in onstru ting the Riemann surfa e Rg(l) of the pole fun tion k = k(l) (g)
over the omplex g-plane on whi h the pole fun tion
k = k(l) (g) is single-valued and analyti . Rg(l) is di-

vided into sheets (nl) and the images 0n(l) of these
sheets in the k-plane are onstru ted. In this way the
sheet (nl) of Rg(l) is asso iated to a given state with
quantum numbers (l; n). The number n that labels
the sheets, their images and the orresponding quantum states (l; n) ounts the solutions of the pole fun tion at g ! 0 [6℄.
The global method allows the unique identi ation
of the poles that an o ur in the se ond quadrant of
the k-plane by swit hing on the absorption of the potential. By a detailed analysis of the Riemann surfa e
Rg(l) of the pole fun tion for a entral re tangular potential we have found that the poles that an support
the -hypernu lear states o ur on the sheet images
0(ln) , n  (l + 1)=2 for odd l and n  l=2 for even l.
They originate from those poles that for a real potential are bound or apture resonant state poles.
As a result of our analysis a omplete answer is
given to the disputable problem of the dire tion in
whi h a virtual pole moves when the absorption is introdu ed. Our analysis shows that the virtual poles
do not always move towards the third quadrant of the
k-plane, as stated in [2, 3℄. For example, for l = 0 the
virtual poles on the sheet images 0n(0) , n  0, move
lo kwise into the third quadrant of the k-plane, while
on the sheet images 0n(0) , n > 0, they move anti lo kwise into the fourth quadrant of the k-plane when the
absorption is swit hed on.

Referen es
[1℄ Gal A, Toker G and Alexander Y 1981 Ann.
Phys., NY 137 341
[2℄ Bonetti R, Koning A J, A ermans J M and
Hodgson P E 1994 Phys. Rep. 247 1
[3℄ Oset E, de Cordoba P F, Sal edo L L and Bro kmann R 1990 Phys. Rep. 188 79
[4℄ Dabrowski J 1996 Phys. Rev. C 53 2004
[5℄ Dabrowski J 1997 J. Phys. G:Nu l. Part. Phys.
23 1539
[6℄ C.Grama, N.Grama and I.Zam res u, Phys. Rev.
A 61 (2000) 032716
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Mathemati al Physi s, Field Theory and Elementary
Parti les
Fa torization of unitary matri es
P. Dita 1
1 Theoreti al Physi s Department
Matrix fa torization is a live subje t of linear algebra and no general theory ia vailable yet. Our goal is to
obtain a fa torization of unitary matri es that are very
useful tools in solving many problems in mathematial and theoreti al physi s. Fa torization is losely
related to parametrisation of unitary matri es and the
lassi al result by Murnagham [1℄ gives the parametrisation of an n  n unitary matrix as a produ t of a
diagonal matrix ontaining n phases and n(n 1)=2
matri es whose main building blo k is essentially twodimensional. A sele tion of a spe i set of angles
and/or phases has no theoreti al signi an e be ause
all the hoi es are mathemati ally equivalent, however
a lever hoi e may shed some light on important qualitative issues. In the same time many new problems
require a more elaborate fa torization, one of them being that suggested by Chaturvedi and Mukunda and
Mathur and Sen [2℄ who obtained a fa torization of
SU (3) matri es as a produ t of two matri es ea h one
being generated by a omplex ve tor. Our aim was to
elaborate su h a fa torization for n  n unitary matri es as a produ t of n diagonal matri es ontaining
phases and n 1 orthogonal matri es, ea h one generated by a n-dimensional real ve tor. The result is
ontained in the following:
Theorem: Any element An 2 U (n) an be fa tored into an ordered produ t of 2n 1 matri es of the
following form

An = d0n On d1n 1 On1 1 : : : dn2 2 O2n 1 dn1 1
where dnk k are diagonal matri es of the form dkn k =
(1n k ; ei 1 ; : : : ; ei k ), k  n, where 1n k means that
the rst (n k) diagonal entries are equal to unity,

Onk

k are orthogonal matri es whose olumns are generated by real (n k)-dimensional unit ve tors. The
P (n+1)=2
ondition in=1
i = 0, imposed on i the arbitrary phases entering the parametrization of An , gives
the fa torization of SU (n) matri es.
If wn = On d1n 1 On1 1 : : : dn2 2 O2n 1 dn1 1 = On d1n 1 wn 1
then
Wn = wn dn wn
(11)
is one (of the many possible) Weyl representation of
unitary matri es. If all the phases entering An are zero
i = 0; i = 1; : : : ; n(n+1)=2, one gets the fa torization
of rotations Rn 2 SO(n)

Rn = On On1 1 : : : O2n 1

(12)

More datails and proofs are given in [3℄

Referen es
[1℄ F.D. Murnagham, The Unitary and Rotation
Groups, (1962), Spartan Books, Washington,
D.C.
[2℄ S. Chaturvedi and N. Mukunda, Parametrizing
the Mixing Matrix: a Uni ed Approa h, arXiv:
hep-ph/0004219
M Mathur and D Sen, Coherent States For SU (3),
arXiv: quant-ph/0012099
[3℄ P. Dita, Fa torization of Unitary Matri es, arXiv:
math-ph/0103005
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O -shell extrapolation for B ! + de ay
I. Caprini 1 , L. Mi u 1 , C. Bourrely 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Theoreti al Physi s Department
2 Centre de Physique Theorique, CNRS-Luminy, Marseille, Fran e

The in lusion of the strong intera tion e e ts in the
theory of ex lusive nonleptoni B de ays is a very diÆult task. The problem has been investigated re ently
by many authors, in parti ular, for harmless de ays
into light pseudos alar mesons, sin e the strong phases
of these amplitudes are ru ial for the determination
of CP-violating phases in present and future experiments.
Re ent al ulations of the B ! +  de ay amplitude were performed either in the generalized QCD
fa torization approa h [1℄ and the onventional perturbative QCD [2℄, or in a hadroni approa h [3℄, [4℄.
We onsider the de ay amplitude

A(p; k1 ; k2 ) = h+  ; outjHw (0)jBd0 ; ini;

(1)

where the \in" and \out" states are de ned with respe t to the strong intera tions and Hw is the weak
e e tive hamiltonian. The de ay amplitude ( 1) an
be splitted as
(2)
A = Vud V  Au + V d V  A ;
ub

b

with the CP violating phase = Arg(Vub ) appearing
in the rst term.
The physi al amplitude ( 1) is al ulated for p =
k1 + k2 at on-shell values of the momenta, p2 = m2B ,
k12 = m2 , k22 = m2 . The extrapolation to o -shell external momenta an be a hieved by the LSZ redu tion
formalism [5℄. In Ref. [4℄ this pro edure was applied
to the expression ( 1) of the amplitude. However, it is
more onvenient to start from the S -matrix element of
the de ay and apply the LSZ redu tion to the B meson and one of the nal pions. This method allows us
to make an analyti ontinuation either with respe t
to in the squared momentum p2 of the B -meson, or
with respe t with the squared momentum k12 of one nal pion. We obtain in both ases dispersion relations
with spe tral fun tions des ribing nal state and initial
state intera tions, whi h involve ompli ated o -shell
amplitudes. A tually, one an derive dispersion relations for ea h of the amplitudes Au and A appearing
in ( 2). In parti ular, the dispersion relations with respe t to the momentum squared k12 of one nal meson
an be written as

Aj = Aj;0 +



j;F SI
m2
ln

(mB m )2



1 ;

(3)

for j = u; . In this relation, j;F SI is the on-shell

spe tral fun tion des ribing the nal state intera tions
X
j;F SI  Æ(k1 + k2 pn )M  (n ! )Aj (B ! n);
n

(4)
where M (Aj ) denote strong (weak) amplitudes, respe tively, and Aj;0 is the amplitude in the limit of
vanishing nal state intera tions. Using arguments
based on quark-hadron duality, one an show that the
dominant ontribution to Aj;0 is given by the fa torized amplitude [1℄.
The representation ( 3), ombined with the Regge
model for the high-energy strong intera tions, an be
used to derive orre tions to the fa torized amplitude,
produ ed by the nal state intera tions in the heavy
quark limit. We noti e that in the hadroni formalism
the real part of the nal state intera tion amplitude
is suppressed by two powers of the heavy mass, ompared to the imaginary part. The dominant orre tions to the imaginary part are given by the next to
leading logarithmi term of the pomeron ontribution.
Other sour es of large power orre tions to the fa torized amplitude are not found, assuming that multiparti le e e ts are qualitatively taken into a ount
by the Goldberger-Treiman method of al ulating the
spe tral fun tions. Using for illustration a numeri al
input suggested by QCD fa torization [1℄, the results
indi ate that the phase and the modulus of the ratio
A =Au are not drasti ally modi ed by the nal state
intera tions. With the improved results of QCD fa torization al ulations, expe ted in the future, it will
be possible to test the dispersion relations onje tured
in the present work and, more generally, the validity
of quark-hadron duality.

Referen es
[1℄ M. Beneke, G. Bu halla, M. Neubert, and C.T.
Sa hrajda, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83, 1914 (1999).
[2℄ D. Du, D. Yang and G. Zhu, Phys. Lett. B. 488,
46(2000).
[3℄ J.F. Donoghue et al, Phys. Rev. Lett. 77, 2178
(1996).
[4℄ I. Caprini, L. Mi u, and C. Bourrely, Phys. Rev.
D 60, 074016 (1999); Phys. Rev. D62, 034016
(2000).
[5℄ H. Lehmann, K. Symanzik, and W. Zimmermann,
Nuovo Cimento, 1, (1956) 205; 2, (1957) 425.
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A onvergent non-power QCD perturbative series based on analyti
ontinuation
I. Caprini 1, J. Fis her 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Theoreti al Physi s Department
2 Institute of Physi s, A ademy of S ien es of the Cze h Republi , 182 21 Prague 8, Cze h Republi
We onsider the standard perturbative expansion
of a generi QCD amplitude

A(a) =

1
X
n=0

an an ;

(1)

where a = s (2 )= is the renormalized oupling onstant. This expansion is known to be plagued by several deÆ ien ies. The oeÆ ients an exhibit a typi al
fa torial in rease, an   n n! nÆ with nonalternating
signs, whi h shows that the series ( 1) is divergent and
Borel non-summable. The trun ated, xed order perturbative expansion is ai ted also with the problem
of renormalization s heme dependen e and violates expli itely, due to the Landau singularities, the rigorous
momentum plane analyti ity imposed by the general
prin iples of eld theory. Several resummations or reformulations of the perturbative expansion have been
onsidered re ently, trying to redu e these deÆ ienies.
In the present work, we propose a novel, non-power
series repla ing the standard power expansion ( 1).
We start from the divergen e pattern of perturbative
quantun hromodynami s, whi h suggests for the Borel
transform B (u) of the orrelator A(a) a stru ture of
bran h-point singularities along the real axis in the
omplex u-plane, with a gap of nonvanishing width
ontaining the origin. We de ne the expansion fun tions Wn (a) as
1
Wn (a) =
a

Z

C

e

u=a (w(u))n du ;

(2)

where w(u) is the onformal mapping of the ut Borel
plane onto the unit disk [1℄ and C is a ontour avoiding the singularities along the real axis. The intrinsi ambiguity of perturbative QCD manifests itself in
this pres ription dependen e of the expansion fun tions Wn (a). The modi ed perturbative expansion repla ing ( 1) is

A(a) =

1
X
0

n Wn (a) ;

(3)

where n are the Taylor oeÆ ients of the expansion
of the Borel transform in powers of the variable w [1℄.

Figure 1: The fun tions Wn (a) for n = 1; : : : 6 and a
in the interval (0, 6).
One an show that the expansion ( 3) is a straightforward generalization of the onventional series ( 1),
and reprodu es the known result [3℄ in the ase of a
Borel summable series. The fun tions Wn (a) have interesting properties (see Figure 1): they are bounded,
sign- hanging, and vanish when a tends to in nity. For
large n they behave as
3=4
1=2
1
Wn (a)  n 4  n e 2 (1+i)(n=a) :

(4)

where  is a onstant. This shows that the new expansion ( 3) has remarkable onvergen e properties [1℄.
One an prove also that for small a the n-th order
fun tion Wn (a) behaves like an , thereby retaining the
fundamental feature of a perturbative expansion. On
the other hand, the Taylor expansion of Wn (a) in powers of a is a divergent asymptoti series, with an analyti ity domain resembling that of the orrelator A(a)
[2℄. By the modi ed expansion ( 3), one obtains a
better estimate of the intrinsi ambiguity of the perturbative QCD due to the infrared regions in Feynman
diagrams, whi h will be eventually ompensated in the
full theory by the nonperturbative terms.

Referen es
[1℄ I. Caprini and J. Fis her, Phys.Rev D60, 054014
(1999); Phys. Rev. D62, 054007 (2000).
[2℄ G. 't Hooft, in: The Whys of Subnu lear Physi s,
Plenum Press, New York, 1979 , p. 943.
[3℄ J. Zinn-Justin, Quantum Field Theory and Critial Phenomena (Oxford University Press, 1995)
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Yang-Mills theories in the ausal approa h
D. R. Grigore 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Theoreti al Physi s
The mathemati al formulation of perturbative renormalization theory starts from Bogoliubov axioms
imposed on the S -matrix (or equivalently on the hronologi al produ ts). The S -matrix is formal series of
operator valued distributions:
1 in Z
X
S (g) = 1 +
dx1    dxn
n!
n=1
Tj1 ;:::;jn (x1 ;    ; xn ) gj1 (x1 ) : : : gjn (xn )
(1)
where g = (gj (x))j=1;:::P is a multi-valued tempered
test fun tion in the Minkowski spa e R4 that swit hes
the intera tion and Tj1 ;:::;jn (x1 ;    ; xn ) are operatorvalued distributions a ting in the Fo k spa e of some
olle tion of free elds with a ommon dense domain
of de nition D0 . These operator-valued distributions
are alled hronologi al produ ts and verify some properties alled Bogoliubov axioms. One starts from a
set of Wi k monomials Tj (x); j = 1; : : : ; P and tries
to onstru t the whole series Tj1 ;:::;jn ; n  2.
The most onvenient method of proving the existen e of solutions is based on the analysis of Epstein
and Glaser [1℄; the onstru tion is purely re ursive
using the ausal support properties of various distributions appearing in the theory and distribution splitting theory. For some models des ribing higher spin
parti les one uses unphysi al degree of freedom and
the elimination of the unphysi al states in the Hilbert
spa e is made imposing the gauge invarian e ondition.
The gauge invarian e ondition on the hronologial produ ts an be expressed in su h a way that infrared divergen es are not onsidered (see [5℄ and [6℄):
[Q; T (x1; : : : ; xn )℄ = i

n
X

 
 Tl (x1 ; : : : ; xn ); (2)
x
l
l=1

for some hronologi al produ ts T (X ); Tl(X ) whi h
are onvenient linear ombinations of the expression
Tj1 ;:::;jn ; here n = 1; 2; : : : and l = 1; : : : n: The obstru tions to su h a fa torisation pro ess are alled
anomalies.
We an generate the Hilbert spa e for the standard
model as follows: one onsiders a set of masses ma ; a =
1; : : : ; r and splits the indi es in two types:
(I) ma 6= 0. In this ase we apply to the va uum
the free elds Aa ; ua; u~a ; a a = 1; : : : ; r all
of them of mass ma , where the rst one has ve tor
transformation properties with respe t to the Poin are
group and the others are s alars. In other words, every
ve tor eld has three s alar partners. Also the elds

ua; u~a a = 1; : : : ; r are Fermioni and A ; a a =
1; : : : ; r are Bosoni .
(II) ma = 0. In this ase we have three possibilities:
(IIa) Aa ; ua ; u~a ; a 6 0; the s alar eld a an
have a non-zero mass: mH
a  0. (IIb) a  0; (II )
Aa ; ua ; u~a  0. In the ases (IIa) and (IIb) the elds
Aa ; ua; u~a have null mass. The statisti s asignement
is the same as in ase (I). The auxiliary Hilbert spa e
Hgh is generated in this way. In this Hilbert spa e we
an de ne a sesquilinear form < ;  > su h that:
Aa (x)y = Aa (x); a (x)y = a (x)
ua (x)y = ua (x); u~a (x)y = u~a(x):
(3)
One an de ne the BRST super harge Q by:
fQ; uag = 0 fQ; u~ag = i( Aa + ma a )
fQ; Aa g = i  ua fQ; a g = imaua ; (4)
and
Q = 0:
(5)
One an onsider also a set of Dira elds des ribing the matter and ommuting with the super harge.
Then one an justify that the physi al Hilbert spa e
of the Yang-Mills system is a fa tor spa e
HYr M  Ker(Q)=Ran(Q);
(6)
the sesquilinear form < ;  > indu es a bona de s alar
produ t on the Hilbert fa tor spa e and spontaneous
symmetry breaking is taken into a ount from the very
beginning. The eld ontent of this model onsists of
matter and massive and massless Bosons.
One an prove that the ondition ( 2) for n = 1; 2; 3
gives the usual expression for the Yang-Mills intera tion Lagrangian and for the axial anomaly [2℄, [3℄,
[4℄.

Referen es
[1℄ H. Epstein, V. Glaser, Ann. Inst. H. Poin are 19
A (1973) 211-295
[2℄ D. R. Grigore, Romanian Journ. Phys. 44 (1999)
853-913
[3℄ D. R. Grigore, Journ. Phys. A 33 (2000) 8443-8476
[4℄ D. R. Grigore, hep-th/9903206
[5℄ M. Duts h, T. Hurth, F. Krahe, G. S harf, Il Nuovo
Cimento A 106 (1993) 1029-1041
[6℄ M. Duts h, T. Hurth, F. Krahe, G. S harf, Il Nuovo
Cimento A 107 (1994) 375-406
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Ex hange and spin- u tuation super ondu ting pairing
in the strong orrelation limit of the Hubbard model
N. M. Plakida 1, L. Anton 1;3;4 , S. Adam 1;2 , Gh. Adam 1;2
1 JINR, 141980 Dubna, Mos ow, Russia
2 IFIN-HH, Department of Theoreti al Physi s; E-mail: adamgi n.nipne.ro, adamsi n.nipne.ro
3 INFLPR, Lab.22 PO Box MG-36, Bu harest, Romania
4 Inst. Theor. Phys., Univ. Stellenbos h, Private Bag X1, 7602 Matieland, South Afri a
A mi ros opi al theory of super ondu tivity in the
two-band singlet-hole Hubbard model, in the strong
oupling limit in a paramagneti state, is developed.
The model Hamiltonian is obtained by proje ting the
p-d model to an asymmetri Hubbard model with the
lower Hubbard subband o upied by one-hole Cu dlike states and the upper Hubbard subband o upied
by two-hole p-d singlet states [N.M. Plakida, R. Hayn,
J.-L. Ri hard, Phys. Rev. B 51, 16599 (1995); L.F. Feiner, J.H. Je erson, R. Raimondi, Phys. Rev. B 53,
8751 (1996) ℄. The model requires two mi ros opi al
parameters only, the p-d hybridization parameter t and
the harge-transfer gap . It was previously shown to
se ure an appropriate des ription of the normal state
properties of the high-T uprates.
To treat rigorously the strong orrelations, the Hubbard operator te hnique within the proje tion method
for the Green fun tion is used. The Dyson equation is
derived. In the mole ular eld approximation, d-wave
super ondu ting pairing of onventional hole (ele tron)
pairs in one Hubbard subband is found, whi h is mediated by the ex hange intera tion given by the interband hopping, Jij = 4(tij )2 =.
The normal and anomalous omponents of the selfenergy matrix are al ulated in the self- onsistent Born
approximation for the ele tron{spin- u tuation s attering mediated by kinemati intera tion of the se ond
order of the intraband hopping. The derived numerial and analyti al solutions predi t the o urren e of
singlet dx2 y2 -wave pairing both in the d-hole and singlet Hubbard subbands. The gap fun tions and T are
al ulated for di erent hole on entrations.
The ex hange intera tion is shown to be the most
important pairing intera tion in the Hubbard model in
the strong orrelation limit, while the spin- u tuation
oupling results only in a moderate enhan ement of
T . The smaller weight of the latter omes from two
spe i features: its vanishing inside the Brillouin zone
(BZ) along the lines jkx j + jky j =  pointing towards
the hot spots and the existen e of a small energy shell
within whi h the pairing is e e tive. By ontrast,
the ex hange intera tion is maximal along the abovementioned lines inside BZ and it ouples the ele trons
(holes) in a mu h broader energy shell, of the order of

the bandwidth W = 8teff ; due to the interband hopping where the retardation e e ts are unimportant.
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Figure 1: Combined e e t of the kinemati and exhange intera tions to the temperature dependen e of
the order parameter 22 (k) over the rst quadrant of
the BZ: at optimum doping (Æ = 0:13) f T = 0 (a);
0:5T (b); 0:9T ( ) g and at overdoping (Æ = 0:2)
f T = 0 (d); 0:5T (e); 0:9T (f ) g.
Samplings of the wave-ve tor behavior of the order
parameters 22 (k) over the rst quadrant of the BZ
(Fig. 1) at several temperatures show the o urren e
of a pe uliar dx2 y2 -wave gap pattern whi h strongly
depends on the type of the involved intera tions.
In on lusion, the present investigation points to
the existen e of a singlet dx2 y2 -wave super ondu ting
pairing for holes or ele trons in the two-band Hubbard
model mediated by the ex hange intera tion and antiferromagneti spin- u tuation s attering indu ed by
the kinemati intera tion, hara teristi to the Hubbard model. These me hanisms of super ondu ting
pairing are absent in the fermioni models [P.W. Anderson, Adv. in Physi s 46, 3 (1997)℄.
Our results agree with the re ent investigations of
the Hubbard model within the dynami al luster approximation, where the self-energy has been al ulated
in the non- rossing approximation for the 4- luster
model [Th. Maier, M. Jarrel, Th. Prus hke, J. Keller,
Phys. Rev. Lett. 85, 1524 (2000); A.I. Li htenstein
M.I. Katsnelson, Phys. Rev. B 62, R9283 (2000)℄.
fThe full version of the paper is available on the site
http://xxx.lanl.gov/abs/ ond-mat/0104234g
kx

kx
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In reasing reliability of Gauss-Kronrod quadrature by Eratosthenes'
sieve method
Gh. Adam 1 , S. Adam 1
1 IFIN-HH, Department of Theoreti al Physi s; E-mail: adamgi n.nipne.ro, adamsi n.nipne.ro
Within a modern quadrature algorithm, the quality of the implemented lo al error estimates in uen es,
to a large extent, both the eÆ ien y and the reliability of an automati algorithm, either adaptive or
non-adaptive. Parti ularly su essful Gauss-Kronrod
(GK) quadrature algorithms with improved heuristi
QUADPACK-GK (QDP) lo al error estimates have been
reported in QUADPACK [R. Piessens, E. de Don ker
Kapenga, C. W. Uberhuber,
D. K. Kahaner, QUADPACK, a subroutine pa kage for automati integration,
Springer Verlag, Berlin, 1983℄ whi h has been in orporated in most major program libraries. The QDP
approa h extended the genuine Gauss-Kronrod (GGK)
lo al error estimates previously proposed by Kronrod.
The present paper reports some rules of thumb
whi h have been found to be very e e tive in in reasing the output reliability of the automati adaptive
quadrature algorithms based on QDP lo al error estimates. The dis ussion is limited to GK 7-15 and
GK 10-21 quadrature rules, the general des ription of
whi h is given in QUADPACK. With minor reformulation,
the derived results hold true for other quadrature rules
as well.
Let I denote the a tual value of the integral to be
solved numeri ally. A subroutine whi h implements a
Gauss-Kronrod quadrature rule for solving I provides
at output a pair frK ; eK g. In the present ontext,
rK is the omputed approximation of I by Kronrod
quadrature sum, while eK is the lo al error estimate.
Then the lo al GGK error estimate is given by

eggk = jrK

rG j :

Let f~ denote the omputed value of the average of
f (x) over [a; b℄ at the knots of RrK and  denote the
omputed value of the integral ab jf (x) f~jdx, whi h
measures the area overed by the deviations of f (x)
around f~. The lo al QDP error estimate is then

eqdp =   minf(200eggk =)3=2 ; 1g:
The values eeggk and eeqdp are taken for error estimates provided they do not fall below the attainable
a ura y limit imposed by the relative ma hine pre ision. The latter threshold is de ned as the produ t
h

i

eroff = 0 0 QK jf j :
The present study shows that an analysis of some
key features of the integrand, done within the subroutine whi h implements the quadrature rule of interest,

provides signi ant hints on the reliability of the lo al
error estimate.
In the ase of GK 7-15 and GK 10-21 quadrature
rules, a lo al error estimate self-validates itself a ording to the following s heme:

eK =

8

<max eroff ;
:

eqdp



min(eggk ; eqdp ) i reliability
onditions ful lled
& error ag
otherwise

When a self-validating quadrature rule is in orporated in an automati adaptive quadrature program,
substantial in rease of the orre tness of the automati
de isions is obtained for diÆ ult integrands.
The reliability onditions entering this de nition
have been derived by the use of Eratosthenes' sieve
method to the analysis of sets of data obtained over
families of elementary integrals. This allowed us to
identify hara teristi trends of the error behaviour
with the integrand variation and to formulate rules of
thumb in agreement with the general theory of the
Riemann integral.
If the omputation results in a value jrK j ex eeding the ma hine under ow, the error estimates eqdp
and eggk may be taken for reliable provided that

qdp < qdp d ; qdp = 0:5;
and respe tively

ggk < ggk d ; ggk = 0:005;
where qdp and ggk denote relative errors.
Here, the onstants qdp and ggk simply tra e the
line between error estimates arrying signi ant gures at output and error estimates whi h do not arry
out any signi ant gure under the integration of ontinuous monotoni integrands.
The dis ouraging fa tor d = 10min(; ;  )  1; is
a quantity inferred from the analysis of the integrand
stru ture. It se ures sharper reliability thresholds in
the ase of ontinuous non-monotoni integrands.
The quantities  and  measure the onsisten y of
the integrand pro le inferred from its values at the
Gauss and Kronrod abs issas respe tively from the
study of the integrand extrema and its interse tions
with the average integrand value f~. Finally, the quantity  provides a measure to the asymmetry of the
distribution of the interpolatory polynomial values at
the GK quadrature abs issas around the omputed average.
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CP methods for the S hrodinger equation
L. Gr. Ixaru 1
1 Institute of Physi s and Nu lear Engineering, Department of Theoreti al Physi s, POBox MG - 6,
Bu harest, Romania, Email : ixarutheor1.theory.nipne.ro
After a short survey over the e orts in the dire tion
of solving the S hrodinger equation by using pie ewise
approximations of the potential fun tion, the paper fouses on the pie ewise perturbation methods in their
CP implementation. The presentation in ludes a short
list of problems for whi h CP versions are available, a
sket h of the derivation of the CPM formulae, a des ription of various ways to onstru t or identify a

ertain version and also the main results of the error
analysis. One of the most relevant results of the latter
is that the energy dependen e of the error is bounded,
a fa t whi h pla es these methods on a spe ial position among the numeri al methods for di erential
equations. A numeri al illustration is also in luded
in whi h a CPM based ode for the regular SturmLiouville problem is ompared with some other, wellestablished odes.

Highly a urate eigenvalues for the distorted Coulomb potential
L. Gr. Ixaru 1, H. De Meyer 2, G. Vanden Berghe 2
1 Institute of Physi s and Nu lear Engineering, Department of Theoreti al Physi s, POBox MG - 6,
Bu harest, Romania, Email : ixarutheor1.theory.nipne.ro
2 Department of Applied Mathemati s and Computer S ien e, Universiteit Gent, Krijgslaan 281{S9, B{9000
Gent, Belgium
We onsider the eigenvalue problem for the radial
S hrodinger equation with potentials of the form V (r) =
S (r)=r + R(r) where S (r) and R(r) are well behaved
fun tions whi h tend to some (not ne essarily equal)
onstants when r ! 0 and r ! 1. Formulae (14.4.5{
8) of Abramowitz and Stegun, orresponding to the

pure Coulomb ase, are here generalized for this distorted ase. We also present a omplete pro edure for
the numeri al solution of the problem. Our pro edure
is robust, very e onomi and parti ularly suited for
very large n. Numeri al illustrations for n up to 2000
are given.
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Three-dimensional walking spatiotemporal solitons in quadrati
media
D. Mihala he 1, D. Mazilu 1 , L.-C. Crasovan 1, L. Torner 2, B. A. Malomed 3 , F. Lederer 4
1 Department of Theoreti al Physi s, Institute of Atomi Physi s, National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear
Engineering, P.O. Box MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
2 Laboratory of Photoni s, Department of Signal Theory and Communi ations, Universitat Polite ni a de
Catalunya, Bar elona ES 08034, Spain
3 Department of Interdis iplinary S ien es, Fa ulty of Engineering, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel
4 Institute of Solid State Theory and Theoreti al Opti s, Friedri h-S hiller University Jena, Max-Wien-Platz 1,
Jena, D-07743, Germany
Two-parameter families of hirped stationary threedimensional spatiotemporal solitons in dispersive quadrati ally nonlinear opti al media featuring type-I seond-harmoni generation are onstru ted in the presen e of temporal walk-o . Basi features of these walking spatiotemporal solitons, in luding their dynami al
stability, are investigated in the general ase of unequal group-velo ity dispersions at the fundamental
and se ond-harmoni frequen ies. In the ases when

the solitons are unstable, the growth rate of a dominant perturbation eigenmode is found as a fun tion
of the soliton wave number shift. The ndings are
in full agreement with the stability predi tions made
on the basis of a marginal linear-stability urve. It is
found that the walking three-dimensional spatiotemporal solitons are dynami ally stable in most ases;
hen e in prin iple they may be experimentally generated in quadrati ally nonlinear media.

Lo alized multidimensional femtose ond opti al pulses in an
o -resonan e two-level medium
I. V. Melnikov 1, D. Mihala he 2 , N.-C. Panoiu 2;3
1 General Physi s Institute of the Russian A ademy of S ien es, ul. Vavilova 38, Mos ow 117942, Russian
Federation
2 Department of Theoreti al Physi s, Institute of Atomi Physi s, National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear
Engineering, P.O. Box MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
3 Department of Physi s, New York University, 4 Washington Pla e, New York, NY 10003, USA
The propagation of a femtose ond opti al pulse in
a multidimensional o -resonan e two-level material is
studied. In the ase of quasiadiabati following, the
evolution of the pulse is governed by the equation
of generalized Kadomtsev-Petviashvili type with oupling of the spatial pro le to temporal stru ture. The

presen e of this oupling an have a dramati e e t
on the dynami s of the opti al pulse whi h annot be
observed within the framework of slowly-varying envelope approximation. In parti ular, we show that stable lo alized multidimensional pulses an arise through
intera tion of the transient di ra tion with ele trodynami absorption.
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Adiabati perturbative analysis of symmetry-endowed two-soliton
solutions
N.-C. Panoiu 1;2, D. Mihala he 2, D. Mazilu 2 , L.-C. Crasovan 2, I. V. Melnikov 3, F. Lederer 4
1 Department of Physi s, New York University, 4 Washington Pla e, New York, NY 10003, USA
2 Department of Theoreti al Physi s, Institute of Atomi Physi s, National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear
Engineering, P.O. Box MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
3 General Physi s Institute of the Russian A ademy of S ien es, ul. Vavilova 38, Mos ow 117942, Russian
Federation
4 Institute of Solid State Theory and Theoreti al Opti s, Friedri h S hiller University Jena, Max-Wien-Platz
1, Jena, D-07743, Germany
A omprehensive analysis of the propagation of
symmetry-endowed two-soliton solutions under the inuen e of various perturbations important in nonlinear opti s is presented. Thus, we begin by introdu ing the analyti al expressions of these two-soliton solutions. Then, by onsidering perturbations whi h preserve the initial symmetry of the two-soliton solutions,
the dependen e of the soliton parameters on the prop-

agation distan e is determined by using an adiabati
perturbation method. As perturbations of this kind
and important for soliton-based ommuni ation systems we onsider the bandwidth-limited ampli ation,
nonlinear ampli ation, amplitude and phase modulation. Moreover, the analyti al predi tions are ompared with the results obtained by dire t numeri al
simulations of the orresponding governing di erential
equations.

Three-dimensional spinning solitons in the ubi -quinti nonlinear
medium
D. Mihala he 1;3, D. Mazilu 1 , L.-C. Crasovan 1, B. A. Malomed 2 , F. Lederer 3
1 Department of Theoreti al Physi s, Institute of Atomi Physi s, National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear
Engineering, P.O. Box MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
2 Department of Interdis iplinary S ien es, Fa ulty of Engineering, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel
3 Institute of Solid State Theory and Theoreti al Opti s, Friedri h S hiller University Jena, Max-Wien-Platz
1, Jena, D-07743, Germany
We nd one-parameter families of three-dimensional
spatiotemporal bright vortex solitons (doughnuts, or
spinning light bullets), in bulk dispersive ubi -quinti
opti ally nonlinear media. The spinning solitons display a symmetry-breaking azimuthal instability, whi h

leads to breakup of the spinning soliton into a set of
fragments, ea h being a stable nonspinning light bullet. However, in some ases the instability is developing so slowly that the spinning light bullets may be
regarded as virtually stable ones, from the standpoint
of an experiment with nite-size samples.
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Azimuthal instability of spinning spatiotemporal solitons
D. Mihala he 1;3, D. Mazilu 1 , L.-C. Crasovan 1, B. A. Malomed 2, F. Lederer 3
1 Department of Theoreti al Physi s, Institute of Atomi Physi s, National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear
Engineering, P.O. Box MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
2 Department of Interdis iplinary S ien es, Fa ulty of Engineering, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel
3 Institute of Solid State Theory and Theoreti al Opti s, Friedri h S hiller University Jena, Max-Wien-Platz
1, Jena, D-07743, Germany
We nd one-parameter families of three-dimensional
spatiotemporal bright vortex solitons (doughnuts, or
spinning light bullets), in dispersive quadrati ally nonlinear media. We show that they are subje t to a

strong instability against azimuthal perturbations, similarly to the previously studied (2+1)-dimensional bright
spatial vortex solitons. The instability breaks the spinning soliton into several fragments, ea h being a stable
nonspinning light bullet.

Stable solitons of quadrati Ginzburg-Landau equations
L.-C. Crasovan 1;3, B. A. Malomed 2 , D. Mihala he 1;3, D. Mazilu 1 , F. Lederer 3
1 Department of Theoreti al Physi s, Institute of Atomi Physi s, National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear
Engineering, P.O. Box MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
2 Department of Interdis iplinary S ien es, Fa ulty of Engineering, Tel Aviv University, Tel Aviv 69978, Israel
3 Institute of Solid State Theory and Theoreti al Opti s, Friedri h S hiller University Jena, Max-Wien-Platz
1, Jena, D-07743, Germany
We put forward a physi al model based on oupled
Ginzburg-Landau equations that supports stable temporal solitary-wave pulses. The system onsists of two
parallel- oupled ores, one having a quadrati nonlinearity, the other one being e e tively linear. The former ore is a tive, with bandwidth-limited ampli ation built into it, while the latter ore has only losses.
Parameters of the model an be easily sele ted so that
the zero ba kground is stable. The model has nongeneri exa t analyti al solutions in the form of soli-

tary pulses ("dissipative solitons"). Dire t numeri al
simulations, using these exa t solutions as initial ongurations, show that they are unstable; however, the
evolution initiated by the exa t unstable solitons ends
up with nontrivial stable lo alized pulses, whi h are
very robust attra tors. Dire t simulations also demonstrate that the presen e of group-velo ity mismat h
(walk-o ) between the two harmoni s in the a tive
ore makes the pulses moving at a onstant velo ity,
but does not destabilize them.
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Non-destru tive beam hara terization at an ele tron sour e exit
S. Marghitu 2 , C. Din a 2 , M. Rizea 1 , C. Oproiu 2, M. Toma 2 , D. Martin 2, E. Ilies u 2
1 Department of Theoreti al Physi s, National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear Engineering (NIPNE), P.O.
Box MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
2 A elerators Laboratory, National Institute for Laser, Plasma and Radiation Physi s (NILPRP), P.O. Box
MG-6, Bu harest, Romania
The method, experimental set-up, and experimental results, referring to the non-destru tive beam emittan e at an ele tron sour e exit, as well as to the beam
envelope determination, are presented. The method
onsists in an intera tive use of both the beam ross
- se tion measurements, realized in the three-gradient
arrangement, and the K-V equation. The important
parts of the experimental set-up are: the ele tron sour e

(a Pier e onvergent diode, working in a pulse mode),
an axially symmetri magneti lens, and two beam
pro le monitors (wire s anners). The ele tron sour e
is of the type frequently used in linear a elerators,
parti ularly in our a elerators ALIN - 10 and ALID
- 7 at NILPRP, and works in the energy range of 2070 keV, with 4 s pulse duration and 0.1 - 1 A pulse
intensity.
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Nu lear Stru ture
High-spin states in the 97T nu leus
D. Bu ures u 1, Gh. Cata-Danil 1, I. Cata-Danil 1, M. Ivas u 1 , N. Marginean 1, C.A. Ur 1 , C. Rusu 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Experimental Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
2 NIPNE-HH, Department of Applied Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
The knowledge of the high-spin states in the A100
nu lei, whi h are not so far from losed shells, is important, sin e one an investigate the ompetition of
the single-parti le and olle tive degrees of freedom in
building up states up to the basi on guration termination. This report presents an important extension
of the level s heme of 97 T at high spins. The study
has been performed with the rea tion 82 Se(19 F,4n )
at 68 MeV. The 19 F8+ beam was delivered by the FN
Tandem a elerator in Bu harest. The experimental
setup onsisted of two intrinsi Ge dete tors of 20%
eÆ ien y, and a 1 litre NE213 s intillator dete tor
pla ed in the forward dire tion for the dete tion of
the neutrons. Details of the measurement geometries
are spe i ed in other re ent arti les of this series [1℄.
The level s heme eviden ed in the experiment is shown
in Fig. 1. The levels above the known states at 3530
keV (25/2+) and 3731 keV (43/2) are new.
We propose that the stru ture A is a de oupled
g9=2 stru ture, whi h ontinues smoothly up to the observed spin of 29/2 and stru ture B is the 3-quasiparti le
stru ture whi h rosses stru ture A after the alignment
of a pair of g9=2 protons. In the lower part some of the Figure 1: Level s heme of 97 T as eviden ed in the
states of 'stru ture C' may be interpreted as members present work.
of the signature partner of band A, the higher spin
states observed in the present experiment annot be
simply explained. The irregular pattern above spin Referen es
33/2 suggests multiple parti le rearrangements.
[1℄ N.Margineanuet al., Phys.Rev.C62(2000)034309;
D.Bu ures uet al., Phys.Rev.C63(2000)014306
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Consequen es of the enter-of-mass orre tion in large s ale nu lear
stru ture al ulations
A. Petrovi i 1;2, K.W. S hmid 2 , A. Faessler 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 Institut fur Theoretis he Physik, Univ. Tubingen, D-72076 Tubingen, Germany
The oexisten e phenomena dominating the stru ture
of medium mass nu lei at low and intermediate spins
are rather well des ribed in the frame of the omplex
VAMPIR (variation after proje tion) models whi h an
a ount for the deli ate interplay between olle tive
and single-parti le degrees of freedom, treat like-nuleon and neutron-proton pairing orrelations on the
same footing and are numeri ally feasible for rather
large model spa es and general two-body for es [1, 2,
3℄. The spheri al-deformed shape oexisten e identied in the N=Z nu leus 56 Ni was investigated within
the omplex Ex ited Vampir approa h using a rather
large valen e spa e in luding in addition to the full
1p0f-shell the 0g9=2 and 1d5=2 os illator orbits for both
protons and neutrons. Therefore, we have to worry
about e e ts due to the broken Galilean invarian e.
Obviously the latter ould be restored by proje ting
into the enter of momentum rest frame before variation, but this pro edure requires an additional 3dimensional integration and is for the moment numeri ally not possible. In order to study the e e ts of ontaminations due to the enter of momentum motion we
applied a rough method to eliminate them at least approximately. Instead of minimizing the usual Hamiltonian H we have omplemented it with a penalty fun tion and used in the minimization

H~ = H + HCOM

band nor of the upper part of the yrast band seem
to be onsiderably e e ted. An ex eption is the 0+
ground state. Here, for  = 0 a onsiderably larger
ontamination than in the higher spin states of the
yrast band is seen. As a onsequen e the 0+ {2+ energy di eren e be omes almost one MeV smaller when
in reasing  from 0 to 10. In the deformed band the
HCOM expe tation values are rather similar for all angular momenta and hen e the relative position of those
states does hardly hange.
Our investigations revealed also the importan e of the
enter of momentum motion for medium mass nu lei
manifesting oblate-prolate mixing.

(1)

where

HCOM

2
1
P^ 2
+ MA!2R~
 2MA
2

(2)

is the usual (many{body) harmoni os illator Hamiltonian of the enter of momentum. HCOM is positive
de nite, and, for a omplete nh! spa e, has eigenvalues 3=2h!; 5=2h!; et . orresponding to the enter of
momentum being in its ground (the 0s) or some ex ited
state. By hoosing  suÆ iently large one therefore
penalizes the ex itations of the enter of momentum.
Fig. 1 shows the results for {values of 0 (this orresponds to the normal al ulation, not worrying about
the enter of momentum motion), 1, 5 and nally 10.
The numbers on top of the levels denote the expe tation values of HCOM for the orresponding solutions
in units of h!. Thus 1:5 orresponds to a ompletely
nonspurious state. As expe ted, indeed the in rease
of  leads to a de rease of the spurious admixtures.
However, neither the relative spa ings of the deformed

Figure 1: The yrast and the rst deformed band in

56 Ni al ulated for di erent . The levels have been
normalized to the yrast 2+ energy.

In a omplete nh! model spa e the above pro edure
would be orre t. Whether it remains a good approximation within rather small model spa es it is not lear
and an probably only be de ided by an exa t restoration of Galilean invarian e via proje tion. Similar effe ts are to be expe ted in large s ale Hartree{Fo k or
Hartree{Fo k{Bogoliubov al ulations.

Referen es
[1℄ A. Petrovi i et al, Progr. Part. Nu l. Phys. 43,
485 (1999)
[2℄ A. Petrovi i et al, Nu l. Phys. A665, 333 (2000)
[3℄ A. Petrovi i et al, Nu l. Phys. A, (2001) (in press)
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Stati quadrupole moment of the K =14+ isomer in 176W
M. Iones u-Bujor 1, A. Iorda hes u 1, F. Brandolini 2, D. Bu ures u 1 , M. De Poli 3, S.M. Lenzi 2 ,
N. Marginean 1;3, N.H Medina 4 , D.R. Napoli 3 , Zs. Podolyak 5, P. Pavan 2, R.V. Ribas 4 , C. Rossi Alvarez 2 ,
C.A. Ur 1;2
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
2 Dipartimento di Fisi a and INFN, Sezione di Padova, Padova, Italy
3 INFN, LNL, Legnaro, Italy
4 Instituto di Fisi a, Universidade di Sao Paolo, Sao Paolo, Brazil
5 Department of Physi s, University of Surrey, Guildford, UK
The investigation of high-K isomeri states in the
deformed nu lei of the A180 region has found renewed interest in re ent years. Mu h experimental
and theoreti al work was devoted to understand the
me hanisms whi h govern their de ay to lower-lying
states, parti ularly the anomalous strong de ays to
low-K states. Other questions of great importan e
are the quen hing of the pairing orrelations and the
shape polarization e e ts in the high-seniority multiquasiparti le ex itations.
Our interest fo used on the 41 ns K  =14+ 3746 keV
isomeri state with anomalous de ay in 176 W [1℄. On
the basis of a pre ise g-fa tor measurement we assigned
to this isomer a pure four-quasiparti le on guration,
omposed by two protons in the 72 + [404℄ and 92 [514℄
orbitals and two neutrons in the 27 + [633℄ and 52 [512℄
orbitals [2℄. In the present work the measurement
of its stati quadrupole moment has been performed.
Prior to our experiment, stati quadrupole moments
have been measured only for three high-K isomeri
states of seniority 4 in the A180 region: 16+ in
178 Hf [3℄, 35 in 179 W [4℄ and 25+ in 182 Os [5℄. A
2
deformation very similar to that of the ground state
has been dedu ed for the 16+ isomer in 178 Hf, while
for the high-K isomers in 179 W and 182 Os signi antly
smaller deformations were reported.
The quadrupole intera tion of the 14+ isomeri
state in 176 W has been investigated in the ele tri eld
gradient (EFG) of the polly rystalline latti e of metalli Tl by applying the time-di erential perturbed angular distribution method. For W impurities in Tl
host the EFG strength and its temperature dependen e have been re ently reported [4℄. The isomer was
populated in the 164 Dy(16 O,4n)176 W rea tion using a
83 MeV 16 O pulsed beam (pulse width 1.5 ns, repetition period 800 ns) delivered by the XTU-Tandem of
Laboratori Nazionali di Legnaro. The target onsisted
of 0.5 mg/ m2 metalli 164 Dy on thi k Tl ba king in
whi h both the re oiling 176 W nu lei and the proje tiles were stopped. The target has been heated at
464 K in a spe ial oven. This temperature was hosen in order to assure an EFG strength onvenient for
the observation of the quadrupole intera tion pattern
on time s ale given by the isomeri lifetime. The -

rays were dete ted by Ge dete tors of 25% eÆ ien y
pla ed at the angles 0Æ and 90Æ with respe t to the
beam dire tion. The 240, 351, 440, and 558 keV lines of the 176 W yrast band whi h olle ts pra ti ally
all the isomeri de ay bran hes [1℄ have been analysed. The experimental modulation ratio is illustrated in Fig. 1 together with the least-squares t. A
quadrupole frequen y Q =92(10) MHz has been determined, whi h orresponds, with the EFG alibration of [4℄, to a spe tros opi quadrupole moment
Qs =6.3(1.4) eb. Assuming the strong oupling s heme,
a value of QÆ =7.7(1.8) eb is obtained for the intrinsi
quadrupole moment of the 14+ isomer. This value
ts very well into the systemati s of the ground-state
quadrupole moments of W nu lei [6℄ what indi ates
that no shape polarization o urs in the multiquasiparti le stru ture of 176 W.

Figure 1: Quadrupole intera tion spe trum for the
41 ns 14+ isomer in 176 W implanted in poly rystalline
Tl at a temperature of 464 K.
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Re e tion asymetri nu lear shapes
obtained by solving a di erential equation
D.N. Poenaru 1, R.A. Gherghes u 1, W. Greiner 2, J.H. Hamilton 3 , A.V. Ramayya 3
1 NIPNE-HH
2 Institut fuer Theoretis he Physik der Universitaet, Frankfurt am Main, Germany
3 Department of Physi s, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee, USA
The equilibrium nu lear shapes in ssion theory are
usually obtained by minimizing the deformation energy for a given surfa e equation [1℄. In the following
we present a method allowing to obtain a very general
equilibrium (saddle-point) shape as a solution of a differential equation without an apriori introdu tion of
a shape parametrization. In the approa h based on a
pure liquid drop model (LDM) [2℄, saddle-point shapes
are always re e tion symmetri : the deformation energy in reases with the mass-asymmetry parameter
 = (A1 A2 )=(A1 + A2 ), as is illustrated in Fig.1,
where  is repla ed by an almost linear dependent
quantity (dL dR )=R0 . In this way the well established
experimentally ssion fragment mass asymmetry an
not be explained. By adding the shell orre tions ÆE
to the LDM deformation energy, Edef = ELDM + ÆE ,
we su eded to obtain the minima shown in Fig.1.
The nu lear surfa e equation of an axially symmetri body u(x) is a solution of the following di erential
equation:
1
u00 = 2 + [u02 + (x d + V^s )(4u + u02 )3=2 ℄ (1)
u
where d is an input parameter whi h determines the
deformation.
In our present approa h we in luded in the deformation energy

E (R) = ELD (R) + ÆE (R) ÆE 0

(2)

a phenomenologi al shell orre tions ÆE inspired from
[3℄, and the above written di erential equation is solved
iteratively by using Runge-Kutta method. The pro edure is repeated until the solution of the variational
problem leads to the minimum of the deformation energy whi h is the sum of the surfa e and Coulomb
energies plus shell orre tions.
At a given deformation we nd the fragment volumes and the orresponding number of protons and
neutrons Zi (R); Ni (R) (i = 1; 2).For every fragment
we add ontributions from protons and neutrons

ÆE (R) =

X
i

ÆEi (R) =

X
i

[ÆEpi (R) + ÆEni (R)℄ (3)

given by

ÆEpi = Cs(Zi ); ÆEni = Cs(Ni )

(4)

where

s(Z ) = F (Z )=[(Z ) 2=3 ℄ Z 1=3
and a similar equation for s(N ), where
"

(5)

3 Ni5=3 Ni5=13
F (n) =
(n Ni 1 ) n5=3 + Ni5=13
5 Ni Ni 1

#

in whi h n 2 (Ni 1 ; Ni ) is the a tual number of protons or neutrons Z or N , and Ni 1 ; Ni are the neighbouring magi numbers. The parameters = 0:2,
C = 6:2 MeV were determined by t with experimental masses and deformations.

Figure 1: Saddle-point deformation energy versus
mass asymmetry parameter for the binary ssion of
238 U and 232;228 Th nu lei. One an see a monotonous
in rease within a pure liquid drop model and minima
when the shell orre tions are in luded.
By introdu ing shell orre tions we obtained minima
of deformation energy illustrated in Fig.1 for parent
nu lei 238 U, 232;228 Th at a nite mass asymmetry giving for the three nu lei the same mass number of the
heavy fragment A1 = 125.
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General utility omputer programs for nu lear stru ture
experiments
M. Col i 1 , Gh. Cata-Danil 1
1 IFIN-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
The Nu lear odes pa kage ontains several theory
programs whi h allow the al ulation of many quantities needed in nu lear stru ture experiments. These
odes were initially reated to run on Vax Ma hines.
Therefore, many errors result at their ompilation on
Linux Ma hines. We xed these errors and veri ed the
result with input parameters that generate known output quantities. The following programs are available
on the Linux network at the Department of Nu lear
Physi s.

5. DEDX -Based on an old Oak Ridge ode, this
program al ulates stopping powers and ranges.
It works with all hemi al elements, plus the
ompounds ISOBUTANE and MYLAR.
6. EPSBET - The program makes onversion between Nilsson epsilon deformations and Warsaw
betas, i.e. shape de ned in terms of epsilons will
be expanded in terms of betas. Originally written by W. Nazarewi z.

1. BASS -Program to al ulate fusion barriers and
the limiting angular momentum for omplete fusion of heavy ions, using the Bass model [1℄.

7. GOSTOP -This program allows the al ulation
of ele troni and nu lear stopping powers. Data
for the stopper material density is taken from
the Ameri an Institute of Physi s handbook.

2. BM1BE2 -Program to al ulate the ratio of the
redu ed transition probabilities:

8. QUAD -Program whi h extra ts 2 and 2 values
from a given quadrupole moment Q0

B (M 1; I ! I 1) < I; I jM 1jI 1; I 1 >2
=
B (E 2; I ! I 2
< I; I jE 2jI 2; I 2 >2
and the mixing ratio of I = 1 transitions:

Æ = 0:799  E (MeV ) 

< I; I jE 2jI 1; I 1 >
< I; I jM 1jI 1; I 1 >

The Program uses the semi- lassi al formalism
of Donau and Frauendorf [2℄.
The extension to multi-quasiparti le stru tures
follows Radford's pres ription [3℄.
3. CLEBSCH -Program to al ulate the Clebs hGordan oeÆ ients:

< j 1 m1 j 2 m2jj m >
4. CLEB -Cal ulates only the following Clebs hGordan oeÆ ients:

< I K 1 0jI

1 K>

< I K 2 0jI

2 K>

9. STIME -Program to al ulate stopping times for
ions in materials.
10. WU -Program to al ulate the redu ed ele tromagneti transition rates B(EL), B(ML) and the
ratios

B (ML)
B (EL)
and
(inWeiskopf units ):
B (EL)w
B (ML)w
Sour e odes and theoreti al referen es are
provided at request at the ele troni address:
m ol itandem.nipne.ro
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Nu lear stru ture of doubly - odd 150Pm nu leus
E. Dragules u 1, G. C. Serbanut 1 , P. Ra olta 1, D. Moisa 1, F. Ba iu 1 , C. Besliu 1 , I. Iftimia 2 , G. Semenes u 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Departament of Nu lear Physi s
2 Clemson University, USA
It has been suggested [1℄ that in rare - earth nu lei
around N = 88 one may expe t o tupole orrelation
similar those found in the a tinide nu lei around Z =
88. The experimental study of nu lei with Z = 54 62 and populated by - indu ed rea tions and ssion
[4, 5℄ has been revealed the presen e of interleaved
negative- and positive- parity yrast bands there are
oupled by enhan ed E1 transitions. A review on both
experimental and theoreti al progress in this area was
done by Butler and Nazarewi z [1℄.
O tupole deformation an be established in spe ial
ases depending on the arrangement and the strength
o the o tupole intera tion between l = 3 and J =
3 opposite orbitals. The maximum e e t of o tupole
oupling might be expe ted at Z  62 and N = 90
sin e the Fermi level lies both between the f7=2 and
i13=2 neutron orbitals and between the d5=2 and h11=2
orbitals [2℄.
Dra h and Salamon [3℄ suggested the possibility of
using elemental abundan e of T (Z = 43) and Pm (Z
= 61), whi h no stable isotopes, as osmi ray lo ks.
The abundan e of their isotopes in the solar system
have arisen from a ombination of several di erent astrophysi al sour es. For example, there are thought to
be three main nu leosynthesis pro esses that produ ed
the solar system abundan e for elements heavier than
iron (the so - alled s-, r- and p- pro ess). We an
investigate the details of the s - pro ess by examining
properties of so - alled "bran h point" [4℄.
The present study of low spin states of 150 Pm by
means of (p, n ) rea tion is an extension of previous systemati investigation of o tupole orrelation
in the transitional odd - even 145 149 Pm and odd odd 144 148 Pm [1℄.

The low spin stru ture for 148 Pm has been previously obtained from the (p, n ) rea tion [17℄. No
ex ited states for 150 Pm have been reported up to now
in the literature.
Nu lear levels in 150 Pm have been rstly investigated with the 150 Nd(p, n ) rea tion using beams of 5
- 8 MeV protons. A series of measurements, in luding
ex itation fun tion
oin iden e and lifetime measurements were performed. From our a tivation measurements of de ay of 150 Pm were determined the
half - lives for: ground state (1 ), and new isomeri
state (3 ) (see Fig. 1), 2.74(2) h and 1.31(1) h, respe tively. This new 3 state in 150 Pm is observed in
the neighbouring odd - odd N = 89 isotones shown in
Fig. 2.
Several new levels have been identi ed in 150 Pm
and interpreted in the framework of theoreti al models.
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Nu lear stru ture of the N=Z odd - odd nu lei around N=28 losed
shell interpreted with IBFFM
E. Dragules u 1, I. Serbanut 2 , G. C. Serbanut 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Departament of Nu lear Physi s
2 University of Bu harest, Fa ulty of Physi s, se tion of Nu lear Intera tions and Elementary Parti les Physi s
INTRODUCTION
In the very re ent years the knowledge of the level
stru ture at lower and higher energies in the fpg shell
N=Z nu lei has renewed a growing interest due to major improvements in the theoreti al te hniques. Going
away from losed shell, the shell model al ulations
rapidly exhaust omputer apabilities and we must resort to the model observed on olle tive phenomena.
The fpg odd-odd N = Z around the doubly magi 56 Ni
nu leus are good andidates to investigate the ompetition between olle tive and single-parti le ex itation
[1-3℄.
Here is presented a part of results obtained from
an exhaustive sistemati study [4,5℄ of the self onju66
gate doubly-odd nu lei with A > 62: 62
31 Ga and 33 As
nu lei using the intera ting - boson - fermion - fermion
- model (IBFFM) [6-8℄.
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The odd-odd nu lei are des ribed in the framework
of the IBFFM by oupling valen e shell proton and
neutron quasiparti les to even-even ore des ribed in
the intera ting - boson model. Inthe rst step of the
al ulations the ore parameters for 60 Zn and 64 Ge
ores were tted to the energies of their ex ited states.
In the se ond step of al ulations, I have adjusted
the IBFM proton hamiltonian to the low - lying levels
of 63 Ga and 67 As nu lei and IBFM neutron hamiltonian of low - lying levels of61 Zn and 65 Ge nu lei involved in the asees of the stru ture of odd-odd 62 Ga
and 66 As nu lei. We have nally al ulated the level
spe tra and ele tromagneti properties of above mentioned nu lei. The IBFFM positive - parity energy
spe tra are ompared with experimental ones in Fig.
1. These al ulations show a resonable agreement with
experimental data and existing shell - model al ulations.

Figure 1: Low - lying experimental levels in 62 Ga [2℄
and 66 As [1,7℄ ompared with the present IBFFM alulations.
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Algebrai and geometri des ription of the olle tivity evolution in
the even-even Yb nu lei
Al. Negret 1 , Gh. Cata-Danil 1
1 IFIN-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
We have studied the 160 174 Yb isotopes in the frame
of the Intera ting Boson Model (IBA-1) and the Geometri Colle tive Model (GCM). The existing experimental information in these nu lei refers mainly to
the ground state and gamma bands. The information
is not so ri h on the ex ited K=0 bands. Our aim was
to des ribe the stru ture of the low lying states.
The energy of the rst ex ited state of the groundstate band (2+1 ) lowers ontinously from E=243 KeV
in 160 Yb to E=77 KeV in 174 Yb. The energy of the
band-head of the gamma band in reases from E=820
KeV in 160 Yb to E=1634 KeV in 174 Yb and the energy
of the K=0 band-head (the 0+2 level) is almost onstant
[1℄.
IBA and GCM are two di erent appro hes to the
nu lear stru ture. IBA represents the algebrai point
of view and GCM the geometri one. It has been
shown that they des ribe the same physi al stru ture
[2℄. We used this study also to nd out how far the
similitude between the two models an go.
The IBA omputer odes "PHINT" and "FBEM"
have been employed with the CQF parametrisation [3℄.
It has been shown [2℄ that the GCM an also reprodu e
the three known symetries (symerti rotor, vibrator
and -unstable rotor) using only the rst three terms
in the potential part of the hammiltonian. Therefore,
in the GCM ode we retained only four parameters C2 , C3 and C4 for potential, and the mass parameter
B2 [4℄.
The rst nu leus where the al ulations have been
performed was 172 Yb, whi h is situated very lose to
the rotor limit. We obtained good ts, both in IBA
and GCM. The pro edure was extended as follows: for
ea h nu leus we rstly employed the parameters from
the neighbour isotope. Then, slowly varying the parameters we looked for the best agreement with the

experimental level s heme and the B(E2) values. The
main problem of this pro edure appears between the
isotope with A=170 and the isotope with A=168. Here,
the relative position of the gamma band and of the
K=0 band hanges. Therefore we had to a ept a leap
of the parameters in this point in order to reprodu e
this e e t.
In on lusion, we obtained a eptable agreement
with the experimental values, both in IBA and GCM.
The model parameters were kept in a narrow range.
As we expe ted, the most diÆ ult problem is the desription of the K=0 bands. Their nature seems more
omplex than the simple assumptions of the pure olle tive models and we an observe a disagreement both
for B(E2) values and the parameter of inertia of K=0
bands of some isotopes.
Althought the al ulations in the two models have
been developed independently, the results are similar.
Di eren es appear in details su h as the moments of
inertia of the ex ited K=0 bands.
Further on, we are planning experiments guided by
these al ulations.
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Figure 1: Neutron hysteresis loop taken at T=240K
after eld ooling (HFC=2KOe) through Neel temperature of the antiferomagnet. In the inset: the sume of
I++ and I-whi h shows a dip on the zero magnetization region.
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The ex hange bias (EB) phenomenon is asso iated
with interfa ial oupling between ferromagneti and
antiferromagneti layers, whi h results in an unidire tional magneti anisotropy. The ma ros opi e e ts
related to ex hange biased systems are the shift of the
hysteresis loop towards positive or negative dire tions
and an in rease of the oer itivity eld as upon ooling the system in an applied magneti eld. However,
another ma ros opi e e t, namely, time relaxation of
the ex hange bias eld has gained little attention so
far [1,2,3℄.
The system we used for measuring the three ma ros opi e e ts and, espe ially, the time relaxation one is
a CoO/Co multilayer. The sample was prepared by rfsputter on an a-plane sapphire substrate. The growth
parameters were optimised as to obtain a low interfa e
roughness, in expense of the riystalinity. The measurements were arried out at the ADAM re e tometer
(ILL) by Polarised Neutron Re e tometry. The samples have been hara terised by x-ray re e tivity and
MOKE measurments. Neutron hystersis loops[Fig. 1℄
were measured at 310 K (TN of CoO is 291 K) and
240 K by s anning the magneti eld and dete ting
the 4 re e tivities (R++, R+-, R-+, R{) at the position of the rst multilayer peak. From su h urves
we see that the reversal of magnetisation in the sample o urs not by in-plane rotation but rather through
domain walls movement. In-plane magneti moment
rotation would have indu ed an in rease of the spinip re e tivities (R+- and R-+) at the rossing-point.
There was no di eren e of the behaviour of the magnetisation reversal pro ess from room temperature to
low temperature and from the positive to the negative
part of the hysteresis loop. We noti ed, as well, that
the ex hange bias eld was not stable in time[Fig.2℄.
It de reases from about 180 Oe towards 0 Oe. The
half-life time obtained by tting the time dependen e
of the ex hange bias eld (TDEBF) urve with a "exponential de ay" type of fun tion was 580 se .
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Time and temperature e e ts on ex hange biased CoO/Co bilayers
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Considering the stability of magneti on gurations
near ferromagneti /antiferromagneti interfa es, it is
important to understand how the ex hange bias (EB)
and the oer itivity eld are a e ted by thermal u tuations [1,2℄. We have studied the time and temperature dependen e of natural CoO/Co bilayers prepared
by rf-sputtering and oxidized in air. The growth parameters were optimised in order to obtain a low interfa ial roughness. We observed two striking pe uliarities when studying the temperature dependen e of the
hysteresis loops after eld ooling: a) the ex hange
bias starts out with a positive value at the blo king
temperature of TB=180K, and be omes negative below 160 K. b) the oer ive for e in reases drasti ally
below 210 K. Thus there is a temperature region where
the oer ive for e is enhan ed while the EB is suppressed [Fig. 1℄. The last observation is in agreement
with a thermal a tivation model proposed by Wee and
Stamps [3℄.

(as shown by the training e e t) we stopped the magneti eld sweep at di erent points around the oerive for e. We then determined the magneti relaxation[Fig. 2℄ and, after magnetisation reversal, losed
the loop by sweeping the magneti eld again. We noti ed that in the region of positive EB the hysteresis
loop is enlarged, while in the negative EB region it
is narrowed. The training e e ts show the same behaviour.
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temperature. The sample was ooled in FC=2440 Oe.
The time dependen e of the EB was eviden ed by
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Taking advantage of the fa t that for our system the
rst magnetisation reversal bran h of the hysteresis
loop is mainly ausing the shift of the hysteresis loop
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A new shape isomer in the N=Z nu leus 72Kr
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1 CEA Sa lay, Fran e
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4 IFIN-HH
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The neutron-de ient Kr isotopes have a long history as andidates for the o urren e of oexisten e
between well-deformed prolate and oblate shapes [1℄.
The pronoun ed shell gaps for large prolate and oblate
defromations at proton number Z=36 [2℄ play a major
role for the stru ture of the Kr isotopes. Di erent shell
gaps for neutron numbers between 36 and 42 lead to a
pronoun ed deformation in the more neutron-de ient
isotopes. Close to the N=Z line prolate and oblate
shapes are generally expe ted within a few hundred
keV of ex itation energy. The shape of the ground
state depends very mu h on the details of the e e tive
intera tion, in luding the possible in uen e of protonneutron pairing when approa hing the N=Z line. Detailed measurements of the properties of shape oexisting states in light Kr isotopes therefore onstitute
an important test of the nu lear models.
A systemati study of the properties of neutronde ient Kr isotopes has been performed by our ollaboration over few years. In-beam -ray and onversionele tron (CE) spe tros opy after fusion-evaporation rea tions was used to study 74 Kr [3℄, while Coulomb
ex itation was performed on 78 Kr. In the most reent experiment, we have investigated isomeri states
in very neutron-de ient nu lei around A=70, using
for the rst time ombined CE and -ray spe tros opy
after fragmentation rea tion. Here, a 73 MeV/A 78 Kr
beam, delivered by the GANIL y lotrons, was fragmented on a Be target. The fragments were mass and
harge analysed by the LISE3 spe trometer and implanted in thin Kapton foil. -ray were measured with
a set up of segmented Clover dete tors from EXOGAM
ollaboration, while the CE were dete ted with a large
area Si(Li) dete tor mounted lose to the implantation
foil. With this method isomer transition an be assigned on an event-by-event basis to a given fragment.
In this way an isomeri 0+ state in 74 Kr, rst observed
in an earlier GANIL experiment without CE dete tion
[4℄, ould be rmly established by its E0 de ay to the
ground state. Moreover, a new 0+ isomer was identi-

ed as the rst ex ited state of the N=Z nu leus 72 Kr.
This nding onstitutes the rst observation of a shape
isomer in an N=Z nu leus.
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Figure 1: Upper gure: an CE spe trum orresponding to the 0+ ! 0+ EO transition. Bottom: the de ay
urve of the 0+ ex ited level.
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The investigation of magneti phase transitions in a Fe/Gd bilayer
embeded in a multilayer resonator
F. Radu 1;2 , Yu. V. Nikitenko 3 , V Syromyatnikov 4, H. Lauter 5 , V. Leiner 5, V. L. Aksenov 3
1 Departamentul de Fizi a Nu leara, Institutul de Fizi a si Inginerie Nu leara, 76900 Magurele, Romania
2 Institut fur Experimentalphysik/Festkorperphysik, Ruhr-Universitaet Bo hum, D-44780 Bo hum, Germany
3 Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physi s of Joint Institute for Nu lear Resear h, 141980, Dubna, Russia
4 Petersburg Nu lear Physi s Institute, 188350 Gat hina, Russia
5 Institute Laue-Langevin, 38042 Grenoble Cedex 9, Fran e
The experiment reported hitherto aimed at observation of magneti phase transition in a Fe/Gd bilayer
embedded in a multilayer neutron resonator. Polarised
neutron re e tivity (PNR) measurements were arried
out using the ADAM re e tometer at the Institute
Laue Langevin. The magneti stru ture of Fe/Gd multilayers is the result of the ompetition between the
ferromagneti oupling in Fe(b feromagnet) and in
Gd (b feromagnet) layers and an antiferromagneti
oupling at the interfa e. It was shown[1,2℄ that three
magneti phases an take pla e: twisted, aligned-Fe,
aligned-Gd. The aligned states are unstable against
a strong enough magneti eld and, for a riti al one,
the magneti moments leave the aligned states and will
make an angle in respe t to the external eld. At low
temperatures only 2 phases are expe ted to o ur: one
at low elds when the Gd moments are aligned in the
dire tion of the eld, and iron moments are antiparalel; at high enough external magneti eld the system
undergoes a transition towards a state where the magnetisation of Fe and Gd are kept antiparalel between
themselves but under an angle to the external eld.
As the neutron spin- ip re e tivities are sensitive to
su h an angle, one would expe t a dire t eviden e of
su h a transition by dire t omparison of the re e tivities orresponding to the aligned-Gd and twisted
magneti phases. Taking advantage of the neutron
density probability enhan ement in the neutron multilayer resonator [3,4℄, we have measured the neutron
re e tivities(R++, R+-, R-+, R{) from the followA)/Ti(500
A)/Gd(30
A)/Fe(120
A)
ing sample: Cu(100 
/Ti(1500
A)/Cu(1000
A)/Glass at 3 di erent temperatures (93 K, 50K, 1K). For ea h temperature point,
2 sets of re e tivities were olle ted at 500 Oe and
5 KOe. The magneti eld was applied parallel to
the sample surfa e. The measurements at (H=5 KOe,
T=95 K) are shown in g 1. Plotted lines are the
olle ted neutron intensities Iuu, Idd, Iud, Idu whi h
after data manipulation a ording to Ref. 5 will turn
out in re e tivities R++, R{, R-+,R+-. One an noti e that there are dips in total re e tion region for
Idd and Iuu, mainly due to the neutron absorption in
Gd layer. It shows that for di erent neutron wavelengths the neutron density probability is enhan ed,
thus the absorption and spin- ip probability (if any)

is enhan ed, as well.
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Figure 1: The Iuu (R++) neutron intensities at T=95
K for 2 di erent magneti elds: H=500Oe and, respe tively, H=5 KOe. In the inset:The Iuu, Idd, Idu,
Iud neutron intensities at T=95 K and H=5 KOe. The
magneti eld was apllied paralel to the sample surfa e.In g. 2 the intensities Iuu at T=95, H=500 Oe
and (T=95, H=5 KOe) points in phase diagram are
plotted against the wave ve tor transfer. The di eren e between them is well seen in the total re e tion
region while in the Kissing fringes regime it is hardly
distinguishable. The origin of the di eren e of the two
re e tivities is onne ted with the hange of magneti
on guration of the Fe/Gd system. The Fe/Gd bilayer
at H=500 Oe is more non ollinear than at H=5KOe.
Quantitative analysis of the data based on tting to
the neutron re e tivities is now under development.
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Nu lear Rea tions
Pre-equilibrium emission surfa e e e ts in a tivation rea toins
V. Avrigeanu 1, M. Avrigeanu 1, A.J.M. Plompen 2
1 IFIN-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
2 EC/JRC/IRMM, Neutron Physi s Unit, Geel, Belgium
intera tion provides an in reased e e t for lower energy neutrons, in lose agreement with the results obtained by using the improved parti le-hole level density within the GDH formalism.

Improved ross-se tion al ulations are reported in
this work [1℄, based on updated parti le-hole level
density formalism in luding energy-dependent singleparti le level densities as well as surfa e e e ts [2℄.
The often low predi tive power of the statisti al
and pre-equilibrium (PE) nu lear rea tion models has
re ently been underlined by IRMM studies [3℄ of both
absolute ross se tions and shape of ex itation fun tions of fast neutron-indu ed rea tions on medium mass
nu lei. A better des ription of the high-energy side
of a tivation ex itation fun tions, most sensitive to
PE modeling (e.g. Fig. 1a), is obtained espe ially
within the geometry-dependent hybrid (GDH) model
by means of averages of the imaginary potential and
nu lear density over proje tile traje tories for various
partial waves in order to determine the intranu lear
transition rates ( [4℄ and referen es therein). At the
same time it is assumed that the rea tions are lo alized within spheri al shells determined by the proje tile impa t parameter. A tually, the dis ussion of
the nu lear surfa e lo alization of preequilibrium rea tions at low energy [5℄, by means of the semi lassi al
method, has on rmed the geometry e e t taken into
a ount within the GDH model (Fig. 1b, ). Moreover,
Kalba h's [6℄ re ent phenomenologi al re-analysis of
the surfa e lo alization of the initial target-proje tile
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Vanadium ross se tion measurements dy the a tivation te hnique
and evaluations from thresshold to 20 MeV
P. Reimer 1 , A.J.M. Plompen 1 , V. Avrigeanu 2, S.M. Qaim 3
1 EC/JRC/IRMM, Neutron Physi s Unit, Geel, Belgium
2 IFIN-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
3 FZ-Juli h, INC, D-52425 Juli h, Germany
Vanadium is of interest as a andidate low-a tivation stru tural material in devi es with a hard neutron
ux. Re ent measurements of the 47 S produ tion in
ben hmark irradiations of vanadium alloys showed disrepan ies with al ulations using data from the EAF97 library of C/E=1.5 or more depending on the neutron spe trum used. In the present work [1, 2℄ the
rea tion nat V(n; )47 S is studied from threshold to
20.5 MeV with the aim to improve the data base and
resolve the above dis repan ies. Simultaneously, new
measurements were done for the 51 V(n; )48 S rea tion as well, e.g. Fig. 1(a,b), and some additional experimental data were added to those obtained re ently
for the 51 V(n; p)51 Ti [3℄. Cal ulations were performed
using a revised version (e.g. [4℄) of the STAPRE-H95
statisti al model ode [5℄ with pre-equilibrium ontributions al ulated using the geometry dependent
hybrid model. A physi ally onsistent des ription of
all pertinent experimental information was attempted.
In most ases a des ription of the experimental data
is obtained that is suÆ iently a urate to onsider
adopting all the new model al ulations in evaluated
data les. Disagreement with earlier estimates for the
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51
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ross se tions is attributed to a misinterpretation of the dominant pro ess that is ongoing
around 14.8 MeV in ident energy, e.g. Fig. 1( ).
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On onsistent des ription of nu lear level density
V. Avrigeanu 1, T. Glodariu 1 , A.J.M. Plompen 2 , H. Weigmann 2
1 IFIN-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
2 EC/JRC/IRMM, Neutron Physi s Unit, Geel, Belgium
70 and A=104-114 has been obtained. A smooth transition range from the BSFG formula des ription (dotted urves, Fig.1) to the approa h adopted for the
higher energies (dashed urves) has been hosen between the binding energy and the value of 15 MeV.
The di eren e still existing at the binding energy is
due to the di erent (i) e e tive energies, and (ii) forms
of the two approa h denominators. The partial removal of the former e e t ould be obtained by using
a orre tion fa tor given by the ratio of the nu lear
temperatures orresponding to the two formulas.

A onsistent des ription of all experimental data
related to the nu lear level density of medium-heavy
nu lei, i.e. the low-lying dis rete levels, the nu leonresonan e data, and the level density data above the
nu leon binding energy, has been obtained [1℄. The
ba k-shifted Fermi gas (BSFG) model has been used
for the des ription of the nu lear level density at ex itation energies lower than the nu leon binding energy
by tting the latest experimental low-lying dis rete
levels and average s-wave nu leon resonan e spa ings
D0 . While re ent studies [2℄ indi ate that the e e tive moment of inertia of the nu leus is about half the
widely used rigid-body value Ir , the analysis of the ratio of the proton and neutron resonan e spa ings orresponding to the same ompound nu leus [3℄ has led to
the value I=Ir =(0.750.06) for the nu leus 51 V. Moreover, following theoreti al predi tions we have adopted
a variable ratio I /Ir that ranges from 0.5 at the ground
state energy to 0.75 at the binding energy and 1 at 15
MeV, while remaining onstant above.
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Also, various approa hes developed for the energydependent level density parameter are reviewed, pointing out the usefulness of the method proposed by Koning and Chadwi k [4℄ for hoosing the appropriate
shell orre tion energy. A onsistent des ription of
both the s-wave nu leon-resonan e data and the level
density data above 10-15 MeV, for nu lei with A=55-
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Fast neutron distributions from Be and C thi k targets bombarded
with 80 and 160 MeV deuterons
N. Pauwels 1, S. Brandenburg 2, H. Laurent 1 , J.P.M. Beijers 2 , F. Clapier 1, H. Lebreton 3 , M. Mirea 4,
M.G. Saint-Laurent 3, R.G.T. Zegers 2
1 Institut de Physique Nu leaire, Orsay Cedex, Fran e
2 Kernfysis h Vernsneller Instituut, Groningen, The Netherlands
3 Grand A elerateur National d'Ions Lourds, Caen Cedex, Fran e
4 NIPNE-HH, Experimental Physi s Departement
Produ tion of fast neutrons studies have ome to
the fore in the past few years be ause of the great
interest for the possible appli ations of indu ed ssion to produ e neutron ri h ion beams. In this ontext, the main obje tive of the SPIRAL II (Systeme de
Produ tion d'Ions Radioa tifs A eleres en Ligne) and
PARRNe (Produ tion d'Atomes Radioa tifs Ri hes en
Neutrons) R&D proje ts is the investigation of the feasibility and of the optimum parameters for a neutron
ri h isotope sour e. Spe ial attention is dedi ated to
the energy and angular distributions of the neutrons
obtained through deuteron break{up in di erent types
of onverters and di erent in ident energies. Analysis
and modelization of su h behaviors, together with the
study of the yields of neutron indu ed ssion [1℄, an
be used to optimize the produ tivity of the ssioning
target it's geometry and designing it a ordingly. The
present report ontinues our previous studies realised
for 17, 20, 28 [2℄ and 200 MeV [3℄ deuteron energies
and it is fo used on deuteron in ident energies of 80
and 160 MeV.

have been measured. The energy of the neutrons was
determined from the time{of{ ight (TOF) measurement. To obtain an energy resolution of about 4%
for the fastest, forward{emitted neutrons, whi h have
approximately beam velo ity, the length of the ightpath for the dete tors at angles up to 30Æ was hosen
to be 6 m. At ba kward angles, where the neutron
energies are lower, a shorter ightpath was hosen. A
s hemati drawing of the setup is shown in Fig. 1. A
100 mm thi k Be target and a 70 mm thi k C target
were used.
Results are exempli ed with the angular and energy distributions of neutron obtained for Be target at
80 MeV in Fig. 2.

Figure 2: Experimental angular and energy neutron
distributions.
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In the experiment, the double di erential ross se tion for neutron produ tion indu ed by 80 and 160
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in whi h the in ident deuterons were omplete stopped,
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3 H/3 He

squeeze-out - a signature of the reball's isospin
distribution?

M. Petrovi i 1;2, G. Stoi ea 1;2 , Y. Leifels 2 , A. Androni 1;2 , N. Herrmann 2, K.D. Hildenbrand 2 ,
Collaboration FOPI 2
1 NIPNE-HH Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 GSI-Darmstadt, Germany
The Phase I FOPI data eviden e for highly entral experimental data are analysed in the angular range
Au + Au ollisions at 100, 150 and 250 AMeV system- 0o-60o and 300o-360o. The angular distributions are
ati ally larger mean kineti energies for 3 He fragments obtained by symmetrising these results relative to 90o
relative to the 3 H values [1℄. The EOS Collaboration and 270o, respe tively. For an impa t parameter range
nd the same trend with somewhat larger size [2℄. of b = 2-4 fm one observes a mu h larger squeeze-out
Mi ros opi transport models [3℄ and hybrid hydro- signal for 3 He relative to 3 H. The two azimuthal distridynami al models, in luding pure Coulomb repulsion butions are normalised at 0o. A se ond order Fourier
at the freeze-out moment [4℄ do not su eed to ex- expansion (f () = ao (1+ a2 os(2))) is used to t the
plain quantitatively this di eren e. Similar ndings azimuthal distributions. The resulting a2 oeÆ ients
are re ently reported by the INDRA Collaboration [5℄ for all fragments from A=1 to A=4 are presented in
for 129 Xe + 119 Sn at 50 AMeV. At a higher in ident Fig.1. While p,d and 4 He show the well known enenergy 1.15 AGeV it seems that this di eren e disap- han ement of the squeeze-out signal as a fun tion of
pears. Both types of fragments have the same mean mass, larger a2 values for 3 He relative to 3 H an be
kineti energy, following a trend as a fun tion of the observed. Di erent ross- he ks and omparisons with
fragment mass only, whi h is spe i for the emission mi ros opi model predi tions are in progress. Howfrom an expanding sour e.
ever, this preliminary result seem to indi ate that the
Corroborating these fa ts, based on the dynami s relative value of the squeeze-out signal of 3 H and 3 He
of the expansion suggested by hydrodynami al models, ould be related to the isospin distribution in the reone ould imagine that due to the Coulomb repulsion, ball at the freeze-out moment. Obviously, other ontrithe outer layers of the initial reball are to some ex- butions (like Coulomb fo using) to the observed e e t
tend more proton ri h than the inner zones. If this are not ex luded.
is the ase, then one expe ts 3 He fragments originating with higher probability from these regions of the
reball and onsequently having larger expansion velo ities as far as the expansion has an almost linear
dependen e as a fun tion of the distan e from the the
enter of the reball [3, 4℄. Within su h a s enario,
the 3 He fragments are supposed to be emitted preferentially in earlier phases of the expansion than the
3 H fragments, and feel a larger shadowing from the
spe tators passing by. For mid- entral ollisions this
may lead to a di eren e in the squeeze-out signal. In
order to he k this, we analysed data of Ru + Ru olli- Figure 1: a2 values as a fun tion of mass of the rea tion
sion at 400 AMeV obtained with the Phase II - FOPI produ ts for Ru + Ru ollision for the same geometry
experimental on guration.
and p(0)
t values as for Fig. 1
The mass and harge identi ation of A=3 fragments is a hieved using the ombined information from Referen es
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In ident energy and Apart dependen e of the reball expansion in
Au+Au ollisions

β0

G. Stoi ea 1;2 , M. Petrovi i 1;2, A. Androni 1;2 , N. Herrmann 2, K.D. Hildenbrand 2 , Y. Leifels 2 , W. Reisdorf 2 ,
Collaboration FOPI 2
1 NIPNE-HH Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 GSI-Darmstadt, Germany
A uni ed representation of the squeeze-out trends the reball (Apart ), while  , the di eren e between
an be done in terms of the azimuthal distribution of out-of-plane and in-plane ow, de reases showing the
the kineti energy [1, 2℄. A omprehensive des ription shadowing e e t of the spe tator matter. At lower enof the squeeze-out phenomena in the energy range 0.25 tralities, i.e. larger impa t parameters, the spe tator
- 1.15 AGeV is based on the parametrisation of the matter being more ompa t, the bulk of produ ts detransverse mass spe tra with an expression des ribing te ted in the rea tion plane emitted by the reball and
a radially symmetri expanding shell [1℄. As far as not hindered by the spe tators orrespond to the late
su h a situation an hardly be en ountered in heavy phase of the expansion when the ow is weaker and
ion ollisions and is not spe i at all for mid- entral the spe tators moved apart from the ollision zone.
ollisions, a presentation of the experimental information free of any model is preferred.
In this ontribution we present results on azimuthal
distributions of the olle tive ow (=v/ ) whi h is
extra ted from the rise of the experimental mean kim > with the mass of the rea tion
neti energy < Ekin
90 MeV/u
120 MeV/u
produ ts. We use the full overage of the FOPI exper150 MeV/u
250 MeV/u
imental devi e in order to extra t as pre ise as possi400 MeV/u
ble this experimental information. Therefore, we have
to ombine the information from the forward plasti
wall dete tor where the rea tion produ ts are identied only by their harge with the one from the entral drift hamber (CDC) where the rea tion produ ts
are identi ed by their mass. This is a hieved by using the information obtained during earlier Phase I
experiments when Si-CsI teles opes delivered a very
good mass and harge separation of the light produ ts
within the a eptan e of the plasti wall [3℄. The
ollision geometry de nition is based on CDC harged
parti le multipli ity and the ratio of transversal to lonApart
gitudinal energies [4℄. The analysis is performed in a
referen e frame with the z axis along the sidewards Figure 1: The average, o , and in-plane - out-of-plane
ow dire tion and within 80o   m  100o polar di eren e,  , of the ow value as a fun tion of enangular range. The azimuthal distributions are sym- trality, for 90, 120, 150, 250, 400 AMeV
metri with respe t to 90o and 270o, hen e, we overlap
These experimental trends an be followed in Fig.1.
0o-90o and 270o-360o azimuthal ranges to de rease the The ontinuation of these studies at higher energies
statisti al errors, make ve bins in azimuth and re e t and detailed omparisons with mi ros opi transport
the results in order to over the full angular range 0o- model predi tions are in progress.
360o. The average ow value, o, and the out-of-plane
- in-plane di eren e,  , are taken from a t to the Referen es
ow ( =v/ ) azimuthal distributions using the follow[1℄ S. Wang et al., Phys. Rev. Lett. 76, 3911 (1996)
ing expression:
()= o -   os2
[2℄ M. Petrovi i, FOPI Collaboration, "Heavy Ion
Physi s at Low, Intermediate and Relativisti EnThe ellipti ow hara terised by the major axis
ergies using 4 Dete tors", World S ienti , 1997,
perpendi ular to the rea tion plane rises ontinuously
p. 216
from 90 to 400 AMeV for mid- entral ollisions (Fig.
1). At 90 AMeV the in-plane and out-of-plane ow
[3℄ G. Poggi et al., Nu l. Phys. A586, 755 (1955)
values are very similar, spe i for the Etran region
[4℄. At all energies the ow o in reases with the en[4℄ A. Androni et al., Nu l. Phys. A679, 765 (2001)
trality, namely with in reasing the baryoni ontent of
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New results from two times double gap strip lines read-out RPC

Counts

M. Petrovi i 1;2, N. Herrmann 2, K.D. Hildenbrand 2 , P. Braun-Munzinger 2, I. Cru eru 1, M. Duma 1 ,
D. Moisa 1, M. Petris 1 , G. Stoi ea 1
1 NIPNE-HH Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 GSI-Darmstadt, Germany
This ontribution is aimed to be a ontinuation of s intillator for the long prototype tests an be followed
the previous report [1℄, where it was proposed a new in Fig. 2.
type of stru ture of a MRPC and presented prelimiσ = 51ps
nary results obtained with it.
Besides the 30 m long ounter (short version), we
tested also a 90 m long version, a size appropriate for
the time of ight barrel, surrounding the CDC, in the
FOPI experimental devi e.
Di erent of our rst prototype, all resistive ele trodes are made from normal transparent glass, 2 mm
thi k for the short version and 1 mm thi kness for the
long version.
The ele trod's width remained the same while the
Figure 2:
intermediate read-out printed ir uit has for the long
The
main
on
lusions
of the present tests an be
version only 12 strips relative to 16 used in the 30 m
summarized
as
follows:
ounter.
As spa ers we used for these tests two shing roads
 the proposed stru ture gives reprodu ible results
along the oating glass ele trode at about 5 mm from
 the time resolution does not depend on the lengths
the lateral edges, on both sides of it. The long version
of the ounter and does not show any position
was also tested with dis rete spa ers, every 5 m, 5 mm
dependen
e
long, xed on the edges of the intermediate ele trode.
60
A Co sour e was used for tests and Fig. 1 shows
 the time resolution performan e does not depend
the experimental on guration.
on the operated number of strips
 preliminary studies of the ele troni ross-talk
show that su h ounters ould be operated in
multiple hit environment if the distan e between
hits is larger than the number of strips red due
to the avalan he size. However, quantitative answer an be delivered after detailed tests using
MIPs in multiple hit environment.
 normal transparent glass plates an be used for
su h a outer without a visible efe t on the time
resolution.
Other aspe ts like the life time and
Figure 1:
the dependen e of the performan e as a fun tion
of operating time have to be studied in the future
While the ele troni s heme is similar with that
used in the previous tests, this time we equiped 4
 a better on ept for the spa ers has to be worked
strips - 8 hannels, to see in whi h extend there is
out and this seems to be mu h easier if the oatsome in uen e on the results as a fun tion of number
ing glass ele trode will have a larger width relaof operated hannels. The standard ORTEC421 fast
tive to the others.
ampli ers were repla ed by 810L old GSI version.
The results of present tests, in terms of time resoTaking only the amplitudes larger than a given
value and narrow onditions in the position (of about lution, on rm the one of the previous report arguing
30 mm), the sum time spe tra t = 1/2(tleft + tright ) the urgent need of in-beam tests using MIPs.
was obtained.
The measurements done with the short prototype Referen es
reprodu ed the previous results [1℄ in terms of time
[1℄ M. Petrovi i et al, IFIN-HH S ienti Report
resolution.
(1999)59.
The result of Gaussian t and the nal time resolution, orre ted for the ontribution of the plasti
[2℄ ALICE - TDR of the TOF, CERN/LHCC 2000
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Array of photoele tri

ells for Coulomb ex itation experiments

M. Col i 1 , D. Moisa 1
1 IFIN-HH, Department of Experimental Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
Sin e their development as pra ti al dete tors in
the early 1960s, sili on diodes have be ome the dete tors of hoi e for the majority of appli ations in whi h
heavy harged parti les are involved.
Some of the more ommon appli ations involve the
spe tros opy of alpha parti les and ssion fragments
and the measurement of energy loss of harged partiles in transmission dete tors.
If a measurement of the radiation energy is not
required, simple ounting of harged parti le radiation
an be arried out with sili on diode dete tors whi h
have quite good timing hara teristi s.
Sili on Sensors In . o ers a wide range of standard photo ell on gurations. We have several low
apa itan e (LC=12.57) ells of 1 in h long and 0.2
in h width, having the following el tri al hara teristi s (measured at 25o Celsius):
A tive Area Dimensions =4.42x 25.17 mm2
Dark Current: for V R = 2V; I = 4000pA
and for VR=10 V, I=20000 pA
Jun tion Capa itan e:for V R = 0V; C=2220 pF
and for VR=5 V, C=555 pF.
We used four su h photo-ele tri ells to dete t
ba kward s attered beam parti les in Coulomb ex itation experiments. These were arranged as indi ated
in Fig.1 and positioned 4.5 m far from the target position.
We tested the energeti resolution and the timing
hara teristi s of these photoele tri ells. They were
onne ted through 4 harge sensitive preampli ers to
four spe tros opi ampli ers and were operated with
di erent negative bias voltages. The energeti resolution improves with in resing voltage and we established an optimum value at 80V.

Figure 1: S hemati drawing of the arrangement of
the 4 element array of photoele tri ells in Coulomb
ex itation experiment
States in 76 Ge were Coulomb ex ited by a 45 MeV
16 O beam delivered by the FN Tandem a elerator
in Bu harest. The ells overed angles from 156o to
170 o with respe t to the beam dire tion. Dete tion
of -rays in oin iden e with 16 O s attered at these
angles provided information about the time resolution
of the photo ells, whi h was  34 ns.
We also tested the dete tors performan e by
re ording the ssion fragment spe trum from the
spontaneously ssioning isotope 252 Cf in oin iden e
with rays. The time resolution was  25 ns.
We intend to use these dete tors for further inbeam experiments.
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Re ent results on timing properties of CVD diamond dete tors for
MIPs
M. Petrovi i 1;2, E. Berdermann 2, G. Caragheorgheopol 1, M. Petris 1, P. Braun-Munzinger 2, V. Catanes u 1;2 ,
M. Ciobanu 1;2, M. Duma 1 , D. Moisa 1, P. Moritz 1 , J. S hukraft 3, V. Simion 1 , H. Stelzer 2 , G. Stoi ea 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 GSI-Darmstadt, Germany
3 CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23
The diamond has proper ele tri al properties for
being used as a parti le radiation dete tor. Due to its
radiation hardness and fast harge olle tion speed,
the CVD diamond dete tors have been investigated
and developed in the last de ade for possible use as
tra kers in high luminosity hadron olliders [1℄. Reent results demonstrate the ex elent timing properties and extremely high ounting rate apability of
CVD diamond dete tors in heavy ion experiments [2℄.
We have reported our preliminary results on timing
properties of CVD diamond dete tors for minimum
ionizing parti les (MIPs) [3℄.
We ontinued our investigations with a better quality CVD material. For the results presented here, two
polished CVD diamond samples grown to a thi kness
of 500 m were used (samples D1 and D2). The harge
olle tion distan es measured by us for these samples
are about 200m. As in our previous omuni ations,
the results have been obtained using a 90 Sr sour e
with an end point energy of 2.28 MeV.The observed
energy loss of the parti les in the diamond sample is
a good approximation to the energy loss of minimum
ionizing parti les [4℄ . Using walk orre tions for the
D1 dete tor and sele ting amplitudes between hannel 750 and hannel 1000 for the se ond dete tor (see
Fig.1a) in order to have a referen e signal not in uen ed by the walk e e t, the intrinse time resolution
of 95ps was obtained, without any amplitude ut in
the orrespondly sample (Fig.1b).

dis riminator, the dete tion eÆ ien y is very low(3%).
There are many signals just below the treshold of the
dis riminator setting at the noise level (Fig.2a). A
mu h better value of about 90% was obtained using a
harge sensitive preampli er, hara terized by a mu h
better signal to noise ratio (Fig.2b).

a)

b)
Fig.2

In on lusion, the results reported here show that
using high quality CVD material and appropriate ele troni s for signal pro essing, diamond dete tors ould
be ome serious andidates for being used as T0 dete tors for MIPs with a time resolution below 100 ps.
The main e ort should be on entrated now on
developing the proper ele troni s in terms of signal
to noise ratio preserving the timing properties of the
present generation.

Referen es
[1℄ RD42 Collaboration, Nu l.Instr.and Meth. in
Phys.Res. A434(1999)131
[2℄ E. Berdermann et al,
Suppl.),78(1999)533

a)

b)
Fig.1

The dete tion eÆ ien y is an other important parameter studied in the present work. Using the fast
preampli er developed for CVD diamond ounters [5℄,
for whi h the best time resolution was found, an CF4000

Nu l.Phys.B(Pro .

[3℄ M. Petrovi i et al., \Preliminary results on timing properties of CVD diamond dete tors for
MIPs", IFIN-HH S ienti Report 1999, p.60
[4℄ S. Zhao, Ph.D.Thesis, The Ohio State University, 1994
[5℄ P. Moritz et al., \Diamond Dete tors for Beam
Diagnosti s in Heavy Ion A elerators" DIPAC
III, Fras ati (1997)
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Atomi Physi s
Charge state distribution of highly harged ions passing through
mi ro apillaries
D.E. Dumitriu 1;2 , Y. Kanai 2 , Y. Iwai 2 , Y. Morishita 2, Y. Yamazaki 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Bu harest, Romania
2 RIKEN, Wako, Japan
apillary from the ideal onditions as mentioned above.
The present results are in qualitatively agreement
with the theoreti al one3 . The measurements for N 6+
ion beam an be also qualitatively ompared with a
previous measurement with N 6+ (28 keV) in ident proje tile on a Ni mi ro apillary target4 with a di erent
nominal radius and length.We found an overall agreement for nal harge states distribution pattern in
both ases.
100
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The properties of hollow atoms related with their formation me hanism have been intensively studied.In
typi al ion-surfa e experiments the study of the intrinsi nature of hollow atoms in the rst generationhollow atom above the surfa e(HAA)-is diÆ ult, beause the time interval between the HAA formation
and its arrival at the surfa e is shorter than its intrinsi lifetime. Beam Capillary Spe tros opy (BCS) is a
new and powerful method re ently developed 1 whi h
allows dire t observation of HAA in va uum by using
a thin mi ro apillary as a target. qf . 22 keV Oq+ and
Nq+ ions (q =5,6,7) from RIKEN 14.5 GHz ECR ion
sour e were used as in ident proje tiles. The harge
states of the ions transmitted through the target were
separated and analyzed by a new harge state analyzer
built in Atomi Physi s Lab. at RIKEN. It onsists of
two sets of de e tors arranged in a " as ade" type onguration so they an guide the ions towards a hanneltron. The Ni mi ro apillary target (area: 4mm2 ,
length : 3.8 m) is set in front of the analyzer. Results
are shown in Fig. 1 and they present the following features: (a) One ele tron apture ( qf =q-1) dominates in
the harge hanged fra tions, independent of the proje tile and initial harge state. (b) Almost neutralized
proje tiles (q=1) are produ ed in large quantities and
omparable to that for one ele tron apture. ( ) The
other harge states fra tions ( 1<qf < q-1) are lower
than those for qf =1 and qf =q-1. (d) For the same initial harge state q, almost similar behavior was found
in the nal harge state distributions.
The total fra tion CF of the all transmitted ions
who aptured ele trons from mi ro apillary walls an
be estimated by CF=2d = with d = (2q)1=2 =W ,
where d is the riti al distan e for one ele tron apture,  is the nominal radius of the mi ro apillary and
W is the binding energies of the target valen e ele trons. The CF formula is available under assumptions
that the beam is entering parallel with the apillary
axis and with the apillaries being of perfe t ylindri al shape. The present target has apillaries with
radii varying between 50nm on the ba kside and 90
nm on the front side. Considering a nominal radius of
50nm the expe ted CF is  4:1% for q=7 and de rease
to 3:5% for q=5. The total fra tion CF measured is
larger, due to di erent onditions of the beam and the
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Figure 1: Charge state distribution for Nq+ - full symbols and Oq+ - open symbols; q=7, 6, 5 - harge of the
in ident proje tile on Ni mi ro apillary target
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PIXE and ICP analysis of hemi al elements in the downer ow
syndrome
G. Dima 2 , I. V. Popes u 1, T. Badi a 1, A. Olariu 1, C. Stihi 2 , M. Petre 1, E. D. Jianu 3
1 National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear Engineering, Bu harest, Magurele
2 Valahia University of Targoviste
3 S.C. TAROM S.A., Bu harest
The aim of this study was the mi roelemental analysis of blood serum samples olle ted from healthy and
ill ows (downer ow syndrome DCS). The origin of
this syndrome is un ertain but the lini al experien e
denotes that the DCS is advan ed by the hypo al emi
paresis of parturition. The diminution of some nutritive elements from food an be a ause of DCS. The
ows are more sensitive to the diminution of P in food
in omparison with the diminution of Ca. Another interesting aspe t about the origin of DCS is the ratio
Ca/P in food.
The samples were ole ted from ows at some animal farms: 20 healthy ows and 12 DCS ows breeds

on the same onditions. Con entrations of P, Cl, K,
Ca and Fe elements were obtained by using parti le
indu ed X - ray emission (PIXE) and indu tively oupled plasma (ICP).
The mineral on entrations in the serum have values in normal limits for healthy ows even during the
winter, when the mineral ontent of drying food is very
poor. On the other hand , we an observe important
de reases under the normal limits of the amount of
Ca, P and Mg in the blood serum of DCS ows. It is
easy to see the tenden y of the DCS animals to have
hypo al emia and hypophosphatemia. Those perturbations an be the auses of the installations of the ill
ows in the lypostati and de ubital attitudes.
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Gamma-ray riti al s attering on Rb2ZnCl4 around the
normal-in ommensurate phase transition point
S.E. Enes u 1 , I. Bibi u 2 , M.N. Gre u 2, C. Ciortea 1, Al. Enules u 1, A. Kluger 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear Physi s Department, Bu harest, Romania
2 NIMP, Bu harest, Romania

fin / fel

Careful measurements of re oilless Rayleigh s attering of 57 Fe -14.4 keV radiation on Rb2 ZnCl4 rystals an provide valuable information on the normalin ommensurate phase transition.
The 14.4 keV 57 Fe photons from a Mossbauer sour e
57
of Co in rhodium, s attered at 5.820 with respe t to
the (a ) plane, were measured at di erent temperatures around Ti . Details of the experimental set-up
and the method used to dis riminate the photons s attered elasti ally from those whi h undergoes inelasti
s attering are des ribed in [1℄. Clear dis ontinuities in
the resonan e e e ts  and in the ratio fin =fel (Fig. 1)
are observed at Ti .
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in ommensurate phase is hara terized by the appearan e of a modulation of the atoms positions with a
periodi ity whi h is an irrational fra tion of the periodi ity of the underlying latti e. In the order-disorder
model the potential energy surfa e of the atoms is onsidered to have two minima in the in ommensurate
phase. The probability of nding an atom in a spe i
minimum is modulated.
The ratio fin /fel gives espe ially information on the
dynami s of the latti e. A ording to the differential
ross-se tion for oherent inelasti s attering of photon
[3℄, the magnitude of the oherent inelasti intensity
in reases with de reasing the frequen y !qj of the latti e mode (q,j). Thus, the modes with low frequen y
have an important ontribution to the fin .
The displa ive model predi ts a riti al regime of
the inelasti s attering of photons around Ti [4℄. Our
results are onsistent with this model. In a simpli ed
pi ture, the riti al regime of the inelasti s attering
is related to the riti al soft mode whose ontribution
to the di erential ross se tion is important due to its
frequen y approa hing "zero". In our experiment the
s attering ve tor Q is approximately perpendi ular to
the (a ) plane. Hen e the soft mode os illates perpendi ular to the (a ) plane and involves the motion
of the Rb atoms whi h are by far the most eÆ ient
s attering atoms of Rb2 ZnCl4 .
In on lusion, we reported a new riti al phenomenon related to the normal-in ommensurate phase transition of Rb2 ZnCl4 : the inelasti s attering of Mossbauer radiation. This result proves that a signi ant
hange in the latti e dynami s o urs at the transition
temperature.

Referen es
[1℄ Enes u S. E., Bibi u I, Zoran V., Kluger A., Stoi a A. D. and Tripadus V., Eur.Phys.J.AP 3, 119
(1998)

Figure 1: The temperature dependen e of the ratio fin /fel of the Mossbauer radiation s attered on
Rb2 ZnCl4 ; doted urve is a guide line.
Two models have been proposed in order to desribe the normal-in ommensurate phase transition in
insulators of the A2 BX4 family: the displa ive one and
the order-disorder one [2℄. In the displa ive model the

[2℄ de Pater C.J. and van Dijk C., Phys.Rev. B 18,
1281 (1978)
[3℄ Donovan B. and Angress J. F., Latti e Vibrations,
Chapman and Hall LTD, London, 1971, p.127
[4℄ Andrews S. R. and Mashiyama H., J.Phys.C:Solid
State Phys. 16, 4985 (1983)
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Investigation of the heavy metal pollution of Danube delta
sediments by TTPIXE analysis
I. David 1 , L. Dines u 2 , C. Ciortea 1, S.E. Enes u 1 , D. Fluerasu 1, D.E. Dumitriu 1 , A. Sto hioiu 3
1 NIPNE-HH Nu lear Physi s Department
2 Nu lear Engineering and Va uum Department
3 Environmental and Life S ien es Department
method will lead to an a urate pi ture of the heavy
metal pollution of the Danube Delta.
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The elemental omposition of sediments olle ted
from some Danube Delta lakes (Malita, Furtuna, Lund,
Mester and Sinoe), whi h are lo ated in a tive sedimentary zones, was investigated by using two omplementary methods: thi k target proton-indu ed X-ray
emission (TTPIXE) [1℄ and instrumental neutron a tivation analysis (INAA) or X-ray uores en e (XRF)
[2℄. The goal was to obtain a omplete survey of heavy
metal pollution and re onstru t re ent pollution history in these Danube Delta lakes. Verti al distribution
was analyzed, ex ept for the ase of Sinoe Lake, from
whi h samples were only olle ted at the surfa e. During PIXE measurements, the pellets of 12 mm diameter and  1,5 mm thi kness were bombarded using 3
MeV proton beams delivered by the FN-Tandem a elerator of IFIN-HH. The X-ray spe tra were measured
with a Ge-HP dete tor of 180 eV/5.9 KeV energy resolution for some mi ro.C harge a umulation. Control
samples of referen e sediments (IAEA, SL-1 and SOIL7) prepared in the same onditions were also measured. Corre tions were made for proton stopping and
X-ray self-attenuation in the thi k samples. Thirtyeight samples from the rst four lakes and 7 samples
from Sinoe Lake were analyzed, and the on entrations of 27 elements in every sample were determined
by TTPIXE method. The following elements: S, Ca,
Ti, Mn, Ni, Ga, Pb, and Hg ould not be determined
by INAA in our onditions. gure 1 shows a typi al
measured spe trum where the presen e of various pollutant elements ould be pointed out. Five elements As, Br, Cr, Sb and Zn - were identi ed as pollutants
by INAA method, showing on entrations about 1.5-2
times larger at the sediments surfa e. The verti al distribution of the presumed pollutant elements generally
re e ted the pollution history of the Danube Delta,
namely a steady in rease in pollution till the end of
the 1980s, whi h an be asso iated with intense industrialization of Central and Eastern European ountries
prior to 1990. We think the interplay with TTPIXE
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Figure 1: Typi al X-ray spe trum obtained as result
of irradiation of a sediment sample from Danube Delta
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Improved PIXE analyis of mi ro- and tra e elements in dental
omposites
E.A. Preoteasa 1, C. Ciortea 2, D. Fluerasu 2 , S.E. Enes u 2 , E. Preoteasa 3
1 NIPNE-HH, Bu harest, Romania
2 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear Physi s Department, Bu harest, Romania
3 Helident Ltd. Bu harest, Dental Surgery Bran h, Bu harest, Romania
Due to the intera tions o urring at the solid-solid
and solid-liquid interfa es of a tooth's lling in the
mouth, the mineral elements of the restorative omposite may indu e a omplex response of the organism. To study su h problems, sensitive surfa e tra e
element analysis is required. Parti le-indu ed X-ray
emission (PIXE) has a dete tion limit one order of
magnitude lower than XRF [1℄ and has been used for
hard dental tissues [2℄, but not yet for dental omposites.
We evaluated the potential of PIXE in a study of
ten types of omposites used in restorative dentistry,
some of them with two olor shades ea h. The samples were prepared as des ribed for XRF. The measurements were performed with 3 MeV protons from a
van de Graaf tandem linear a elerator, using a hyper
pure Ge dete tor and olle ting the spe tra for 1,5-4
hours. The spe tra were pro essed with the program
Leone. The protons' route in the sample al ulated
with the Trim program ( 50-100 m) ex eeded the
size of mineral parti les (0.02-30 m), thus granularity
did not a e t the analysis.
The PIXE analysis dete ted Z  19 elements in
all omposites, and Z  14 elements in only one low
Z material (Fig. 1). PIXE dete ted generally the
same dominant elements, but many more tra e elements than XRF. Thus both Charisma (Kulzer) and
Peka ll (Bayer) ontained Ba as the major element,
but tra e elements were Ni, Zn, In, in the rst, and
Fe, Cu, Zn, Sr, Ag in the se ond. In other glass- and
erami s-based materials we found: Ca, Zr, Ba, Yb
and tra es of Sr, In, and possibly Ti in Tetri Ceram
and in Ariston (both from Vivadent); Ca, Zr, Ba, Hf,
possibly Mn, and tra es of Ni, Ho, Ti, Fe, Cr in Valux
Plus (3M Dental); Sr, Ba (major), K, Fe, Mn (minor),
and tra es of Ni, Zn, In, in F2000 Compomer (3M
Dental); Ba (major) and tra es of Fe, Ni, Sr in Surel (Dentsply). In quartz-based materials we dete ted:
Si, Ca, Ti, Fe and tra es of K, Cl, Cr, Ni, Cu, Zn in
Evi rol (Spofa); low and tra e levels of Ca, Ti, Cr,
Mn, Fe, Cu in Alphaplast (DGM) and Con ise (3M
Dental). Color shades were dependent on the ratio
(Fe, Ni)/Cu/(Ti, Cr) in Evi rol; but were omposition-

invariant in Tetri Ceram, Valux Plus and Sure l.

Figure 1: PIXE spe tra of three dental omposites
showing major, minor and tra e elements.
Some tra es were impurities (as Sr a ompanying
Ba and Ca); they may in uen e the properties of nanoparti les in the materials.
The ability of PIXE for tra e dete tion in dental
omposites was due both to better sensitivity and to
areful analysis of spe tra. However, spe tral overlap
aused a degree of un ertainty on some tra e elements
[1℄. Caution is ne essary to avoid tra e ontamination of samples. The method ould serve also in new
materials development and in forensi expertise.
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Potential of ERDA for analysis and depth pro les of light elements
in dental omposites
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1 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear Physi s Department, Bu harest, Romania
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In the elemental analysis of dental omposites, XRF
and PIXE failed to dete t low Z elements. The light elements from these biomaterials an be dete ted, however, by various ion beam analysis te hniques. Among
them, elasti re oil dete tion analysis (ERDA) is a
fairly new method for simultaneous analysis of light
and medium mass elements at the surfa e and for the
determination of their depth pro le [1℄.
In view of evaluating the potential of ERDA for
the analysis of dental omposites, Tetri Ceram (Vivadent) was hosen be ause it ontains many light elements, i.e. H, C, N, O, F, Al, Si [2℄. A at surfa e sample was prepared as for XRF and PIXE. The
ERDA measurements were arried out using a van de
Graaf tandem a elerator. The proje tiles were 80
MeV 63 Cu10+ ions. The dete tor was a ompa t 
E(gas)-E(solid) teles ope. The angles of in iden e and
exit were 750 relative to the sample normal.
The  E-E spe trum eviden ed H, B, C, N, O, F,
Na, Al and Si (Fig. 1). The elements' total energy
spe tra were analyzed with our program SURFAN [2℄,
showing the relative atomi on entrations H : B : C :
N : O : F : Na : Al : Si, to be in the ratios 0.8 : 0.1
: 0.8 : 0.03 : 1.4 : 0.18 : 0.004 : 0.09 : 0.4. Levels
of the organi H and C were high, and Si dominated
the inorgani elements, followed by F, B and Al. The
ratios H/C and B/Al were equal to 1. Levels of N
(organi ) and Na (inorgani ) were low. Oxygen high
level ame both from the organi polymer and the inorgani parti les.
The ratios between elements were not uniform within
the depth of 1-1.5 m penetrated by the 63 Cu10+ ion
beam, eviden ing depth pro les by deviations of the
experimental energy spe tra with respe t to the theoreti al al ulations for homogenous distributions. Thus
H, C, N were in reased for a depth of 0.25-0.35 m,
Al and Si de reased for 0.35-0.40 m, and F dereased for 0.2 m.
This showed the lo al on entrations near surfa e
to be higher for the organi polymer and lower for
the inorgani phase, and the latter to show a faster
de rease for F than for Al and Si. The near surfa e
opposite trends of the organi /inorgani phases indi-

ates ompetition between their lling fa tors within a
depth equal to the mean radius of the inorgani partiles, where additional interstitial spa e be omes available and is lled by the polymer. A mean radius of 0.35
m spe i ed by the produ er [3℄ supports this view.
The more abrupt de rease of F suggest a smaller mean
size of the YbF3 rystals than of the Al,Si- ontaining
parti les.

Figure 1: The E-E spe trum of the dental omposite
analyzed by ERDA.
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The metal-diele tri (MD) stru tures with high seondary ele tron emission properties were developed
in Bu harest [1℄. First promising tests of these stru tures in an ECRIS were performed at IKF, Frankfurt,
Germany [2℄. The purpose of the present experiment
made in November 2000 on the 14 GHz ECR ion sour e
at KVI, Groningen, The Netherlands was: (1) to observe the e e t of the MD stru ture on the intensity
of high argon harge states, (2) to ompare its e e t
on the ECRIS output beam harge state distribution
(CSD) with the well known e e t of gas mixing.
The sour e fed with pure argon, but without liner,
was optimized on the Ar12+ peak. A stable sour e operation was obtained at 320 Watt RF power. Contaminants like oxygen, nitrogen and arbon were extremely
small, so that the e e t of gas mixing was really negligible. Then, natural oxygen was fed as mixing gas
into the sour e, again optimizing on the 12+ peak and
using 730 W RF power. The improvements were: stability at higher RF power, a shift of the CSD maximum
from 9+ to 11+ and for Ar16+ an in rease from 0.002
to 0.180 eA.
A ylindri al MD stru ture (Al-Al2 O3) was installed
as a liner in the sour e plasma hamber. After one
day of outgassing, the CSD-E presented in Fig. 1 was
obtained at 320 W of RF power and optimizing on
Ar12+ . The intensities of beam harge states 12+ ...
14+ were equal with those obtained in the ase of gas
mixing while the Ar16+ intensity had almost doubled
to 0.32 eA. Carefull sour e optimization gave even a
spe trum with 0.38 eA of Ar16+ and 0.015 eA of
Ar17+ , while the Ar12+ peak was lower.
Some low intensity oxygen peaks were learly present in the spe tra, implying that an e e t of gas mixing ould exist. After a few days of outgassing, the
oxygen peaks had not redu ed, so that we made the
assumption that some oxygen is es aping from the MD
stru ture. The e e t of mixing small amounts of oxygen into an argon plasma (without liner) was studied
in two situations: (i) the amount of oxygen was slightly
lower than in E; the result is shown in the CSD-L in
Fig. 1. (ii) the amount of oxygen was slightly higher,
see CSD-M. In both ases the RF power was 320 Watt

and the argon gas feed was adjusted to have the same
Ar12+ urrent as in spe trum E. In both situations
the argon beam intensities of harge states higher than
12+ were smaller than those obtined in the presen e
of the MD liner.
The on lusion is that the ylindri al MD stru ture
leads to a signi ant in rease of the high harge state
urrent output of ECRIS. The in rease is not due to
the introdu tion of a small amount of oxygen in the
plasma but to other physi al phenomena. The ECR
ion sour e was remarkably stable in the presen e of the
MD stru ture.

Figure 1: Argon and Oxygen beam CSD's.
The Romanian group a knowledges the Romanian
National Agen y for S ien e and Te hnology for the
Grant nr. 6126/2000 that allowed to realize this experiment in ollaboration.
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Cosmi Rays and Nu lear Astrophysi s
Simulation studies of the information ontent of muon arrival time
observations of high energy extensive air showers
I. M. Bran us 1, H. Rebel 2 , M. Duma 1 , A. F.. Badea 1, C. Aiftimiei 1 , J. Oehls hlaeger 2
1 NIPNE-HH,Departament of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest
2 Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany
By extensive Monte Carlo al ulations, using the
air shower simulation ode CORSIKA [1℄, EAS muon
arrival time distributions and EAS time pro les up to
320 m distan es from the shower entre have been generated, for proton, oxygen and iron indu ed showers
using di erent hadroni intera tion models as Monte
Carlo generators. The model dependen e and mass
dis riminating features have been s rutinised for three
energies ranges, (1.-1.78) 1015 eV, (1.-1.78) 1016 eV
and (1.78-3.16) 1016 eV. The present studies [2℄ have
been fo ussed to the exploration of the information
arried by EAS time observables and their orrelations
in view of features dis riminating the mass of the osmi primary and di erent hadroni intera tion models.
Advan ed non-parametri al statisti al methods based
on Bayesian de ision rules have been applied to s rutinise the EAS observables [3℄ and to spe ify quantitatively the results. A rst inspe tion allows some
tentative on lusions:

From the present results an enhan ement of the
dis riminative features may be expe ted at larger distan es from the shower ore ( >150 m) and to higher
primary energies (>1016 eV). This nding is of a tual
interest in view of the KASCADE ollaboration to extend the dete tor array to a larger area, KASCADE
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the true lassi ation rate and dis rimination features. It turns out that the orrelation an be
repla ed by a single parameter: q = . The Figure 1: The lassi ation and mis lassi ation probthe observation of muon arrival
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tr and the shower age.
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the muon arrival times with the shower age, the
shower size Ne and Ntr , see Fig.1.

2. Correlating the observation of q = for two radial distan es, the mass dis rimination of the primaries get only slightly improved, di erent from
our previous result [4℄ analysing the (global) arrival times of the foremost muon orrelated at
two di erent radial distan es.
3. Comparing the lassi ation rates for di erent
muon arrival time quantities: the rst quartile,
the median and the third quartile, by both onsidered models QGSJET and VENUS similar results have been obtained.The analysis of the median 0:50 and of the slow omponent of the
arrival time distribution, represented by 0:75 ,
improves the true- lassi ation rate of the oxygen omponent.
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The modi ation and the installation of WILLI dete tor as a
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The ompa t WILLI devi e, built in IFIN-HH Buharest (44026'N latitude and 26004'E longitude) at a
verti al ut-o rigidity of 5.6 GV, has been used for
measurements of the harge ratio in the verti al atmospheri ux at momenta bellow 1 GeV/ [1℄. In
this low energy range the studies of muon harge ratio provide information useful for the dis ussion of the
so- alled atmospheri neutrino anomaly and for studies of atmospheri neutrino and antineutrino uxes [2℄.
The experimental method is based on the observation
of the redu ed e e tive lifetime of the negative muons,
stopped in matter, as ompared to the lifetime of positive muons. Avoiding the diÆ ulties and the systemati errors of magneti spe trometers, results are obtained with high a ura y [3℄, indi ating a de rease of
the muon harge ratio from 1.30 (at 0.87 GeV/ ) to
1.15 (at 0.24 GeV/ ).
Super-Kamiokande [4℄ and other experiments nd
that the ratio of muoni to ele troni neutrinos is mu h
smaller than the theoreti al produ tion, the e e t depending on the in iden e angle of the neutrinos. The
interpretation of su h so- alled "neutrino anomaly" in
terms of neutrino os illations is based on theoreti al
predi tions of the uxes of the neutrinos of di erent
avour, based on di erent hadroni intera tion models. A possibility to verify su h models is to ompare
the theoreti al predi tions for muon ux, whi h plays
a key role in neutrinos hain, with the experimental
data [2℄. Thus, the ratio of the ux of positive to negative muons ould provide a sensitive test for models
regarding muon and neutrino produ tion.
The WILLI dete tor is a suitable instrument for
further investigation of the modulation of muon harge
ratio and the neutrino uxes by the geomagneti uto . The details about the geomagneti in uen e have
not been explored using the observation of muons with

di erent angles of in iden e in zenithal and azimuthal
plane. The WILLI dete tor is now modi ed in a rotatable set-up, see Fig.1, whi h will allow pre ise measurements of the East-West e e t, aused by the anisotropy of the primary proton ux and the lo al magneti eld, de e ting the traje tory of harged partiles in the atmosphere. With su h perspe tive a systemati "muon harge ratio spe tros opy" may provide interesting geophysi al observation.

Figure 1: The WILLI dete tor transformes in a rotatable devi e
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A new experiment on 12C( ; )16O rea tion for astrophysi s
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The 12 C( ; )16 O rea tion is one of the key rea tions in stellar evolution, as its rea tion rate determines the abundan e ratio of 12 C and 16 O after the
helium burning, and therefore the abundan es of heavier elements up to Fe. Due to the extremely low ross
se tion ( estimated to 0.01 fb at the Gamow window
for entral He ombustion) the dire t measurements at
astrophysi ally relevant energies are impossible and an
extrapolation from higher energies is ne essary. This
extrapolation is parti ularly ompli ated due to the
superposition of E1 and E2 aptures and to the presen e of two levels 1 and 2+ just below the 12 C+
threshold that interfere with a higher energy 1 resonan e and with the dire t apture ontribution. One
of the best methods to separate the E1 and E2 ontributions is to measure the -ray angular distributions
in a wide energy range. In the present experiment the
-ray angular distributions have been measured in the
range E m =1.39 - 2.80 MeV of the ex itation fun tion by using a 4 setup with nine EUROGAM HPGe
dete tors, ea h equipped with an a tive BGO shielding, in a lose geometry, as des ribed in [1℄. The
IfS DYNAMITRON a elerator was used to provide
a high intensity alpha beam. The dete tor eÆ ienies have been measured using standard alibrated
sour es and the 27 Al(p; ) resonan e at Ep =992 keV.
The isotopi ally 12 C enri hed targets used in this experiment have been obtained by di erent implantation
te hniques with various thi kness and depth pro le

of the arbon layer. The 13 C ontent of ea h target
has been determined using the well known 13 C(p; )
resonan e at Ep =1748 keV. The 12 C pro le and the
homogeneity of the targets have been analysed by using RBS te hni s with a 1.2 MeV in ident beam at
the ARAMIS Orsay a elerator. In the energy range
E m =1.39 - 2.80 MeV 28 angular distributions have
been taken - ea h with eight or nine points at on e - using target urrents between 100 and 340 A. Parti ularly the region around the 2+ resonan e at E m =2.69
MeV has been overed with smaller energy steps in
order to analyse the interferen e e e ts with the subthreshold 2+ resonan e. The angular distributions
have been tted in order to extra t the ross se tions
E1 and E2 , as well as the relative phase , that will
be used in the R-matrix ts and extrapolation to lower
energies.
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Inertial Fusion, Physi s of Neutrons and Nu lear
Transmutations
Neutron spe trometry on low- on entrated zir onium hydride
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de nition of a resonant mode frequen y
2 = Feff
(1)
!res
Meff
where Feff and Meff are the e e tive mass and e e tive for e onstant, respe tively, of the luster os illator (interstitial plus surrounding nearest neighbours),
it is apparent that apart from a heavy defe t mass, also
a weakening of the e e tive for e onstant an lead to
resonant modes.
The analysis of exeprimental results in terms of mehanisms above presented is in progress.
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Vibrational modes in ZrH0:1 were studied by neutron spe tros opy at room temperature (where -Zr
and -hydride were present) and around 528K, the
FCO -phase to FCC Æ-phase onversion temperature
given by the literature. The inelasti neutron s attering measurments were performed by using the NEAT
spe trometer set-up at BER II rea tor of BENSC [1℄.
The analysis of opti al modes in terms of H vibrations
spe i to di erent rystallographi phases shown by
Zr-H system aggrees with re ent neutron di ra tion
[2℄ and spe i heat [3℄ measurements and indi ates
in fa t a lower temperature for this phase transition.
Using di erent experimental resolutions (0.175,
0.057 and 0.011 meV) the inelasti s attering was wellseparated by the quasielasti one. Additional lowfrequen y modes (Fig.1) were revealed around 5 meV
by spe tra measured at all temperatures. Due to the
omplex stru ture of the sample the exa tly nature of
these modes is diÆ ult to be stated. However, two possible explanation ould be taken into a ount, with the
mention that for a better understanding of the me hanism leading to su h a low-lying frequen ies further
studies are still ne essary:
a) A similar phenomenon like the Kohn anomaly shown
by some of metal latti es. The Kohn anomaly o urs
for a latti e phonon q ve tor that oin ides with the
k ve tor for ele trons at the Fermi Surfa e and learly
eviden es a strong ele tron-phonon intera tion; adding
hydrogen to the latti e it will hange the Fermi Surfa e diameter by adding ele trons. The low energy
peak revealed by experimental spe tra around 5 meV
is not present in the ase of pure Zr [4, 5℄ so, it an
be assumed that it is due to the presen e of H.
b) Strong overdamped phonons hara teristi of resonant vibrations. The introdu tion of an interstitial
atom into an ideal latti e disturbs the ideal oupling
in the neighbourhood of the defe t. The nearest neighbouring host atoms will be oupled to ea h other by
a logitudinal spring only, whereas the interstitial will
be oupled to every surrounding host atom by both a
longitudinal and a transversal spring. From the simple
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Figure 1: The dynami stru ture fa tor of ZrH0:1 in
the range of a ousti vibrations
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In this report we present the temperature dependen e investigation of the dynami fun tion S (Q; h )
of gly erol in its liquid and glassy states. Neutron s attering experiment has been arried out at the time of
ight spe trometer NEAT, using old neutrons of=5.1
A, orresponding to an energy of 3.145 meV and a resolution of 98 eV (FWHM of the elasti line of the
vanadium sample). The inelasti neutron s attering
spe tra (INS), were measured at 6 temperatures between 50-400 K in the kinemati spa e with the wave
ve tor transfer Q range Q=0.33-2.31 A 1 and a energy
transfer h = 0 21:74meV (Fig.1).
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Figure 2: Dynami s attering fun tion for gly erol at
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Figure 1: Kinemati regoin overed in the experiment
The topi presented here on erns the temperature
dependen e of the low energy features in gly erol under
various states: liquid, super ooled and glassy. For a
orre t interpretation of the results regarding the existen e of the peaks at nite energies, a time of ight
data have to be put on a h = onstant and Q= onstant
s ale. Following this pro edure, the dynami fun tion
S (Q; h ) for a onstant Q=2.20 A 1 as a fun tion of
energy is presented in Fig.2 at 3 temperatures.

The main on lusions derived from these preliminary results an be summarised as follows:
1. A well-resolved pi k lo ated at the low but nite
energy as h =2.4-4.0 meV is observed for all investigated temperatures in the Q range between
Q=1.6-2.28 A 1 ;
2. A su h as feature has been also observed in other
ondensed matter systems investigation earlier
by us, su h as liquid Ga [1℄, Zr-H [2℄, superion s
[3℄;
3. The position of this feature is ontinuously dereasing as a fun tion of temperature from about
4 meV at 50K to 2.4 meV at 400K.
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On the dynami s and site o upation of D atoms in Æ and "
Zr-deuterides
A. Radules u 1, I. Padureanu 1, S. R^apeanu 1 , Zh.A. Kozlov 2, V.A. Semenov 3
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 JINR Dubna, FLNP Laboratory
3 IPPE-Obninsk, Neutron S attering Laboratory
The vibrational frequen ies of D in Æ and " Zr deuterides have been measured by inelasti neutron s attering. >From the experimental data analyzed in terms
of the generalized vibrational density of states new information on the H(D) potential in Zr have been obtained. Performing an a urate analysis of the high
energy range of s attering spe tra the distribution of
D atoms on the available interstitial sites in FCC and
FCT Zr latti es has been studied. Re ent results obtained by INS [1, 2℄ revealed that H behaviour in Zr-H
system is still far from a omplete knowledge. In this
paper we ontinue a study started few years ago reporting new results obtained by INS investigation of
the vibrational properties of D in two Zr latti es (FCC
and FCT) at room temperature. The samples ontain
one-phase Æ and " deuterides of Zr. These results are
related to the investigation of the energy range higher
than that hara teristi to the host latti e vibrations.
An a urate analysis of the latter at the transition
from pure -Zr to the hydride(deuteride) phases has
been reported in a previous paper [3℄. Inelasti neutron s attering measurements of the vibrational fre-

quen ies of D in Æ and " Zr deuterides learly reveal
the anharmoni ity of H(D) potential in FCC and FCT
Zr latti es, thus improving our understanding of the
H(D) dynami s in a metal-hydrogen system with a ri h
phase diagram as the Zr-H system is. Additional information on the D distribution in Zr latti es has been
obtained. For a lear explanation of some of them further investigations are still ne essary.
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Elasti re oil dete tion analysis with improved resolution
H. Petras u 1, A. Isbases u 1, F. Negoita 1 , D. Panteli a 1, M. Petras u 1, N. S antei 1 , A. Tudori a 1
1 HH-NIPNE, Dept.of Nu l. Phys., Bu harest, Romania
Tests for improving the resolution, by oupling dire tly the preampli er to the anode of the (E,E)
ionization hamber used in the ERDA measurements,
were performed. The a hieved preampli er onsists
of integrated ir uits with very few external omponents. In Fig.1 the preampli er s heme is presented.
The essential part of this s heme is the CSAM integrated ir uit. It has large ampli ation (5000) and
very low noi e.It proved to be very stable.It ould be
operated in high va uum without presenting a notable
heating. The (E,E) ionization hamber was of the
type used for the rst time in ERDA measurements
[1℄. The entran e window of the hamber was made
of mylar, 2 m thi kness. It was operated by using
a mixture of 90% Argon + 10% Methan at pressures
between 100 and 200 mbarr. The measurements in
the new arrangement in whi h the preampli er was dire tly oupled to the anode of the hamber were done
with an 233 U sour e and with a heavy ion beam.
The measurements with the sour e have shown that
the resolution of the ionization hamber was improved
by 25 % omparing with the best results obtained by
using an external preampli er. This was on rmed by
the identi ation map shown in Fig.2, obtained with
63 Cu beam on a glass probe.

Figure 1:

Referen es
[1℄ M.Petras u et al, NIM B4 396 (1984)

Figure 2:
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Neutron pair pre-emission in the fusion of 11Li halo nu lei with light
targets
M. Petras u 1, I. Tanihata 2 , T. Kobayashi 3, M. Giurgiu 2, K. Morimoto 2, K. Katori 2, I. Cru eru 1,
A. Isbases u 1, H. Petras u 1, R. Rus u 1 , M. Chiba 2 , Y. Nishi 2 , S. Nishimura 2 , A. Ozawa 2, T. Suda 2 ,
K. Yoshida 2 , A. Constantines u 4, C. Bordeanu 5, A. Tudori a 6
1 HH-NIPNE, Bu harest, Romania
2 RIKEN, Wako-shi, Saitama, Japan
3 Tohoku University, Japan
4 Bu harest University, Romania
5 Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Israel
6 SUNY at Stony Brook, Chemistry Dept., NY-11774, USA
The pre-emission of neutron pairs in the fusion of

11 Li halo nu lei with Si targets was rst mentioned in

ref. [1, 2℄. However the statisti s of n-n oin iden es
was rather low due to the fa t that the dete tion system was not optimal for su h measurements. Here,
we report results of a re ent experiment performed using of a new array dete tor, revealing a notable nn oin iden e e e t. After subtra tion of the rosstalk ba kground, a number of about 300 n-n oin iden es remainded within the range of the narrow neutron group. The measurement with the array dete tor
allowed a new determination with in reased resolution
of the transverse momentum distribution for the neutrons within the narrow group. The best t of the
experimental data was obtained by in luding a ba kground term in the Gauss fun tion. In this ase the
transverse momentum p? expressed by  of the distribution is p? 
= 6 1.2 MeV/ . About 2 times larger
value of  was obtained by for ing the t without a
ba kground term. The n-n oin iden e data pro essed
by onsidering a ba kground on whi h the narrow neutron group is superposed allowed to obtain Pnn, the
per entage for the neutron pair pre-emission, with the
value Pnn=(72  10)%. Without subtra tion of this
ba kground Pnn turns out to be Pnn=(22  3)%.

d2 nn (1 ,2 )/d 1 d 2 ross-se tion, for 2 neutron preemission was obtained. It was found that the
d2 nn (1 ,2 )/d 1 d 2 values are lose to the slope hara terizing the neutron transverse momentum distribution (Fig1). In ontrast to the n-n oin iden e data,
the ross-talk data pro essed in same manner for getting the ross-se tions, are totally in disagreement with
the slope of the neutron transverse momentum distribution (Fig2) (see ref. [3℄). It was also observed a
hange in the slope of n-n oin iden e data, by interhanging det#1 with det#2,4,6,8 and #3,5,7,9. This
may be an indi ation for n-n orrelation. It is estimated that a 2-3 times larger n-n oin iden e e e t
may be expe ted in the ase of 11 Li +C dete tor-target
fusion intera tion. The present approa h may be of
interest also for the borromean 6 He nu leus investigation.

Figure 2:
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Figure 1:
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Nu lear Instruments and Methods
PIXE (parti le indu ed X-ray emission) and ICP (indu tive oupled
plasma) in mi roelemental study of vegetal-biologi al samples
C. Stihi 2 , I. V. Popes u 1 , G. Busuio 2 , T. Badi a 1 , A. Olariu 1 , G. Dima 2 , M. Petre 1, E. D. Jianu 3
1 National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear Engineering, Bu harest, Magurele
2 Valahia University of Targoviste
3 S. C. TAROM S. A., Bu harest
A fundamental aspe t in agri ulture and in plant
growing is the relationship between plant nutrient onentration and growth onditions: light, temperature,
water supply and fertilisers supply. The di erent fertilisers are di erent hemi al ompounds and they a t
in di erent ways in nutrient on entration of plants. A
plant ultivated as a vegetable in tropi al areas, whi h

have urative purposes - gastri dressing, in hepati
tumour and ganglion tumour treatment is the Basella
Alba L. plant. Six leaves groups of this plant grovn
in di erent onditions at the Variety Testing Center
(VTC) in Targoviste (Table 1) were analysed by using
PIXE and ICP methods. We identi ed and detremined the on entration of P, S, Cl, K, Ca, Mg, Fe, Cu,
Zn and Sr. Using a

Sample
Growth onditions
B1 (VTC) - July
Soil without fertiliser
B2 (VTC) -July
Natural fertiliser(a)
B3 (VTC) - July
NKP fertiliser(b)
B4 (VTC) -August
Soil without fertiliser
B5 (VTC) - August
Natural fertiliser
B6 (VTC) - August
NKP fertiliser
C( )
Green house soil without fertiliser
Table 1: (a) Sheep ex rements, (b) Nitrogen- phosphorus-potassium fertiliser in 14/11/26 ratio, ( ) Control
group
A natural fertilisier the Mg on entration in reased
in the plants and also the Cl on entration be ame
higher. Uding the NKP fertilisier the P and K on entrations in reased but the Mg and Fe on entrations
de reased in plant. The other elements did not show

mu h hange. Using NPK fertiliser we have obseved an
in rease of the Sr on entration. This in rease annot
be due to the hemi al omponents of NKP fertiliser,
but it might be possible that the NKP fertilisier rises
the aÆnity of Basella Alba L. plant for environmental
Sr.
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ERDA hara terization of AlN thin lms deposited by rea tive
pulsed laser deposition
D. Panteli a 4, F. Negoita 4, A. Tudori a 3, M. Petras u 4, Eniko Gyorgy 2, Carmen Ristos u 2 ,
I.N. Mihailes u 2 , Argyro Klini 4 , N. Vainos 4, C. Fotakis 4
1 IFIN-HH
2 Institute for Laser, Plasma and Radiation Physi s, Bu harest-Magurele
3 SUNY at Stony Brook, Chemistry Dept., NY-11774, USA
4 Foundation for Resear h and Te hnology -Hellas, Institute of Ele tronis Stru ture and Laser, P.O. Box 1527,
Heraklion 711 10, Crete, Gree e
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The growth of metal-nitride thin lms is of interest
be ause of their important appli ations: AlN lms are
promising materials for mi roele troni s and optoele troni s devi es.
Several methodes have been used to grow and deposit AlN thin lms. In the present work the AlN
thin lms were deposited on Si wafers using rea tive
pulsed laser deposition from Al targets in nitrogen and
from AlN target in va uum and low presure nitrogen.
Two UV ex imer laser sour es were used: a ns system
and, for the rst time, a sub ps system. ERD analysis
with ions has been systemati ally applied to determine
the in uen e on the omposition of the main deposition parameters: laser pulse duration, uen e and gas
presure. The ERDA measurements were aried out at
8.5 MV Tandem a elerator of IFIN-HH using a 63 Cu
beam at 80 MeV. The dete tor onsisted in a ompa t
 E(gas) E(solid) teles ope [1℄, pla ed at 30Æ with respe t to the beam. For the alibration of the teles ope,
the response of the passivated, ion implanted Si dete tor to di erent ions between H and Cu was measured.
The quantitative analysis of ERDA spe tre has been
performed using our omputer ode SURFAN [2℄. A
typi al  E Er spe trum in shown in Figure 1. Besides N and Al, in the lm are also present: H, C and
O. The energy spe tra for all these omponents are
shown in Figure 1 and ompared with the simulated
spe tra.
Our analysis showed that the samples deposited
using Al target onsisted of AL only, with samll tra es
of AlN. The samples prepared using AlN target are
stoi hiometri . However, lms deposited using the ns
laser sour e ontain a dete table amount of Al.

Etot (MeV)

Etot (MeV)

Figure 1: A typi al E E spe trum and the energy
spe tra for H, C, N, O, Al and Si (histogram) together
with the orresponding simulated spe tra.
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ERDA hara terization of semi-insulating oxygen doped GaAs
M.F. Lazares u 1, D. Panteli a 2, A.S. Manea 1 , R.V. Ghita 1 , F. Negoita 2
1 National Institute for Materials Physi s, Bu harest-Magurele
2 IFIN-HH
Eres the signal is dete ted.
The dopping oxygen has a rather uniform depth
distribution with a mean Ga1 As1 O0:02 C0:1 H0:1 stoihiometry. The results of ERDA measurements are in
good agreement with the results of Hall measurements,
indi ating a high value of the resistivity as a onsequen e of the semi-insulating hara ter of the material.

Cu+Ga+As

∆E (channel)

The role of oxygen in GaAs is the subje t of many
studies in part due to the possibility that dopping
pro ess with oxygen aused GaAs to be ome semiinsulating [1℄.
Opti al quality, oxygen doped GaAs grown by liquid en apsulation Czo hralski method till about 2 inhes diameter was produ ed to be used as a substrate
for infrared CO2 lasers at 10.6 m devoted to industrial appli ations. In this ontribution we report rezult
obtained using ERDA te hnique for hara terization of
GaAs:0 single ristal samples.
The GaAs single ristals were grown in the National Institute for Material Physi s by two di erent
pro edures, namely horizontal Bridgman and liquid
en apsulation Czo hralski.
The GaAs sysntheis by liquid en apsulation Czohralski was performed in a single working y le using a Malvern MSR-6 pulling ma hine. High purity
(minimum 99.9999%) gallium and arseni were used
as raw materials. The two omponents were en apsulated in onventional quart ru i les of 75 mm diameter with di erent amounts of Ga2 O3 (99.999%). The
Ga2 O3/GaAs mass ratio was varied between 0.001 and
0.002. The presen e of amounts of Ga2 O3 during the
rystal growth leads to an oxygen doped GaAs with
higher semi-insulating properties.
The ERDA measurements were arried out at the
8.5 MV Tandem a elerator of IFIN-HH using 63 Cu10+
beam at 80 MeV. The dete tor onsisted in a ompa t
 E(gas) E(solid) teles ope [2℄, pla ed at 30Æ with
respe t to the beam. The total energy spe tra were
analysed using our ode SURFAN [3℄. A E Eres
spe trum of GaAs:O sample is presented in Figure 1.
Besides C and O, the 63 Cu s attered by Ga and As
(as well as Ga and As re oils) an be seen. The C represents a ontamination. A hydrogen ontamination
is also present in the sample, but not in the bidimensional spe trum in gure 1, be ause the energy loss
of hydrogen re oils in gas is less than the threshold
of the analog-to-digital onvertor. For hydrogen, only

Oxygen
Carbon

Eres (channel)

Figure 1: E E spe trum of a doped GaAs sample.
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Air alpha monitoring devi e and system for the alibration of the
tra k dete tors
A. Danis 1 , M. On es u 1 , M. Ciubotariu 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear Engineering and Va uum Department
The radon measurement plays a riti al role:
 in the monitoring human health and safety, due
to radon destru tive health e e ts. Sustained
exposures of humans to high on entration of
radon, in fa t to high on entrations of its deay produ ts, an produ e lung an er;
 in a variety of geophysi al, geo hemi al, hydrologi al and atmosphere purposes, su h as exploring resour es of uranium or hydro arbons. The
transport of radon within the earth, waters and
atmosphere makes it a useful tra er in these purposes.
In both ases, the reliable long-term measuremets
are required be ause usual short-term variations in
on entration need to be averaged. These variations
are aused by fa tors su h as relative humidity, temperature , atmospheri pressure and their seasonal variations, moisture ontent in the air, or ventilation in
the dwelling or working pla es. The integrating measurement methods meet these requirements. Among
them, the alpha tra k method is one of the adequate
and useful method and it is used by authors in radon
measurements in dwelling and working pla es in luding mines and house ellars.
CR-39 dete tor, that proved to be the best et hed
tra k alpha dete tor for radon measurements due to:
its sensitivity to alpha parti les emitted by radon/its
de ay produ ts, its stability against various environmental fa tors and its high degree of opti al larity,
was used in a proper devi e for alpha monitoring in
air [1℄. Its alibration for rodon measurements was
performed in the proper alibration system [2℄. The
general des riptions and spe i ations are given in detail at referen es. Only some hara teristi s of these
devi es are given here.
For air alpha monitoring devi e: i) equipped with
lter, during alpha exposure, the alpha parti les of
radon are registered in the et hed tra k dete tor mounted inside (Rn - tra k density); ii) without lter, the
alpha parti les emitted by radon + its alpha de ay produ ts/their aerosols are registered in the dete tor (tot
- tra k density). After the et hing of the dete tors and
study of the tra ks, using these two tra k densities, it
is possible to determine :
 the a tivity on entrations of the radon in air;
 the equilibrium fa tor for radon and its de ay
produ ts in air, using the ratio tot =Rn and the

Planini and Faj equation, for the ase when the
values of the ratio are 1 < tot =Rn < 3, where
tot is the tra k density in the dete tor mounted
in the devi e without the lter and Rn is the
tra k density in the dete tor mounted in the devi e with lter.
The system for the alibration of the tra k dete tors
and har oal dete tors used in radon measurements assures:

 a onstant volume on entration of radon a tivity, by a ontinuous generation of the radon, at
onstant rate. The radon is generated by a alibrated 226 Ra sour e of (236  19) kBq a tivity,
whi h is in radioa tive equilibrium with all its
de ay produ ts;

 the radioprote tion against the alpha parti les of

radon and its de ay produ ts, the system being
an airtight one. For gamma and beta radiations,
the radioprote tion is assured by the 5 m Pb
shielding of the sour e at bottom ask;

 for radon measurements, for the spe i ed et hing

onditions, the alibration onstant is expressed
in [tra ks m 2 /kBq m 3 h℄.

Both the air alpha monitoring devi e and the system for tra k dete tor alibration will be used by authors for the radon monitoring in dwelling and working pla es. For this, we try at present to meet all the
requirements for Testing and Approval of Pro essing
Laboratories in onformity with International Radon
Metrology Programme.
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Ge(HP) dete tors repair
D. Dor ioman 1, Al. Negret 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s, Bu harest, Romania
During in-beam spe tros opy experiments the
Ge(HP) dete tors are usually exposed to neutron ux.
The intera tion between neutrons and the germanium
rystal leads to the damage of the rystal stru ture.
The -rays intera tion with the semi ondu tor reates a number of ele tron-hole pairs proportional to
the absorbed energy of the in ident photon. Ele trons

and holes are swept to opposite onta ts by the ele tri
elds in the depletion region of the dete tor element.
If the rystal stru ture is damaged, the ele trons and
the holes will intera t with the aws and the ele tri
harge will not be entirely ole ted. As a result, the
photopeaks in the spe trum will get tails on the left
side and the energy resolution will worsen.

Figure 1: The ryostat of a dete tor
A neutron-damaged dete tor an be repaired. It is
ne essary to repair the rystal stru ture, i.e. to supply a antity of energy so that the aws vanish. If one
heats enough the rystal the atoms will get ba k to
their normal position. The pro edure requires to keep
the rystal a ertain time at 105ÆC, in va uum onditions. For the available Ge(HP) dete tors this an

be done without dismounting the rystal by heating
up only the end of the Cu bar (see the gure).
We built a setup that makes possible this pro edure. Basi ally, it ontains a va uum turbomole ular
pump and a furna e. The temperature of the rystal
is arefully monitorized during the heating.
Using this pro edure we periodi ally re over our
Ge(HP) dete tors.
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Preampli er/shaper for ALICE TRD
M. Ciobanu 1 , V. Catanes u 1, Collaboration ALICE 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23
The preampli er/shaper is the rst blo k of the
front end ele troni s,re eiving the signals from the dete tor pads of the Transition Radiation Dete tor (TRD).
The main requirements of the preampli er/shaper
for the TRD ALICE front end ele troni s and readout
are given in Table 1.
Parameter
Value
Number of hannels
1200000
Number of samplings/event
30
Sampling rate
15 { 20 MHz
ADC with
8-10 bits
Max. power onsumption/ h. 60-80 mW
Table 1: Preampli er/shaper requirements
From the Table 1 results that the preamp/shaper
must be very fast, with a low power onsumption, and
the big amount of hannels impose a very good reprodu tibility of spe i ations at a low pri e.
The rst two models of preampli er/shaper were
built in NIPNE - Bu harest, and the third at GSIDarmstadt with dis rete omponents in an 8 hannel
stru ture. All were tested also in a beam with the
dete tor prototype.
The rst one had as main omponent the urrent
feedba k type MAX 4182 operational ampli er.
The preamp/shaper ontain the following blo ks:






Input prote tion - I/U onverter - R-C shaper;
Voltage ampli er - RC shaper;
Output voltage ampli er;
DC baseline restorer.

With this model it was pro essed eight dete tor pads
signals. Having input impedan e hanging apability it was also usefull in nding the optimum input
impedan e for a good signal/noise ratio and rosstalk
determination. The main spe i ations for 1600 Ohms
input impedan e:

 Gain 0.7 mV/fC;
 ENC (equivalent noise harge) about 11000 e;
 Crosstalk between adja ent hannels 10%.
The se ond preampli er/shaper was built also around
MAX 4182 operational ampli er, but in a urrent type
on guration. Having a low input impedan e, about
160 ohms, it exhibited a low rosstalk for adja ent
hannels (only 2%). Other spe i ations: gain 1.3
mV/fC, noise about 7000 e.
The third preampli er/shaper was a harge-sensitive type. With a gain of 2 mV/fC, CR-RC shaping
time and a noise of only 1500 e, it was possible to
estimate the reje tion ratio between TRs and pions.
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Analog-mi ro hip for ALICE TRD
V. Catanes u 1 , M. Ciobanu 1 , Collaboration ALICE 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 CERN, CH-1211 Geneva 23
For the ALICE Transition Radiation Dete tor
(TRD) a rst version of an analog hip was implemented and tested. It onsist of a number of analog
hannels, and is the rst blo k of the front end ele troni s re eiving the signals from the dete tor pads.
The urrent signals of the dete tor pads are rst ampli ed by a harge-sensitive preampli er. It is followed
by a pole-zero an ellation ir uit and a se ond order shaper- lter assuring a shaped output pulse with
about 125ns FWHM.The last fun tional element of the
analog hannel hain is the output ampli er. It delivers an output signal a ordingly to the ADC requirements on erning driving apability and output levels.
The overall gain of the analog hannel is 5.2 mV/fC
and the shaping type is CR-(RC)2 . The output amplier a ts an external 8-bit 2V range fast ADC (National
type NS 08351).
From the point of view of the implementation,in
the rst version of the TRD analog hip were 21-analog
hannels, basi aly the same. The only di eren e refers
to the value of input pad resistan e. There are 8
hannels with 0 Ohms, 8 hannels with 50 Ohms, 2
hannels with 200 Ohms and 2 hannels 500 Ohms, to
estimate the in uen e of the pad input resistan e to
overall noise. One additional hannel with 50 Ohms
input resistan e (probe hannel) allows monitoring of
the signal in ea h main parts of the analog hannel,
not only to the output.

Parameter
Value
Gain
5.2 mV/fC
Shaping time (FWHM)
125 ns
Shaping Type
CR-(RC)2
Equivalent input noise
1700 e
Input dynami range
330 fC
Output pulse level
0.2 { 2 V
Integral nonlinearity
0.8%
Max. power onsumption/ h. 7.5 mW
Table 1: Main results of the rst version of the analog
hip for ALICE TRD
The rst version of the analog hip for ALICE
TRD was built and tested. The results are in on ordan e with initial requirements. Now the hips of this
rst versions are used in the multi hip module ard
(MMC), ontaining ADCs and a digital hip, whi h is
the whole on guration of the front end ele troni s.
Very soon will be submitted the 2nd version of the
analog hip. For this the shaping type is CR-(RC)4 ,
the estimated equivalent of 700 e, the input dinami
range of 165 fC, the gain of about 6.1mV/fC, and the
output of di erential type.

The rst results obtained from the measurements
of the analog hannels of the hip are very similar with
those from simulation. The mains results are given in
Table 1.
The signals in the probe hannel, orresponding
to preampli er, pole- zero ir uit, shaper and output
ampli er are shown in Fig. 1.

Figure 1: The main signals in the probe analog hannel
of the hip
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Array dete tor for neutron pre-emission investigations
M. Petras u 1, I. Tanihata 2, K. Morimoto 2, I. Cru eru 1, M. Giurgiu 2 , A. Isbases u 1, H. Petras u 1,
R. Rus u 1 , A. Constantines u 3, C. Bordeanu 4
1 HH-NIPNE, Bu harest, Romania
2 RIKEN, Wako-shi, Saitama, Japan
3 Bu harest University, Romania
4 Weizmann Institute, Rehovot, Israel
The array dete tor built within the ooperation
agreement between the Institute of Physi s and Nulear Engineering-Romania and RIKEN-Japan is shown
in Pi ture 1. The design and expe ted hara teristi s
of this dete tor are presented in ref. [1℄. This dete tor was re ently used in an experiment performed at
the RIKEN-RIPS fa ility for investigation of neutron
pair pre-emission, in the fusion of 11 Li halo nu lei with
Si targets ( see the abstra t in the present progress report and also ref. [2℄.In Fig.2 it is illustrated a single
neutron spe trum measured in Si(11 Li, fusion), by using the dete tors #1 - #9 of the array. The verti al
lines #2 and #3 in Fig.2 mark the energy range (12.2
 14.2) MeV of the sele ted 11 Li in oming beam. The
verti al line #1 marks the limit due to the energy loss
of the 12.2 MeV in oming beam into the 0.5 mm thi k
Si target-dete tor. It follows from Fig.2 that the main
ontribution to the spe trum within the (9-14) MeV
neutron energy range is due to the pre-emission e e t.
It is to be underlined that the in oming beam is almost uniformly distributed within the (12.2  14.2)
MeV energy range.

Figure 1: A view of the neutron array dete tor
built within the ooperation agreement between the
NIPNE, Romania and RIKEN, Japan. It onsists
of 81 dete tors made of 4x4x12 m3 BC-400 ristals,
mounted on XP2972 phototubes.

Referen es
[1℄ M.Petras u et al, Rom. Journal of Phys. 44,
no.1-2, Supplement, 115 (1999).
[2℄ M.Petras u et al, RIKEN Rep. AF  NP  395,
April 2001.

Figure 2:
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Condu ted and radiated noise in dete tion devi es
D. Moisa 1
1 NIPNE-HH Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
Condu ted and radiated noise is an external noise
whi h a e ts the quality of the signals of the dete tors. An external noise an be redu ed, usually, by
shielding. This was the situation with "older fashion"
devi es whi h uses boxes and oaxial ables. As the
devi es be omes more omplex, the shielding of the
dete tors is more and more diÆ ult and the transmission lines evolves from oaxial ables to twisted pair
ables whi h are no more shielded. In su h situation, it
be omes important the ondu ted and radiated noise
(C&R noise).
Due to omplexity of a real dete tor, the main work
is based on experiments with omponents and by simulation of some spe i problems, asso iated with CDC
dete tor.
The rst experiment was done to understand how
the C&R noise is propagated. The emission devi e
was a set of oils (between 3 and 5 turns with diameter from 10 to 50 mm) feed by an 74S140 driver. A
pulse of about 8 ns width was generated. A oil of
re eption about the same physi al hara teristi s was
used to see the emitted pulse. When the two oils
are separated by about 80 m, the re eiver generated
about no signal. But, if along the two oils, a ondu tive material is put (a wire for instan e), the re eiver
sense a signal. This signal is not hanged too mu h if
the wire is or not onne ted to ground. The explanation is simple: the pulse in the emitting oil produ es
a EM pulse whi h spreads in spa e. If a ondu tive
material is around, the EM energy is re eived by that
ondu tor and is propagated at tens of meters with
small attenuation. When this energy rea h the end
of the ondu tor, it radiated in spa e. If some others ondu tors are around, the energy is re eived and
propagated by that ondu tors.
This experiment was done for about 20 kinds of
ondu tors (di erent oax ables, twisted-pair ribbons,
power ables, metalli bars) and with many oils (different diameters and numbers of turns). It was measured the pk-to-pk level, de ay onstant and frequenies of os illations (eigen frequen ies). Be ause a
Fourier analyzer was not available, the eigen-frequen ies
were just evaluated by the s ope.
The on lusions are:
1. For a 8 ns width pulse, the os illation is damping
in time with a onstant between about 100 ns for

ooper bars and double-shielded oaxes and up
to around 600 ns for twisted-pair ribbons;
2. The frequen y of these os illations depends on
the ondu tor under test and so they are eigenfrequen ies of that ondu tor. For a RG 59BU
able (F&G) the dominant EF was 20 MHZ as
for the same RG59U (Amphenol) the EF was 69
MHZ. This is so be ause the te hnology to make
the shielding is di erent. For a ooper bar for
instan e EF was measures as 46 MHz for 3.7 mm
diameter and 26 MHz for 2.35 mm diameter.
To understand if these EM pulses whi h propagates
everywhere are important or not we have to remind
that these pulses are propagating on the surfa e of the
ondu tors. For a shielded oax, they annot go inside
to hange the signal. The situation in totally di erent
when su h pulse rea h a twisted-pair able. The signal
is superimposed on the useful signal and is propagated
as a "normal" signal. For this situation, the re eiver of
a twisted pair able is di erential so that the ommon
mode signal ould be reje ted by a propper designed
re eiver. This is so only at the re eiver side. If su h
noise propagates toward the sour e of signal (the output of the preampli er for instan e), when this EM
energy go inside the transmitter, the ele troni devi e
rea ts at this EM pulses. Its rea tion an be a signal
whi h goes ba k to line and this is impossible to be reje ted by re eiver be ause is like a normal di erential
signal. For a user it looks like being generated by the
dete tor.
In an experiment, a real preampli er, a real ribbon (about 5 meter long) and a real re eiver were onne ted on a table. A 8 ns pulse was inserted somewhere
on that 5 meter twisted-pair able and the signal on
the re eiver was monitored. The input of the preamplier was onne ted to ground. Due to simulated noise,
on the line re eiver it was measured a signal. When
the power of the preampli er was ut-o , the noise
redu ed by a fa tor of 8.
The problems to be solved are in onne tion with
the eigen-frequen ies of di erent ables and other kinds
of F&G-noise transporters (gas, water or beam pipes).
Also, the e e t of the C&R noise whi h propagates inside the ele troni devi es on output-side of them, is
important to be understood.
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Angular momentum oheren e in 19F + 27Al deep inelasti

ollision

I. Ber eanu 1, A. Androni 1 , M. Duma 1 , D. Moisa 1, M. Petrovi i 1, A. Pop 1, V. Simion 1 , A. Del Zoppo 2,
G. d'Erasmo 4;5, G. Imme 2;3 , G. Lanzano 2;3, A. Pagano 2;3, G. Pantaleo 4, G. Ra iti 2;3
1 NIPNE-HH Bu harest, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 INFN, LNS - Catania, Italy
3 Dipart. di Fisi a, Univ. di Catania, I-95129 Catania, Italy
4 Sez. di Bari, v. Amendola 173, 70125 Bari, Italy
5 Dipart. di Fisi a, Univ. di Bari, Italy
In ref. [1℄ it has been shown that the energyaveraged ross se tion for deep inelasti heavy ion ollision an be des ribed by a oherent superposition of
partial-wave amplitudes in a  window. The number of interfering partial waves ( oheren e length) 
in reases with the mass of intera ting nu lei and dereases with intera tion time:

 = 2J=hÆ; (1)
where J is the moment of inertia and Æ represents the
dispersion of the wave-pa ket during the intera tion
time  . Analyti al expressions for energy-averaged
ross se tion and angular ross orrelation fun tion
(ACCF) have been obtained in [2℄. It was also indi ated that the same oheren e e e ts whi h govern
the angular dependen e give rise to interferen e e e ts
in the ex itation fun tion (EF) for parti ular ases (#
= 0 and ). The role of the angular momentum in
explaining the presen e of intermediate stru tures in
the EF of dissipative heavy ion ollisions (DHIC) in
general ase has been addressed in ref. [3℄ after their
experimental dis overy [4℄.
The EF for 19 F + 27 Al DHIC has been measured
and studied in details by our group. Intermediate
stru tures with an average energy oheren e width
= 17065 keV have been eviden ed [5℄. Good angular
resolution of our dete tor (0.5Æ) and the large statisti s give the possibility to obtain angular distribution
(AD) and to perform angular orrelation analysis for Z
= 6 - 8 fragments in the same windows of total kineti
energy loss (TKEL), 202.5, 302.5 and 402.5, as
for energy orrelation studies. This analysis has been
done on the energy range 116.76 - 129.75 MeV. Part
of the results, namely the des ription of the energyaveraged AD and ACCF with analyti al formulae from
[2℄, are illustrated for Z = 6 in the following table and
gure. The panels a), b) and ) of the gure orrespond to TKEL windows entred on 20, 30 and 40
MeV, respe tively. The ontinuous lines orrespond to
parameter values whi h give good des ription of AD:
the width of angular momentum window ;  = lÆ +
1/2, where lÆ is angular momentum on whi h  is entred and the mean de e tion angle . The dotted lines
represent the results of the des ription with hanged
values of  (braketed values) in order to obtain better

des ription of ACCF.  is evaluated using the relation 1/ # = (1=2 + 1=2 )1=2 , where # (1/ # gives
the width of AD) is obtained from ACCF. The dependen e of ,  and  on TKEL (Z) is in agreement
with expe tion based on phenomenologi al onsiderations. The obtained values of angular momentum
oheren e width  are in good agreement with value
of (1.60.6) given by Eq. (1) taking = 17065 keV
from our previous studies and the relation  = h= . J
is al ulated taking into a ount the deformation as in
[5℄. Low values of  are expe ted for light systems [1℄
(see Eq. (1)). As far as we are aware, it is for the rst
time when an experimental study of  dependen e on
TKEL (Z) is realized.
TKEL(MeV) 202.5 302.5 402.5
 (h)
27.0
26.0
24.5
(h)
4(5)
4(4.5)
3.5
(Æ )
25
30
45
2.33
2.32
1.86
#

2.9(2.6) 2.7(2.4)
2.2
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Gamma-ray multipli ity measurements for light heavy ion rea tions
A. Pop 1, M. Petrovi i 1, I. Ber eanu 1, M. Duma 1 , D. Moisa 1, V. Simion 1 , A. Del Zoppo 2 , R. Coniglione 2,
P. Piatelli 2 , P. Sapienza 2
1 IFIN-HH, Department of Nu lear Physi s
2 INFN, Laboratorio Nazionale del Sud, v. S. So a 44 I-95100, Catania, ITALY
multipli ity M=2, in the same geometry as for the experiment and the eÆ ien y as a fun tion of energy and
response linearity have been measured with alibrated
sour es.
Counts

Experiments on gamma-ray multipli ities are designed to probe the gamma multipli ity distribution
asso iated with the de ay of systems formed for instan e in a (heavy ion,xn) rea tion or in deep inelasti s attering of heavy ions [1, 2℄. A method for
obtaining information about the multipli ity distributions of gamma rays emitted by nu lei is based on the
use of gamma-ray multi ounter systems in multipleoin iden e experiments. The gamma-ray multipli ity lter used in our experiment onsists of 12, 2"(diameter)x2" NaI(Tl) s intillation ounters [3℄. A new
spheri al rea tion hamber has been spe ially onstru ted for this type of measurements [4℄. The existing
gamma-ray lter has been partially modi ed to t the
DRACULA set-up Phase I infrastru ture [5℄, in order to provide the right dete tion geometry. Thus, the
s intillation ounters have been pla ed at 11 m from
the target, above and below the horizontal plane, ea h
with its symmetry axis passing through the target entre, and were positioned at the polar angles: 135o (6),
45o (4), 0o (1) and 90o (1). The ounters are mounted
into 3 mm thi k stainless steel housings whi h an also
support lead shields in order to redu e the dete tion
of gamma-rays s attered between neighbouring ounters. The NaI(Tl) rystals are oupled to RCA 8575
photomultipliers. The sele tive ounters are the two
big ionization hambers (IC) of the DRACULA experimental devi e. Two Ge(Li) ounters were pla ed
in the horizontal plane. Timing signals from two large
area PPADs in front of the big ICs give the referen e
time by starting the TDCs. An OR of the anode signals from the 12 NaI(Tl) ounters gives the stop signal.
The lower threshold in the time dis riminators was set
to a level so as to a ept NaI pulses  100 keV. The
timing resolution of the dete tors in the lter is suÆient to allow separation of prompt gamma-rays and
neutrons by time of ight (Fig.1). The energy resolution of the NaI(Tl) dete tors varied from 3.33% to
9.8% for 662 keV and from 2.27% to 7.62% for 1332
keV. Using a 60 Co sour e, the ratio between one-fold
true oin iden e yield and two-fold oin iden e yield
oming from ross-talk, due to the 1173 keV transition,
gated by photopeak events in the germanium dete tor
orresponding to the 1332 keV transition, is found to
be negligible. The absolute eÆ ien y at an appropriate energy has been determined from the experimental ratio of the number of NaI-Ge(Li) events and the
number of singles obtained with a 60 Co sour e, for
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Figure 1:
Using the gamma-ray multipli ity lter oupled with
the big ionization hambers, the multipli ity distribution in oin iden e with produ ts emitted in the
deep inelasti rea tions: 19 F(136.9 MeV)+27 Al and
27 Al(140.14 MeV)+27 Al, has been measured.
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Prototype tests for the ALICE TRD
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In Fig. 6 we present the pion eÆ ien y (the inverse of the reje tion fa tor) as fun tion of ele tron efien y (90% ele tron eÆ ien y is the ommonly used
value) in ase of bres radiators for the momentum of
1 GeV/ . The trun ated mean method, although it delivers sizeably worse identi ation, has the advantage
of being very easy to use, being advantageous espeially for an on-line identi ation. The bidimensional
likelihood delivers the best reje tion fa tor. In general,
the three methods employed here give results in good
agreement with earlier studies.
By doubling the equivalent thi kness of the radiator (see Fig. 6) one gains a fa tor of about 2 in

pion reje tion power. However, it remains to be seen
how the additional material will in uen e (by produ ing se ondary parti les) the performan e of the TRD
itself and of other ALICE sub-dete tors.
fibres-17µm

π efficiency

The ALICE Transition Radiation Dete tor (TRD)
has been designed to improve the pion reje tion apability of the ALICE dete tor by at least a fa tor of
100 for momenta above 2 GeV/ [1℄. To demonstrate
that this goal is a hievable, during the last year we
have ondu ted prototype tests at the pion (with natural ele tron ontent) beam fa ility at GSI Darmstadt.
A omplete des ription of the experimental setup and
of the results (in luding referen es) an be found in
[2℄. Many types of radiators were tested, omposed of
foils, bres and foams. Here we summarize the results
on erning the pion reje tion performan e in ase of a
bres (of 17 m diameter) radiator, whi h was established to be the best andidate for the nal radiator.
To extra t the pion reje tion fa tor we have studied three di erent methods: i) trun ated mean of integrated energy deposit, TMQ; ii) likelihood on integrated energy deposit, L-Q; iii) bidimensional likelihood on energy deposit and position of the largest
luster found in the drift region of the DC, L-QX.
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The pion eÆ ien y at 90% ele tron eÆ ien y as
fun tion of momentum is shown in Fig. 6. The
steep de rease of pion eÆ ien y at momenta around
1 GeV/ is due to the onset of TR produ tion. Towards our highest momentum value, 2 GeV/ , the pion
eÆ ien y rea hes a saturation, determined by the TR
yield saturation and by the pion relativisti rise. Due
to these e e ts the pion reje tion is expe ted to get
slightly worse for momenta above 3 GeV/ . As one
an see in Fig. 6, at the momentum of 2 GeV/
the pion reje tion fa tor of 300 to 600 a hieved during
these tests is better than the required value for the
ALICE TRD. However, one has to bear in mind that
a signi ant worsening of TRD performan e has been
registered when going from prototype tests to real dete tors. On the other hand, impressive pion reje tion
fa tors of 1000 and above have been a hieved in full
size TRDs, i.e. by the HERMES experiment.
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Cryogeni setup for kaoni nitrogen
(DEAR experiment)
M. Bragadireanu 1;2, C. Cur eanu 1;2, C. Guaraldo 2, I. Ilies u 1;2 , V. Lu herini 2 , T. Ponta 1, D. Sirghi 1
1 NIPNE, Elementary Parti le Physi s Dept.
2 LNF-INFN, Fras ati, Italy
A hieving, in the last DEAR runs, the best "expe ted signal"/ "measured ba kground" ratio with the
NTP setup, in the a tual ma hine onditions, suggested, as next setup, the use of the ryogeni setup
also for measuring kaoni nitrogen. The installation
of the ryo setup, already in this phase of the s ienti programme of DEAR, will allow an enhan ement
both of the signal and of the shielding fa tor. This
due to a bigger dete tor solid angle and intrinse eÆien y, to an in reased rate of kaoni atoms formation
for the higher density and to a better ompa tness of
the ryogeni setup, allowing a more eÆ ient shielding.
A Monte Carlo study shown [1℄ that with the ryogeni setup equipped with 8 CCD-22 and 4 CCd-05,
lled with nitrogen at 5 equivalent bars at room temperature, it is possible to identify the 7.6 keV line of
kaoni nitrogen with only few thousands nb 1 of integrated luminosity, if the signal/ ba kground ratio is
at least of the order of 1/20, by applying a suitable
ba kground subtra tion te hnique.
After the last period of DEAR runs, whi h took
advantage of a fully shielded NTP setup (what pra ti ally saturated any further possibility of shielding
this setup), the ba kground measured at the position
of the 7.6 keV line of the kaoni nitrogen spe trum
turned out about 2.6 X/nb 1 [2℄, for an expe ted signal of about 0.05 X/nb 1, whi h means a ratio still far
from the above threshold. It was therefore de ided to
install the ryogeni setup - foreseen for the hydrogen
measurement - already for the nitrogen measurement,
with an additional spe ial shielding, based on what
learned - and positively applied - on the NTP setup.
The expe ted in reasing of the signal - due to the inreased number of dete tors, 4 CCD-05 and 8 CCD-22,
the latter with larger area and higher depletion layer,
as well as due to the in reased density should allow, in
prin iple, to rea h a signal/ba kground ratio su h to
allow to measure a kaoni nitrogen transition.
We used an o tagonal target ell, pla ed in the en-

Referen es
[1℄ C. Petras u, DEAR Note-IR-33, November 7,
2000.

ter of the va uum hamber . The density of the target
was optimized in order to rea h a ompromise between
yield and absorbtion of the lines. The optimum yield
for the 7.6 keV line of kaoni nitrogen (6 ! 5 transition) is obtained at the equivalent pressure at room
temperature of about 5 bars, whi h an be rea hed
with a relatively low pressure in the target (about 2
bars) by ooling nitrogen gas down to about 120 K.
The temperatures rea hed are 177 K for CCD-22, 166
K for CCD-05 and 118 K for the target ell, whi h, for
the pressure of 2 bars, orresponds to a density about
5 times the NTP density.
We used both an external and an internal shielding.
The external shielding is omposed by a lead wall to
shield the DEAR intera tion region, a lead-reinfor ed
platform for the setup and also a shielding arround
the setup. The internal shielding is intended to shield
of all those parts of the setup whi h fall within the
solid angle seen by the CCDs. "Golden rule" for the
internal shielding - whose appli ation allowed to obtain
the best performan e on the NTP setup [3℄ - is the use
of sandwi h-type stru tures, made by initial high Z /
high density materials to nish with low Z materials.
Typi ally, the sequen e of layers is lead-aluminiumpolyethylene.
Two types of CCD were mounted inside the setup
: 8 CCD-22 and 4 CCD-05-20 . The readout is done
with a spe ial ele troni s and the DAQ is performed
using two independent PCs.
The optimisation of the degrader is required to enter the kaons stopping points distribution in a region
with maximized solid angle and minimized absorbtion
with respe t to the CCDs position. For this goal the
al ulation was arried out using the Monte-Carlo program. The program took into a ount the present geometry of the setup and the resulting degrader is made
of a layer of plexiglass and 2 layers of mylar, optimazed
for a density of nitrogen whi h orrespons to the equivalent pressure of 5 bars at room temperature.
[2℄ M. Bragadireanu et al., DEAR Note-IR-35,
February 5, 2001.
[3℄ M. Bragadireanu et al., DEAR Note-IR-34, January 9, 2001.
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A non-parametri al method for hadron energy re onstru tion in
ATLAS alorimetry
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Figure 1: Energy linearity as a fun tion of the beam
energy for the e/h method (bla k ir les) and the ells
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where f0 is the fra tion of ele tromagneti energy of
the shower whose dependen e on the in ident hadron
energy an be parameterized as:

f0 = Ee =E = k  ln E :

1.02

!

(1)
where RLAr (RT ile ) is the measured response of the
LAr (Tile) alorimeter ompartment and 1=eT ile and
1=eLAr are energy alibration onstants for the LAr
and Tile alorimeters respe tively. Similarly to the
pro edure in Refs. [1, 2℄, the Edm term is taken to
be proportional to the geometri al mean of the energy released in the third depth of the ele tromagneti
ompartment and theprst depth of the hadroni ompartment (Edm =  ELAr;3  ET ile;1 ).

e
e=h
=
;
 1 + (e=h 1)  f0
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The ATLAS entral (barrel) ombined alorimeter
prototype setup omposed from three ele tromagneti
liquid Argon a ordion modules and ve hadroni iron
s intillator tiles modules has been tested in the H8
beam line of the CERN SPS. The data taken with pions of energy 10, 20, 40, 50, 80, 100, 150, and 300 GeV
have been used to test a non-parametri al method of
the energy re onstru tion. The non-parametri al method utilizes only the known e=h ratios and the ele tron alibration onstants and does not require the
determination of any parameters by a minimization
te hnique. The results are ompared with the ben hmark and ells weighting methods, used previosly for
re onstru tion.
The total energy is re onstru ted as the sum of
the energy deposit in the ele tromagneti ompartment (ELAr ), the deposit in the hadroni alorimeter
(ET ile ), and that in the passive material between the
LAr and Tile alorimeters (Edm ):

e/h Method
BM Method
0.2

Cells Weighting Method

0.1

(3)

The re onstru ted mean values of the hadron energies
are within 1% of the true values (see Fig. 1).
The fra ptional energy resolution (see Fig. 2) is
[(58  3)%= E + (2:5  0:3)%℄  (1:7  0:2)=E .

0.1

0.2

0.3

1/√E (1/√GeV)

Figure 2: The energy resolutions obtained with the
e=h method (bla k ir les), the ben hmark method
( rosses) and the ells weighting method ( ir les).
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Strong eviden es for orrelated nonextensive quantum statisti s in
hadroni s atterings
D.B. Ion 1 , M.L. Ion 2
1 National Institute for Physi s and Nu lear Engineering, IFIN-HH
2 Bu harest University, Department of Atomi and Nu lear Physi s
In this paper [1℄ the degrees of nonextensivity of the
quantum systems omposed from (J or ) quantum
states in the spin (0 12 + ! 0 12 + ) hadron-hadron
s atterings are investigated. So, rst we presented
a omplete statisti al des ription of the nonextensive
quantum systems from the (0 12 + ! 0 12 + ) s atterings in terms of the s attering entropies SJ (p) and
S (q); p,q2 R. Then, the nonextensivity indi es of
quantum states from the pion-nu leon and pion-nu leus
s atterings, determined by the t of the s attering
entropies SJ (p) and S (q) with the optimal s attering entropies SJo1(p) and So1(q); are al ulated from
the available pion-nu leon experimental phase shifts.
Therefore, we onsider the maximum-entropy (MaxEnt) problem
d
maxfSJ (p); S (q)g when el = fixed; (1) = fixed
d
(1)
as riterion for the determination of the equilibrium
me (x) for the quantum states
distributions pme
l and P
1
1
from the (0 2 ! 0 2 ) s attering. For the J-quantum
states, in the spin (0 12 ! 0 12 ) s attering ase, these
distributions are given by [1℄
1
1
o1
pme
; for  J  Jo (2)
J = pJ =
(Jo + 1)2 1=4
2
while, for the -quantum states, these distributions are
as follows
"

#

K 212 12 (x; 1)
=
=
(3)
K 12 12 (1; 1)
where dJ1 1 (x) are the d-spin rotation fun tions [1℄ for
22
Æ
the spin 1/2 parti les, P l (x)  dPl (x)=dx; the reprodu ing kernel K 21 12 (x; y) is given by: K 12 12 (x; y) =
1 PJo (2J + 1)dJ1 1 (x)dJ1 1 (y ); while the Jo is given by
2 1=2
22
22
(Jo + 1)2 1=4 = 2K 21 12 (1; 1) = 4el dd (1):
Hen e, by a straightforward al ulus we obtain that
the solution of the MaxEnt problem is given by
P me (x)

P o1 (x)

h

SJmax (p) = SJo1(p) = 1 [2K 21 12 (1; 1)℄1


Smax(q) = So1(q) = 1

Z

+1
1

p

i

dx[P me (x)℄q

=(p 1);
(4)


=(q 1)
(5)

where P me (x) = P o1 (x) is given by Eq. (3).
The nonextensivity indi es p and q orresponding
to the J statisti s and  statisti s, respe tively, are
proved to be orrelated via the Riesz-Thorin relation
1
1
+ = 1; or q = p=(2p 1)
(6)
2p 2q
The main results and on lusions obtained in Ref.
[1℄ an be summarized as follows:
(i) In this paper [1℄ we obtained a omplete nonextensive statisti al des ription of the quantum state in
the (0 12 + ! 0 12 + ) s atterings. The equilibrium (or
MaxEnt) distributions and optimal (J or ) s attering
entropies are obtained [1℄ in terms of the spin dJ (x)fun tions and of orresponding reprodu ing kernel fun tions;
(ii) The experimental determination of statisti al
behavior of the quantum s attering states in the pionnu leon s attering was performed by the experimental
t of the (p,q)-nonextensivity indi es using the available pion-nu leon experimental phase shifts. Hen e,
a separate p- t of the experimental data on the s attering entropies SJ (p); p 2 (1=2; 1) with the "equilibrium" entropy SJo1(p) [ Eq. (25) in Ref. [1℄℄ allowed
us to on lude that the (J; p) statisti s of the system
of J quantum states are subextensive with an index
p slightly above 1=2, while a separate q- t of the experimental entropies S (q); q 2 (1=2; 1) with the optimal entropy So1 (q) [Eq.(26) in Ref. [1℄℄ proved that
(; q) statisti s of the  quantum states are superextensive with q  2 (see Table 1 and Fig. 1 from [1℄);
(iii) A two-parameter (p; q) t of the s attering
entropies SJ (p) and S (q) with the optimal s attering
entropies SJo1 (p) and So1 (q) advan ed the on lusion
that the best values for p are also in the range (0:5 
p  0:6) but with the q-nonextensivities orrelated by
the Riesz-Thorin relation: 1=p + 1=q = 2 (see Tables 1
and Fig. 1of Ref. [1℄);
(iv) The strong experimental eviden e obtained here
for the nonextensive statisti al behavior of the (J; ) quantum s atterings states in the pion-nu leon s attering an be interpreted as an indire t manifestation the
presen e of the quarks and gluons as fundamental onstituents of the s attering system having the strongoupling long-distan e regime required by the Quantum
Chromodynami s.
[1℄ M. L. D. Ion and D. B. Ion, Lett. B 482 (2000)
57-64.
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Limited entropi un ertainty as new prin iple of quantum physi s
D.B. Ion 1 , M.L. Ion 2
1 National Institute for Physi s and Nu lear Engineering, IFIN-HH
2 Bu harest University, Department of Atomi and Nu lear Physi s
The Un ertainty Prin iple (UP) of quantum mehani s dis overed by Heisenberg whi h onstitute the
orner-stone of quantum physi s, asserts that: (UP)
"there is an irredu ible lower bound on the un ertainty
in the result of a simultaneous measurement of nonommuting observables". In order to avoid this statedependen e many authors proposed to use the information entropy as a measure of the un ertainty instead of above standard quantitative formulation of
the Heisenberg un ertainty prin iple.
In this paper [1℄ the Prin iple of Limited Entropi
Un ertainty (LEU-Prin iple), as a new prin iple in
quantum physi s, is proved. Then, onsistent experimental tests of the LEU-prin iple, obtained by using the available 49 sets of the pion-nu leus phase
shifts, are presented for both, extensive (q = 1) and
nonextensive (q = 0:5 and q = 2:0), statisti s ases.
Moreover, some results obtained by the appli ation of
LEU-Prin iple to the di ra tion phenomena are also
dis ussed.
In parti ular, using the results of Refs. [2℄ for the
Tsallis-like s attering entropies, in this paper [1℄ we
proved the following quantitative formulation of the
LEU-Prin iple.
LEU-Prin iple for s attering: Let el and dd (y)
be xed from experiment for a xed y 2 [ 1; +1℄:
Let VL (q) = exp [SL(q)℄ be the statisti al varian es
orresponding to the Tsallis-like s attering entropies
SL(q): Then, the LEU-inequalities an be given in
the following general form:


exp (1 21 q )=(q 1)



 VL(q)  VLoy (q); (1)



 VLoy (q)  VL (q); (2)

for q > 0, and


exp (1 21 q )=(q 1)
for q < 0, where

oy
oy
VL
(q) = exp [SL
(q)℄
h

P

R +1

(3)

i

o1 (q ) = 1 1
SL
(2l + 1)[pol 1℄ 1 dx[P o1 (x)℄q
q 1
2 )
)℄2
pol 1 = 2PKl(1(x;1)
; P (x) = [KK((x;y
y;y)
and the reprodu ing kernels K (x; y) and K (y; y)
for two-body s attering are given by

K (x; y) =

L

oy
1X
(2l + 1)Pl (x)Pl (y)
2 l=0

(4)

L

oy
1X
(2l + 1)Pl2 (y)
(5)
2 l=0
while the optimal angular momentum Loy an be obtained by solving the impli it algebrai equation
d

(y) = K (y; y) el
(6)
d
2
The main results and on lusions of our paper [1℄
an be summarized as follows:
(i) In the paper [1℄ we introdu ed a new prin iple in quantum physi s namely the Prin iple of Limited Entropi Un ertainty (LEU-Prin iple). This new
prin iple in ludes in a more general and exa t form not
only the old Heisenberg un ertainty prin iple but also
introdu e an upper limit on the magnitude of the unertainty in the quantum physi s. The LEU-Prin iple
asserts that: "there is an irredu ible lower bound as
well as an upper bound on the un ertainty in the result of a simultaneous measurement of non- ommuting
observables for any extensive and nonextensive (q  0)
quantum systems.
(ii) Two important on rete realizations of the LEUPrin iple are expli itly obtained in this paper, namely,
(a) the LEU-inequalities [see Eqs. (2)-(5) in [1℄℄ for the
quantum s attering of spinless parti les, and, (b) the
LEU-inequalities for the di ra tion on single slit of
width 2a [see Eqs. (19)-(22)℄. In parti ular from our
general results, in the limit y!+1; we re overs in an
exa t form all the results previously reported in Refs.
[2℄. In our paper [1℄, an experimental illustration of
the LEU-Prin iple is presented in Figs. 1-3 for the
ases y=1 and q=0.5, 1, and 2.
(iii) For the nonextensive quantum systems with
negative q we also proved the validity of the state
independent entropi un ertainty relations: expf(1
21 q )=(q 1)g  VL (q). Moreover, in this ase we
get [see Eqs.(14) in [1℄℄ that the optimal Tsallis-like
entropies (if they exists for q < 0) provides only an
important improvement of the above state independent entropi un ertainty relations.
[1℄ M. L. D. Ion, D. B. Ion, Phys. Lett. B 474
(2000) 395-401.
[2℄ D. B. Ion and M. L. D. Ion, Phys. Rev. Lett. 81
(1998) 5714-5717; D. B. Ion and M. L. D. Ion,
Phys. Rev. E 60 (1999) 5261-5274; M. L. D.
Ion and D. B. Ion, Phys. Rev. Lett. 83 (1999)
463-467; D. B. Ion and M. L. D. Ion, Phys. Lett.
B 466 (2000) 27-32.
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A pre ise measurement of 180 GeV muon energy losses in iron
C. Alexa 1, V. Boldea 1, S. Constantines u 2, S. Dita 1 , D. Pantea 1, Collaboration ATLAS
1 NIPNE-HH, Parti le Phys. Dept.
2 NIPNE-HH, Computing Center
The dete tion and measurement of muons with energies in ex ess of 100 GeV at the Large Hadron Collider present a spe ial interest for the investigation of
a wide variety of physi s pro esses (intermediate boson de ays, jets with heavy avor tags, et .). In the
ATLAS dete tor, muons will be measured by tra king
hambers within a toroidal air- ore magnet after they
have rossed more than 100 radiation lengths of material in the ele tromagneti and hadroni alorimeters.
It is, therefore, important to he k pre isely the theoreti al predi tions for muon energy losses in iron or
higher Z materials.
In an earlier experiment [5℄, the energy loss spe trum of 150 GeV muons in 1 meter long prototype
modules of the ATLAS Tile Calorimeter was studied.
The spe trum of muon energy losses was found to be in
very good agreement with theoreti al predi tions, and
an indi ation of a non{zero value of the nu lear size
orre tion to the bremsstrahlung pro ess was found.
The main limitation on the pre ision of the measurement was due to the systemati un ertainty of the
alorimeter energy s ale alibration.
A new measurement was performed with 180 GeV
positive muons in ident on a preseries module of the
ATLAS Tile Calorimeter (Module 0). A detailed des ription of the alorimeter on ept, the Module 0 and
prototypes is given elsewhere [1℄. For the purpose
of this measurement, the Module 0 and the 1-meter
small modules of the alorimeter were pla ed in the
H8 beam of the CERN SPS, and oriented so that parti les ross the tiles of Module 0 at perpendi ular iniden e. The 5.6 m long Module 0 was surrounded at
the downstream end by three small modules on the
bottom and two on the top. The beam entered in
the enter of the Module 0. In this setup muons traversed 5.6 m of nely segmented iron and s intillators,
thereby providing high statisti s and high granularity
data. Compared to the past study, the du ial region
for observing large energy losses is mu h longer (115.3
radiation lengths, vs : 17.6 r.l. in Ref. [5℄) and ontamination from hadron and muon de ays in ight are
eliminated using the rst 1.5 m of the muon tra k in
the alorimeter.
The quantity to be ompared to theoreti al estimates is the di erential probability dP =dv of fra tional muon energy loss v per radiation length. The
fra tional energy loss v is expressed as v = E =(E
), where the muon energy E is orre ted by the
energy losses  in layers pre eding the shower signal.

E is the shower energy, whi h is al ulated ex luding the underlying ontribution from the minimum{
ionizing tra k. To obtain E the signals in three
onse utive layers entered on the maximal signal are
summed and then orre ted by subtra ting the ontributions from the muon tra k ionization and low energy
showers overlapping in the three signal ells.
The di erential probability dP=dv of muon fra tional energy loss per radiation length of iron has been
measured in the range 0:025  v  0:97 and it is ompared with theoreti al predi tions for energy losses due
to bremsstrahlung, produ tion of ele tron{positron
pairs, energeti kno k-on ele trons and photonu lear
intera tions. Parti ular attention is given to muon
bremsstrahlung whi h is the dominant pro ess leading
to large energy losses. The theoreti al values, whi h
are the sum of the predi tions for the four pro esses
mentioned above, are in very good agreement with the
experimental results over the range of fra tional energy losses v from 0.025 to 0.12. This is the region
of s reening of the nu leus by the ele tron loud while
the region v  0.12 is the region of no s reening where
the dominant pro ess for muon energy losses is bremsstrahlung. The sensitivity a hieved in this experiment
for higher fra tional energy losses allowed to measure
for the rst time the e e t on muon bremsstrahlung
of the nu lear elasti form fa tor. The theoreti al predi tions vary from no e e t to a -30% e e t at the
upper end of the energy loss spe trum. The results
are pre ise enough to dis riminate between di erent
theoreti al al ulations; spe i ally, they are in agreement with two sets of predi tions ( [2, 4℄ and [3℄),
while they di er from three other sets by 2.3 to 3.5
standard deviations.

Referen es
[1℄ Tile Calorimeter TDR, CERN/LHCC 96-42
[2℄ S.R. Kelner, R.P. Kokoulin, A.A. Petrukhin,
preprint 024-95, Mos ow Te h. University, 1995.
[3℄ Yu.M. Andreev, L.B. Bezrukov, E.V. Bugaev,
Phys. Atom. Nu l. 57 (1994) 2066.
[4℄ R.P. Kokoulin and A.A. Petrukhin, A ta Phys.
A ad. S i. Hung. 29 Suppl. 4 (1970) 277.
[5℄ E. Berger et al., Z. Phys. C73 (1997)455-463;
CERN-PPE/96-115, CERN 1996
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The dependen e of the anomalous J= suppression on the number
of parti ipant nu leons
C. Alexa 1, V. Boldea 1, S. Constantines u 2, S. Dita 1 , Collaboration NA50
1 NIPNE-HH, Parti le Phys. Dept.
2 NIPNE-HH, Computing Center
The observation, reported by the NA50 ollaboration, of an anomalous J= suppression in Pb-Pb ollisions represents one of the most striking indi ations of
the o urren e of the de on nement of quarks and gluons at SPS energies. In this report we determine the
J= suppression pattern as a fun tion of the forward
energy EZDC measured in a Zero-Degree Calorimeter (ZDC). Exploiting the dire t onne tion between
EZDC and the geometry of the ollision, we al ulate,
within a Glauber approa h, the relationship between
the number of parti ipants nu leons Npart and EZDC .
We also verify the onsisten y of this approa h with results from VENUS and RQMD event generators. Taking into a ount the resolution on our entrality measurement, we he k if the experimental data an be
better explained by a sudden or a smooth onset of the
anomalous J= suppression in the Npart variable.
The data analyzed in this report have been olle ted with the NA50 set-ups of 1996 and 1998. A
des ription of the NA50 experimental apparatus an
be found in [1, 2, 3℄. Details on data taking onditions and the event sele tion pro edure an be found
in Refs. [4, 5℄.
The geometry of a nu leus-nu leus ollision is usually hara terized by the value of the impa t parameter
b, whi h is not dire tly a essible to the experiment,
but an be dedu ed from the measured EZDC distribution. The link between Npart and the impa t parameter b, has been obtained with a al ulation based
on a Glauber model of nu leus-nu leus ollisions, using Woods-Saxon nu lear pro les, with the parameters tabulated in [6℄. The same Npart vs b dependen e has been reprodu ed using the VENUS 4.12 [7℄
and RQMD 2.3 [8℄ event generators. In Fig.1 we
plot the EZDC spe trum, for the 1996 data sample,
together with the result of our Glauber al ulation.
The good des ription of the measured spe trum allows to on lude that our approa h satisfa torily reprodu es the onne tion between EZDC and the geometry of the ollision. The distribution of Npart vs
EZDC is parti ularly relevant for the J= suppression
analysis. Two omplementary te hniques, the "standard analysis" and "minimum bias analysis" have been
employed to extra t the J= suppression pattern vs
EZDC . They have been already used for the analysis of J= suppression, as a fun tion of the neutral
transverse energy and have been explained in detail in
[4, 5℄.

The two-step pattern of the J= suppression, already established as a fun tion of the neutral transverse energy ET and interpreted as an eviden e for
de on nement at SPS energy [5℄, has been on rmed.

Figure 1: Comparison of the minimum baias EZDC
spe trum with the result of the Glauber al ulation
(full line), and the Monte Carlo simulations based on
VENUS (dashed line) and on RQMD (dotted line).
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Beam-test results of the LHC-B hadron alorimeter prototype
C. Co a 1, C. Magureanu 1, T. Preda 1, A. Ros a 1, I. Ajinenko 2
1 NIPNE, Elementary Parti le Physi s Dept.
2 IHEP, Protvino, Russia

E=Eb  1 + ln(Eb =E )
(1)
where E is the alorimeter respon e for the alibration
energy.
The other sour e of non-linear behaviour ould be
the shower leakage behind the dete tor. This auses
two opposite e e ts: it de reases the dete ted energy
due to leakage, but on the other hand, it an generate
Cerenkov light in the ber bundle just in front of the
PMT.
The energy dependen e of the resolution for sampling hadron alorimeter is des ribed by two parameters: the sto hasti and onstant term. The rst re-

(%)

e ts the statisti al u tuation in the energy deposition by hadroni showers in the s intillating tiles.
The se ond one is de ned by intrinsi features of the
alorimeter, like inter- alibration, nonuniformity in the
light olle tion for di erent bers in the ell, non-linear
response due to shower u tuations in depth, energy
leakage, ra ks and so on.
An analysis of the performan e of 5.6 I prototype
from data that were obtained in the ombined test
run using the 40 MHz readout ele troni s, has been
ompared in detail with simulation results using different software pa kages for the simulation of hadroni
shower development. The data have been tted by
the quadrati sum of the sto hasti andponstant
term
L
that result in (E )=E = (79:2  2:9)%= E (10:11 
0:45)% as shown in Figure 1.
30
28

Resolution

The hadron alorimeter (HCAL) of the LHC-B spe trometer [1, 2℄ will provide information for the event
triggering and ba kground supression on re onstru tion of B mesons de ays. The overall dimension of
of the a tive area of the dete tor is foreseen to be
3.46.3m2.
The te hnology hosen for the HCAL design is a
s intillator/iron sampling stru ture with s intillating
tiles arranged in parallel to the beam axis. It has been
tested two variants. They di er by the ell size (8
m and 16 m), by their depths (7.3 I and 5.6 I )
and by di erent light olle tion designs (double and
single sampling depth) that have been equiped with
two types of bers: Pol.Hi.Te h.(S250) and BICRON
BCF-92. Results have been obtained, at CERN, in a
ombined run with SPD/PS, ECAL and HCAL, reading out the ECAL and HCAL with fast 25 ns sampling
ele troni s.
For HV system has been used a prototype designed
and onstru eted in IFIN-HH to power in parallel a
group of 9PMs FEU-115m10 with booster sour es for
the dynodes D7...D10. It supports a high ounting
rate (aprox. 40 MHz) by supplying additional urrent
to the last four dynodes of the PMT. The HV di eren es an be independently adjusted up tp 10% of the
nominal value, in the automati mode.
Iron plates are passive radiators, and it is known
that iron alorimeters are non- ompensating ones. This
feature is determined by in reasing of 0 's with energy: 0 /all  0.23 ln(E ) (E in GeV) that results in
an in rease of dete ted energy E with respe t to the
in ident parti le energy Eb :
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Figure 1: Resolution fon tion on energy.
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The relative non-linearity of pion and proton response with the
ATLAS tile hadroni alorimeter
S. Constantines u 2 , S. Dita 1 , Collaboration ATLAS
1 NIPNE-HH, Parti le Phys. Dept.
2 NIPNE-HH, Computing Dept.
The better understanding of the physi s on whi h
the hadron alorimeters are based and the analysis of
the fa tors that determine their performan es present
a spe ial interest and an be very useful in improving
the existing simulation odes for hadroni showers.
In our previous omparative analysis of the Tile Calorimeter response to pions and protons we have shown
that the ratio between pion and proton response has a
value higher than unity for all the studied in ident energies and pseudorapidities and the Monte Carlo simulations of the Tile Hadroni Calorimeter response,
based on the G-CALOR hadroni shower simulation
pa kage [1℄, are in very good agreement with the data.
We have on luded that our results are on rming the
suggestion of Gabriel et al. [2℄, obtained by simulations, about the presen e of a smaller pure hadroni
fra tion for pions than for protons sin e our alorimeter is non- ompensating with e=h > 1.
Taking into a ount our previous results we have devoted a spe ial interest to a detailed omparison of the
relative non-linearity of the response given by protons
and pions. In Figure 1, the normalized ( to the 100
GeV point ) relative non-linearity of the pion and proton response is shown as a fun tion of the beam energy
at di erent pseudorapidities. The very good linearity
of the pion response an be seen. The non-linearity for
pions seen in the experimental data is less than  1%
while the G-CALOR predi ts also a good linearity for
pions but the non-linearity (  2% ) is slightly higher
than the one obtained experimentally.
For protons the non-linearity of the response is a little
higher than for pions and the better linearity of pions
as well in the data as in G-CALOR simulations an
be observed in Figure 1. This result an be seen for
all the energies and all the pseudorapidities taken into
a ount.
Expressing the relative non-linearity of pions (protons)
of energy E - R (E ) (Rp (E )) - as a fun tion of the pure
hadroni fra tion of pions ( protons ) Fh (Fhp ) and using the ratio between the pure hadroni fra tion of
pions and protons given by [2℄ :

Fh =Fhp = 0:83
(1)
we have obtained nally, taking into a ount the intrinsi onstant of our alorimeter (e=h > 1), a smaller
variation with the energy of the relative linearity for
pions than for protons :
dR =dE < dRp =dE
(2)

Thus, the better linearity of the pion response, seen as
well in the data as in simulations, is another argument
in the favor of the relation (1) given by Gabriel and
al. [2℄.
Thus, rstly we have observed a higher alorimeter response to pions than to protons of the same energy
and we have onsidered that this is an experimental
on rmation of the result of Gabriel et al. [2℄ on erning a smaller pure hadroni fra tion for pions than for
protons. Now, the experimental data on erning the
linearity of the response to pions and protons, onrm on e more the smaller pure hadroni fra tion for
pions than for protons and even more, the obtained
data about the linearity an be used as an argument
in the favor of a similar energy dependen e for the
two hadroni fra tions Fh (E ) and Fhp (E ) , e.g. for a
onstant ratio - Fh (E )=Fhp (E ) - less than unity.

Referen es
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Figure 1: The normalized ( to the 100 GeV point )
relative non-linearity of pion and proton response as a
fun tion of beam energy at di erent pseudorapidities.
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Transverse momentum distributions of J= , 0, Drell-Yan and
ontinuum dimuons produ ed in Pb-Pb intera tions at the
CERN-SPS
C. Alexa 1 , V. Boldea 1, S. Constantines u 2, S. Dita 1 , Collaboration NA50
1 NIPNE-HH, Parti le Phys. Dept.
2 NIPNE-HH, Computing Dept.
Muons pairs produ ed in Pb-Pb intera tions at 158
GeV/ per nu leon are used to study the transverse
momentum distributions of the J= , 0 and dimuons
in the mass ontinuum. Preliminary results on the pT
distribution of J= mesons produ ed in Pb-Pb ollisions have been published [1, 2℄. In this report the
analysis of pT distributions of J= , 0, Drell-Yan ( DY
) and muon pairs in the mass ontinuum between 2.1
and 2:7 GeV= 2 (the intermediate mass region or IMR)
are presented.The analysis uses the high statisti s data
sample of Pb-Pb ollisions olle ted at the CERN SPS
in 1996. A detailed des ription of the layout of NA50
experiment an be found in [3℄. The present analysis is based on a new sele tion method, made possible
thanks to the ex ellent 1996 beam onditions and to
the di erent anti-halo dete tors. Details on data taking onditions and event sele tion an be found in [4℄.
The nal event samples ontain 170:106 triggers and
 19:104 J= events in 1996 and 60:106 triggers and
 5:104 J= events in 1995.
In order to investigate the transverse momentum distributions of muon pairs produ ed as a fun tion of the
entrality of the ollisions, the events are divided into
subsamples a ording to the transverse energy of the
ollision, ET . For J= and IMR events, the size of the
samples allows 15 entrality bins , while for 0 and
DY events, as well as for the J= events olle ted in
1995, the number of bins is limited to 5. The < pT >
and < p2T > values have been determined for muons
pairs of di erent origins: intermediate mass region (
IMR ), the J= and 0 de ays and Drell-Yan me hanism. The < p2T > values obtained for di erent mass
intervals are plotted in Fig.1, as a fun tion of ET .
From the analysis we observed that the < p2T >
values for the 0 are higher than for the J= . For the
J= the values < pT >, < p2T >, < MT M > and
the inverse slope parameter, T, exhibit a similar trend
as a fun tion of ET : an initial in rease followed by
a atter behaviour. The omparison of the 1995 and
1996 results suggests that the < p2T > values of the
J= , for the most entral events are not a e ted by

re-intera tion e e ts due to the thi kness of the target.
The hange of the pT distributions with the entrality of the ollisions agrees with what is expe ted from
intera tions in the initial state.

Figure 1: < p2T > as a fun tion of the transverse energy
for several muon pair mass intervals. For the J= the
5 open squares orrespond to the 1995 data sample.
The error bars are only statisti al. For 0, both the
1-D and 4-D de onvolution results are shown.
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ATLAS dis overy potential study of the harged heavy leptons pair
produ tion via Drell-Yan me hanism
C. Alexa 1, S. Dita 1 , Collaboration ATLAS
1 NIPNE-HH, Parti le Phys. Dept.
The Z de ay parameters measured at LEP have
demonstrated that there exist only three light neutrinos oupling to the Z with Standard Model ouplings.
The simplest supposition is then that the lepton se tor
omprises these three light neutrinos and their harged
ounterparts. However, many theoreti al models, su h
as omposite models [1℄, left-right symmetri models
[2℄, grand uni ed theories [3℄, te hni olor models [4℄,
superstring-inspired models [5℄, and models of mirror fermions [6℄, predi t the existen e of new partiles with masses around of the s ale 1 TeV and allow
the possible existen e of new generation of fermions.
Charged heavy leptons pair produ tion at LHC is dominated by the Drell-Yan pro ess and by gluon-gluon
fusion. The total produ tion ross se tion for pp !
::: ! L+ L is presented in g.( 1). The studied proess was pp ! qq ! Z 0 ! L+L ! (e+ Z o )(e Z o )
where Z o ! dijet, and Br(L ! eZ o ) = 1=3 a ording
to [7℄.

pmiss
< 20 GeV . In g.( 2) we present the obtained
T
signi an e of the signal, for an integrated luminosity
of 30 fb 1 .

Figure 2: Signal signi an e for the harged heavy
leptons pair produ tion via Drell-Yan me hanism,
the simulated pro ess was pp ! Z 0 ! L+ L !
(e+ Z o )(e Z o) and Z o ! dijet.
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Spin alignment of K (892) mesons in nC intera tions at 58 GeV
A.N. Aleev 2 , T. Ponta 1, T. Preda 1, Collaboration EXCHARM
1 NIPNE-HH, Parti le Phys. Dept.
2 JINR, Dubna

The in lusive hadroprodu tion of K  (892) has
been studied sin e more than 30 years, but the role
of meson spin in the produ tion dynami s is still not
understood in details. Spin phenomena in in lusive
rea tions with non-polarized beam and target are des ribed by spin density matrix  of the nal state parti le. The 00 element represents relative intensity of
ve tor mesons with zero z - omponent of the spin. A
deviation of 00 from the value 31 indi ates spin alignment. A number of phenomenologi al models is suggested [1℄ to predi t spin behavior in ve tor-meson inlusive hadroprodu tion.
The spin alignment of K  (892) mesons produ ed
in lusively in neutron beam has been studied for the
rst time in the EXCHARM experiment [2℄. The analysis has been performed using 184:4  106 neutronarbon intera tions re orded in the experiment.
The strange resonan es K  (892) have been sele ted by their de ays into neutral kaon and harged
pion:
n 12 C ! K (892) + X
j!
K 0(K 0 ) 
j!
KS !  + 
(1)
The neutral kaons have been identi ed via de ays of
short lived mode KS ! +  . A pair of opposite
harged parti les (V 0 ) has been onsidered as a KS
andidate depending on: distan e between the V 0 tra ks,
momentum ratio of the positive tra k to the negative

ones, Cherenkov
identi ation of the parti les.
Ea h ombination of a KS andidate with an additional tra k has been regarded as K (892) andidate if it meets some geometri al and indenti ation
requirements.
Signals of de ays have been estimated as a result of
the KS -mass spe trum approximation in the region
of 0.74-1.20 GeV/ 2 by the following expression representing a superposition of ba kground BG(M ) and
signal BW (M ) with relative rate a.
dN
= BG(M )[1 + aBW (M )℄:
(2)
dM
The evaluation of 00 is based on the ve tor-meson
de ay angular distribution
3
W (j os j) = [1 00 + (300 1) os2 ℄; (3)
2
where the angle  is the polar angle of   momentumve tor in the de ay K (892) ! K 0  . The key assumption that the ba kground has no spin alignment

and ould be used for relative a eptan e orre tions
has been proved independently.
The K  (892) in lusive produ tion and the ba kground have been simulated separately by FRITIOF
model (with no spin alignment). Charged parti le
tra king through the setup was realized in GEANTbased program.
The obtained 00 dependen es on PT are shown in
Fig.1.

Figure 1: PT -dependen e of the spin density matrix
element 00 for K  (892)+ (a) and K  (892) (b) in
the transversity frame.
Spin density matrix element 00 for leading ve tor mesons K  (892)+ has been measured to be 00 =
0:424  0:011(stat)  0:018(sys). This value deviates
from the value of 13 indi ating the spin alignment of
K (892)+ produ ed in lusively in neutron- arbon intera tions at 57  9 GeV.
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Routine surveillan e of environmental radioa tivity in the in uen e
area of the Institute during 2000
D. C. Breban 1 , R. O. Dumitru 1
1 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
The radioa tivity measurements were performed
a ording to the Monitoring Con ept for nu lear units
in IFIN-HH, whi h provides the type, the lo ations
and sampling frequen y of the environmental fa tors
that were analyzed.
The working group has been involved in a proje t
supervised by the IAEA, on erning QA/QC for Nulear Analyti al Te hniques.
Samples of water, sediment, soil, vegetation and
aerosols have been analyzed for both gross beta and
gamma a tivity, as follows: 1004 samples of potential
radioa tive water, surfa e, drinking and underground
water; 18 sediment and 72 soil samples; 9 samples of
spontaneous vegetation and 8 samples of milk, 3 samples of vegetables.
We analyzed for gross beta and gamma a tivity
42 samples of radioa tive liquid euents from the two
nu lear units CPR and STDR.
Airsols samples have been monitored twi e a month,
the maximum on entration of the total beta a tivtity
was of 9.2 mBq per ube metter air (absolute error:
4.4).
Gross beta a tivity for samples of drinking water
and surfa e water, was always below the maximum
allowed on entration (1Bq/l), respe tively below the
the warning limit of 1.85 Bq/l.
The maximum value of the gross beta a tivity reorded for the sewage water (rea tor Canal) was 1.92
Bq/l (absolute error: 0.22 Bq/l (95in uen e on the

surfa e water downstream the spill ow was observed,
gross beta value determined for this sample being below the dete tion limit (0.30)Bq/l.
Gamma spe tros opy analyses performed on annual omposite samples of sewage water showed an
average a tivity on entration for Cs-137 of 2.0mBq/l
(absolute error: 0.5 mBq/l), values lose to those determined for the surfa e water samples 4.2 (absolute
error: 0.5).
Co-60 was dete ted in the sewage water and sediment olle ted at the sewage spill ow, with an a tivity on entration of 8.0.mBq/l (absolute error: 1.0
mBq/l) and 129Bq/kg (absolute error: 15 Bq/kg) dry
mass, respe tively.
For the surfa e water and sediment samples olle ted downstream the dis harge site, the Co-60 onentration was of 5.5 mBq/l (absolute error: 0.9 mBq/l),
respe tively below the dete tion limit (9 Bq/kg).
Gross beta values for ultivated vegetation and milk
samples olle ted from the living area were in the same
range to those re orded in the previous years. The onentration level re orded was: 46 Bq/l (absolute error:
4 Bq/l) for milk samples, 55 Bq/kg (absolute error:
4 Bq/kg) fresh mass for tomatoes, 79 Bq/kg (absolute error: 7 Bq/kg) for abbage, 152 Bq/kg (absolute
error: 9 Bq/kg) of potatoes.
Sin e July, a trimestial surveillan e of the Fort area
has started. Samples of soil and vegetation were analyzed for gamma spe tros opy.
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Large DNA analysis by pulse eld gel ele trophoresis
D. Fologea 1, O. Csutak 2
1 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
2 University of Bu harest, Fa ulty of Biology
Conventional gel ele trophoresis of DNA mole ules
allows a good separation up to 50 kbp (kilobase pairs).
However, in ordinary situations, all mole ules larger
than 20 kbp will present the same mobility in a stati
ele tri eld, so that the separation seems to be impossible. The separation range ould be extended redu ing the agarose on entration to as low as 0.1handle
and the separation is allowed up to several; hundreds
kbp.
In order to overload these limits, a lot of resear her
attempted to exploit the size-dependent relaxation, by
periodi ally hanging the orientation of the ele tri
eld, so that the DNA must hange onformation and
reorient before it an migrate in the dire tion of the
ele tri eld.
A lot of additional ele tri elds are involved in

pulse eld gel ele trophoresis. The simplest way to
a hieve large mole ule DNA separation is to alternate
two opposite ele tri eld (Field Inversion Gel Ele trophoresis). The swit hing interval and the ele tri
eld involved will give the nal resolution.
The aim of this paper is to des ribe an experimental setup that allows a separation of DNA mole ules up
to 2 Mbp. For this, a fully omputer ontrolled devi e
was build. The parameters as time ramp, swit hing
intervals and pause intervals for reverse and forward
migration an be software varied. The test was performed using a S. erevisiae 288C marker and DNA
hromosomes extra ted from yeast with xenodegradative apability. The results showed a separation limit
up to 2.2 Mpb, omparable with other te hniques of
ele tro ariotyping.
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A metaboli derivation of tritium transfer fa tors in animal
produ ts
D. Galeriu 1 , A. Melintes u 1 , N. M. J. Crout 2 , N. A. Bersford 3, S. R. Peterson 4, M. van Hess 5
1 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
2 Nottingham University, UK
3 CEH UK
4 LLNL USA
5 SCK-CEN Belgium
Tritium is a potentially important environmental
ontaminant arising from the nu lear industry. Beause tritium is an isotope of hydrogen, its behaviour
in the environment is ontrolled by the behaviour of
hydrogen. Chroni releases of tritium to the atmosphere, in parti ular, will result in tritium-to-hydrogen
(T/H) ratios in plants and animals that are more or
less in equilibrium with T/H ratios in the air moisture. Tritium is thus a potentially important ontaminant of plant and animal food produ ts. The transfer
of tritium from air moisture to plants is quite well
understood. In ontrast, although a number of regulatory agen ies have published transfer oeÆ ient values
for tritium transfer from diet to a limited number of
animal produ ts, a fresh evaluation of these transfers
needs to be made.
In this paper we present an approa h for the derivation of tritium transfer oeÆ ients whi h is based on
the metabolism of hydrogen in animals in onjun tion
with experimental data on tritium transfer. The derived transfer oeÆ ients separately a ount for trans-

fer to and from free (i.e. water) and organi ally bound
tritium.
The predi ted transfer oeÆ ients are ompared
to available data independent of model development.
Agreement is good, with the ex eption of the transfer
oeÆ ient for transfer from tritiated water to organi ally bound tritium in ruminants, whi h may be attributable to the parti ular hara teristi s of ruminant
digestion.
We show that transfer oeÆ ients will vary in response to the metaboli status of an animal (e.g. stage
of la tation, digestibility of diet, et .) and that the
use of a single transfer oeÆ ient from diet to animal
produ t is not appropriate for tritium. It is possible to derive on entration ratio values whi h relate
the on entration of tritiated water and organi ally
bound tritium in an animal produ t to the respe tive
on entrations in the animals diet. These on entration ratios are shown to be less subje t to metaboli
variation and may be more useful radioe ologi al parameters than transfer oeÆ ients.
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Dose ontribution from metabolized organi ally bound tritium after
hroni tritiated water intakes in humans
A. Trivedi 1 , D. Galeriu 2, E. S. Lamothe 1
1 Chalk River Laboratories, AECL, Canada
2 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
Our earlier study of a ute tritiated water intakes
in humans has demonstrated that the dose ontribution from metabolized organi ally bound tritium is less
than 10% of the body water dose. To further demonstrate that the dose ontribution from the organi ally
bound tritium per unit intake of tritiated water is the
same, regardless of whether the intake is a ute (all
at on e) or hroni (spread over time), urine samples
from six male radiation workers with hroni tritiated
water intakes were olle ted and analyzed for tritium.
These workers have a well-do umented dose history
and a well- ontrolled tritium bioassay database, providing assuran e that their tritium intakes were in the
form of tritiated water. Ea h month for a full alendar
year, urine samples were olle ted from ea h exposed
worker. The monthly on entration of tritium-in-urine
for ea h exposed worker was no lower than 104 Bq L-1
but no higher than 105 Bq L-1. These urine samples were analyzed for tritiated water and organi ally
bound tritium to determine the ratio of these tritiated
spe ies in urine. The average ratio of tritiated water

to organi ally bound tritium in urine for ea h exposed
worker was 330-129 (range, 297-589).
In al ulating the dose to these workers, we assumed that, under steady-state onditions, the ratio
of the spe i a tivity of tritium (3H a tivity per gH)
in the organi matter and water fra tions of urine is
representative of the ratio of the spe i a tivity of
tritium in the organi matter and water fra tions of
soft tissue. A mathemati al model was developed and
used to estimate the dose in rease from the metabolized organi ally bound tritium based on the ratio of
tritiated water to organi ally bound tritium in urine.
The resulting average dose from the organi ally
bound tritium was 6.9-3.1% (range, 4.7-9.9%) of the
body water dose for the six male workers, and agrees
well with the value obtained from our a ute tritiated
water intakes study in humans. The observed dose
ontribution from organi ally bound tritium, relative
to body water dose, is in agreement with urrent re ommendations of assigning 10% of total body water
dose for organi ally bound tritium in soft tissues after
tritiated water intakes.
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FDNH - the tritium module in RODOS
D. Galeriu 1 , A. Melintes u 1 , C. O. Tur anu 1 , W. Raskob 2
1 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
2 IKET-FZK, Germany
Under the auspi es of its RTD (Resear h and Te hnologi al Development) Framework Programmes, the
European Commission has supported the development
of the RODOS (Real-time On-line De isiOn Support)
system for o -site emergen y management. The proje t started in 1989 fo using on PWR/LWR type a idents and using experien e from the Chernobyl a ident. In 1997 it was realised that tritium should
be in luded in the list of radionu lides, as large tritium sour es exists in Europe and to allow a potential
expansion of the RODOS system for appli ation on
future fusion rea tor a idents. The National Institute for Physi s and Nu lear Engineering (IFIN-HH)
in Romania - in lose o-operation with the Resear h
entre Karlsruhe (FZK) - was harged to develop the
tritium module, based on previous experien e in environmental tritium modelling and the operation of
CANDU rea tors in Romania (with potential tritium
a idents).
At present, the Food and Dose Module Hydrogen
-(FDMH) - for tritium appli ations - is integrated and
do umented in the RODOS system. It al ulates the
time dependent tritium on entration (as tritiated water or organi ally bound tritium) in rops (as mu h
as 22 di erent spe ies) and up to 12 animal produ ts, inhalation doses and ingestion dose from up to
34 diet items for various groups of the population and
for up to 2520 lo ations around the sour e, following an a idental emission of tritiated water. FDMH
in orporates many improved te hniques in radiologi al assessment and makes intensively use of interdis iplinary resear h. It is developed in a modular
stru ture with a variable time grid a ording to the
physi al pro esses. Di ering from other models, using
generi transfer parameters or parameters tted on individual experiments, FDMH derives tritium transfer
rates based on physi al and physiologi al pro ess anal-

ysis, using s ienti ally a epted results from interdisiplinary resear h on, among others, land-atmosphere
intera tion, water y le in the soil-plant-atmosphere
system, plant physiology, photosynthesis, growth and
hydrogen metabolism in mammals. A unique feature
of FDMH is the oherent modelling of tritium uptake
by plant anopies and its onversion to organi matter, using a physiologi al plant parameter data base
whi h an reprodu e plant growth under various pedo limati onditions. By this approa h, the diÆ ulties of s aling from leaf to anopy are avoided and
the model parameters are tested by on omitant reprodu tion of plant growth, using an appropriate rop
growth model- developed at pro ess level. In order
to predi t the tritium transfer in animal produ ts in
the absen e of a omplete experimental database, results from basi resear h on hydrogen metabolism in
mammals is applied. Both forms of tritium are onsidered and the transfer and the onversion from tritiated
water (HTO) or organi s (OBT) in feed to HTO and
OBT in animal produ ts is expli itly introdu ed. Inorporating the environmental tritium dynami s with
time steps ranging from less than one hour up to days,
FDMH illustrates seasonal and diurnal e e ts on publi dose related to the time of the a ident. Due to
the novel modelling approa h, FDMH an be easily
ustomised for any European site and an predi t the
time evolution of tritiated water or organi ally bound
tritium in su h details that it an be easily used in
establishing ountermeasures.
The present model as integrated in the RODOS
platform ontains a database for Central Europe but
is not dire tly oupled to real-time weather prognosis
data, due to external onstraints. In order to in rease
the model exibility and reliability some upgrades are
now on going and an international, stand alone version
in preparation.
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IFIN-HH o upational exposure monitoring in 2000
M. Pus alau 1
1 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
The Human Monitoring Laboratory from IFIN-HH,
Life S ien es and Environment Department, performs
its a tivity in a ordan e with the new National Basi Regulations on Radiologi al Safety. In 2000 it was
a reditated by the National Commission for the Control of Nu lear A tivities on the basis of the Quality
Manual respe ting the requirements of SR EN 45001
Standard.
In 2000, a total of 527 persons from IFIN-HH and
72 from hospitals were monitored in order to identify
and quantify the gamma emitting radionu lides - one
of the sour e of human exposure.
The annual olle tive e e tive dose for all monitored workers from IFIN-HH, in 2000, amounts to
360.4 person-mSv. Table 1 gives the distribution of
the workers and the annual olle tive e e tive dose for
every Department from IFIN-HH, in 2000.
Also, very important from the radiation prote tion
point of view is the Table 2 that gives the distribution
of the annual e e tive dose for the personal from IFINHH, in 2000, in intervals of in easing dose.
Con lusion : no worker fron IFIN-HH ex eeded,
in 2000, the annual e e tive dose limit for the o upational exposure, mainly the value of 20 mSv.

DEPARTMENT PERSONS
TIESR
TANDEM
CPR
S220
CSMC
RN
S360
CICLOTRON
SUA
STDR
S140
RASPEN

37
99
77
29
14
36
45
36
87
41
52
10

COLLECTIVE
EFECTIVE
DOSE (person-mSv )
40
21.6
177
9
12.2
5.4
19.2
20.4
13
21.7
17.5
3.4

Table 1: Department annual olle tive e e tive dose
distribution
DOSE INTERVAL ( mSv ) WORKERS CONCERNED
0 - 0.2
478
0.3 - 0.9
0
1 - 1.9
12
2 - 2.9
7
3 - 3.9
10
4 - 4.9
5
5 - 5.9
5
6 - 6.9
5
7 - 7.9
1
8 - 8.9
1
9 - 9.9
0
10 - 10.9
1
11 - 11.9
1
12 - 12.9
1
> 13
0
Table 2: Annual e e tive dose distribution
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Consequen e assessment of a hypotheti al nu lear a ident at
Kozloduy NPP (VVER - 440) based on drill ("Oltenia-99",
Romania)
G. Matees u 1 , D. Slavni u 1, T. Cra iunes u 1, C. Tur anu 1, A. Gheorghiu 1, D. Gheorgiu 1
1 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
In order to test and verify the results of the adaptation of RODOS expert system on Romanian onditions, an a ident s enario at VVER 440 NPP (Kozloduy - Bulgaria) was onsidered whi h served as basis
for the international drill "Oltenia 99". The drill was
organized by Central Command Unit for Nu lear A idents and Fall of Extra Atmospheri Obje ts (CCANCOC) and was held in May 1999 under the monitoring
of the International Atomi Energy Agen y (IAEA).
Using this a ident s enario, the RODOS system fun tionality was tested on the Romanian database and the
hief system performan es were assessed in a riti al
manner.
The appli ation onsisted in using two modules of
RODOS system (PRTY 3.13): QUICKPRO/ATSTEP
for atmospheri dispersion and deposition al ulations
and EMERSIM/EARLYCONS for early emergen y simFigure 1: Iodine Tablets Area.
ulation.
The main obje tives were to set up ountermeasure
areas, Fig.1 shows iodine tablets area, the ommitted
e e tive dose for all pathways, the ommitted dose for
thyroid and number of lethal ases in open air onditions, see Fig.2. In ase of prote tive a tions, the
number of an er deaths, as sto hasti e e ts, is 3, instead of 10 when no a tions were taken. That proves
the bene ial impa ts of prote tive a tions.
The experien e gained during the drill "Oltenia 99"
showed that would be preferable that de ision-makers
re eive the results of al ulations in other pla e that
RODOS operation pla e. Having in mind the omplexity of the RODOS system, the further exer ises
and the appli ation of the system in drills will help to
adapt RODOS to a tual needs of de ision makers and
also a spe ial attention should be paid in the training
of personnel who will operate the system.
Figure 2: Can er ases when no a tions were taken.
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A geneti approa h to shape re onstru tion in limited data
tomography
C. Tur anu 1, T. Cra iunes u 1
1 IFIN-HH, Life and Environmental Physi s Department
The paper proposes a new method for shape reonstru tion in omputed tomography. Unlike nu lear
medi ine appli ations, in physi al s ien e problems we
are often onfronted with limited data sets: onstraints
in the number of proje tions or limited angle views.
The problem of image re onstru tion from proje tion
may be onsidered as a problem of nding an image
(solution) having proje tions that mat h the experimental ones. In our approa h, we hoose a statistial orrelation oeÆ ient to evaluate the tness of any
potential solution. The optimization pro ess is arried
out by a geneti algorithm.
The algorithm has some features ommon to all geneti algorithms but also some problem-oriented hara teristi s. One of them is that a hromosome, representing a potential solution, is not linear but oded as
a matrix of pixels orresponding to a two-dimensional
image. This kind of internal representation re e ts
the genuine manifestation and slight di eren es between two points situated in the original problem spa e
give rise to similar di eren es on e they be ome oded.
Another parti ular feature is a newly built rossover
operator: the grid-based rossover, suitable for high
dimension two-dimensional hromosomes. Ex ept for
the population size and the dimension of the utting
grid for the grid-based rossover, all the other parameters of the algorithm are independent of the geometry
of the tomographi re onstru tion.
The performan es of the method are evaluated on
a phantom typi al for an appli ation with limited data
sets: the determination of the neutron energy spe tra
with time resolution in ase of short-pulsed neutron
emission (Fig. 1). The geneti re onstru tion is presented in Fig. 2. The qualitative judgement and also
the quantitative one, based on some gures of merit,
point out that the proposed method ensures an improved re onstru tion of shapes, sizes and resolution
in the image, even in the presen e of noise.

Figure 1: Phantom.

Figure 2: Re onstru tion.
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Integrated graphi al user interfa e for the ba k-end software
sub-system
E. Bades u 1 , M. Caprini 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Applied Nu lear Physi s
The ATLAS data a quisition and Event Filter prototype "-1" proje t [1℄ was intended to produ e a prototype system for evaluating andidate te hnologies
and ar hite tures for the nal ATLAS DAQ system
on the LHC a elerator at CERN. Within the prototype proje t, the ba k-end sub-system en ompasses
the software for on guring, ontrolling and monitoring the data a quisition (DAQ).
The ba k-end sub-system in ludes ore omponents
and dete tor integration omponents. One of the dete tor integration omponents is the Integrated Graphi al User Interfa e (IGUI), whi h is intended to give
a view of the status of the DAQ system and its subsystems (Data ow, Event Filter and Ba k-end) and to
allow the user (general users, su h as a shift operator at a test beam or experts, in order to ontrol and
debug the DAQ system) to ontrol its operation.
The fun tional, onstraint and quality user requirements for the IGUI are presented in [2℄. The IGUI is
intended to be a Status Display and a Control Interfa e too, so there are three groups of fun tional requirements: display requirements (the information to
be displayed); ontrol requirements (the a tions the
IGUI shall perform on the DAQ omponents); general
requirements, applying to the general fun tionality of
the IGUI. The onstraint requirements in lude requirements related to the a ess ontrol (shift operator or
expert user). The quality requirements are related to
the portability on di erent platforms.
The IGUI has to intera t with many omponents
in a distributed environment. The following design
guidelines have been onsidered in order to ful l the
requirements: use a modular design with easy possibility to integrate di erent sub-systems; use Java languge for portability and powerful graphi al features;
use CORBA interfa es for ommuni ation with other
omponents. The a tual implementation of Ba k-end
software omponents use Inter-Language Uni ation
(ILU) for inter-pro ess ommuni ation. Di erent methods of a ess of Java appli ations to ILU C++ servers
have been evaluated (native methods, ILU Java support, Java IDL). Finnaly Java IDL was hosen, having
as main advantage the independen e of CORBA implementation.
The intera tion between the IGUI and other ba kend omponents is presented in [3℄. The IGUI reads
the list of partitions from the Inter Pro ess Communi ation (IPC) server and the user an sele t one of
them. In intera tion with the Resour e Manager server
the type of the a ess ontrol is de ided. The run

ontrol and data- ow on gurations are read from the
on guration database. The information about the
sub-systems or omponents status (run ontrol status,
lists of Pro ess Manager agents and pro esses, DataFlow modules statisti s) is read from the Information
Servi e (IS) or is automati ally obtained using the IS
noti ation me hanism. The run parameters an be
set by the user and are stored in the Information Servi e server. Through the IGUI the user an send ommands to the Run Control main omponents (DAQ
Supervisor and Root Controller). The user an send
ommands to the MRS (to hange the lter or subs ription riteria, to set the log ontrol). The IGUI
an be a lient of the Pro ess Manager, allowing to
start auxiliary pro esses (monitoring tasks, bookkeeping tasks, et ).
IGUI is designed as a Java appli ation (JFrame).
On the left side of the frame are displayed the Main
Commands and below some major Run Parameters,
su h as run and event number. On the right side
an be hosen di erent Panels: Run Parameter panel,
showing all the run parameters and allowing user to
set them; Run Control panel (tree and status for ea h
ontroller with the possibility to send ommands to
a perti ular ontroller); DAQ Supervisor panel (DAQ
Supervisor expert ommands); Pro ess Manager panel
(list of PMG agents and pro esses); MRS panel; Data
Flow panel (data ow on guration and parameters).
Other panels ould be added, displaying the status of
other DAQ omponents or sub-systems. On the bottom of the main frame there is a MRS message display
panel, showing all the re eived MRS messages.
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Quality assuran e and quality ontrol of nu lear analyti al
te hniques
Emanuela Cin u 1;2
1 Te hni al responsible of the Romanian Proje t
2 NIPNE-HH, Department of Applied Nu lear Physi s
Ba kground: Test and analyti al laboratories in
East and Central European ountries need to prove
the reliability and redibility of their e onomi , environmental, medi al and legal de isions and their apa ity of issuing reliable, veri able reports. These demands imposed by the European Community aimed
at avoiding a possible barrier to trade for the developing ountries. In June 1999, in order to help Member
States to develop a ording to EU obje tives and the
overall situation of the European market, the International Agen y for Atomi Energy (IAEA) laun hed
a new o-operation programme designed to help the
nu lear analyti al laboratories in nu lear institutions
and universities of Member States by training in the
use of some Nu lear Analyti al Te hniques (NAT) that
in lude: alpha, beta and gamma-ray spe trometry, radio hemi al and neutron a tivation analysis, total ree tion X-ray uores en e.
Proje t obje tive: The Regional IAEA Proje t,
named "Quality Assuran e/Quality Control of Nu lear
Analyti al Te hniques" (NAT) aims at implementing
the QA prin iples via a system of de ned onse utive
steps leading to a level on whi h the QA system is
self-sustainable for formal a reditation or erti ation and satis es the EU te hni al performan e riteria; the requirements are in a ordan e with the new
ISO/IEC 17025 Standard/De .1999 "General requirements for the ompeten e of testing and alibration
laboratories" - First edition.
Parti ipation of IFIN-HH: The Horia Hulubei National Institute for Nu lear Physi s and Engineering
was admitted for parti ipation in the IAEA Proje t
in June 1999 a ount taken of its experien e in the
QA and metrology elds and its performan e in the
elds of beta and gamma-ray spe trometry, and radio hemi al and neutron a tivation analysis, employed
in both basi resear h and appli ations for external
lients. Two working groups of spe ialists with the
QA and Standardization & Metrology Departments
and six analyti al groups with the departments of Nulear Applied Physi s, Life Physi s and Ionising Radiation Metrology are involved in the RER 2/004 Proje t.
The latter 6 groups deal with gamma-ray spe trometry, analysis of the total beta-ray spe trum, neutron
a tivation and radio hemi al analysis.
Proje t plan: IFIN-HH follows the IAEA Proje t
plan onsisting of parti ipation in the IAEA training
workshops and pro ien y tests and elaboration of QA

do uments 2-3 times /year. In the year 2000 we elaborated part of the QA te hni al operation pro edures
and QA Pro edures of general interest, namely: "Organization, Sample registration", "Report of results",
"Relations with Clients" and other QA-Pro edures a ording to the ISO/IEC 17025 Standard. In April May 2000 all analyti al working groups su essfully
parti ipated in the Pro ien y Test 1 organized by
IAEA. The 2nd series of Pro ien y Test measurements are s heduled for May-June 2001.
The Progress Report no.2 (the 3rd in the PR series)
was the last do ument prepared in 2000; by means
of the last 4th and 5th Progress Reports that will be
prepared in April-June 2001 the ontents of the typi al
a reditation dossier of ea h group taking part in the
Proje t will be established. The QA System and QA
Manual (previously elaborated a ording to European
Norms 45001), will also be updated a ording to the
ISO/IEC 17025 Standard requirements.
The nal obje tive of the a tivity in 2001 (the last
year of the proje t) onsists of preparing valid "a reditation dossiers" with a view to se uring erti ation/a reditation from the national a reditation/
regulatory body; we need to operate eÆ iently and effe tively and as soon as possible on a erti ed basis and
ensure high performan e in the urrent appli ations on
the lients' samples oming from various elds, in luding medi ine, environment, industry, forensi s, geology
and ar heology.
After the previous steps and evaluations by IAEA
experts, IFIN-HH got a quite good position, ranking
5th among the parti ipating ountries. Also due to its
deep involvement in the Proje t, IFIN-HH proposed
to IAEA to organize a training ourse on internal auditing, whi h plays a major part in the eÆ ient and
redible implementation of a QA System. As a result,
IFIN-HH is pleased and honored to organize the rst
International Workshop on Internal Auditing that will
be held May 2001 in Bu harest under auspi es of the
International Atomi Energy Agen y.
Parti ipating in the "QA/QC of Nu lear Analyti al
Te hniques" proje t is part of our Institute's e orts to
keep up with the European QA level in appli ations, as
well as in the Standardization & Metrology elds; the
training and a reditation of the analyti al laboratories involved in the proje t will improve the institute's
redentials as to the urrent o er of the nu lear eld
to modern Romanian so iety.
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The on lusions on the Th internal ontamination by ingestion
using animals
M. Ciubotariu 1 , A. Danis 1 , G. Dumitres u 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear Engineering and Va uum Department
2 NIPNE-HH, Life S ien es Department
The paper presents the results obtained in the Th
internal ontamination study by ingestion. We investigated the Th biodistribution, retention and elimination using the ssion tra k method as high sensitivity
analysis method and Wistar-London breed rats as experiment animals.
Three Wistar-London breed rats (RAT 1, RAT 2
and RAT 3) were ontaminated with a Th amount
orresponding to an Annual Limit Intake using a Th
solution. The animals, up to their sa ri ation, were
kept in normal life onditions and under permanent
observation. The rats were sa ri ed at di erent time
intervals after their ontamination: RAT 1 = 2 days,
RAT 2 = 7 days and RAT 3 = 14 days, respe tively.
Immediately, after sa ri ation, the vital organs of the
rats were sampled. These samples were weighed, alined and re-weighed. The eva uations, for ea h of
the three rats, were sampled every 24 hours: urine on
the lter paper and all ex rements balls. These samples were weighed before and after al ination. The
organs and the elimination samples were analysed by
tra k dete tion using the ssion tra k mi romappings
te hnique.
The ssion tra k method is the method whi h an
visualize the distribution of the investigate ssionable
element (U, Th, et .) in the vital organs of the ontaminated rats. This advantage of the ssion tra k
method, used in our experiment, led us to on lude:

 the Th was retained in all vital organs of the

ontaminated rats, in parti ularly in liver, lung,
stoma h and small intestine;

 all investigated organ samples presented a non-

uniform Th distributions, but only the RAT 1
organs presented a lot of in lusions whi h were

ranging from 1 ppm up to 24 ppm Th on entrations. For the others two rats, the Th distribution were non-uniform too, but without in lusions. The absen e of in lusions for the RAT 2
and RAT 3 whi h were sa ri ed at 7 days and
14 days, respe tively, after ontamination shows
that the rat organisms tend to gather the Th in
in lusions be ause Th is onsidered as "intruder
element" and must be eliminate;

 the elimination of the Th intake was higher by

urine than by ex rements. For all rats, Th was
eliminated in proportion of aprox. 98 per ent
in the rst three days after their ontamination.
The mi romappings of the elimination samples
during these three days presented a non-uniform
Th distribution with a lot of in lusions with onentrations were ranging from 35 ppm up to 1300
ppm for the urine samples and from 6.6 ppm up
to 28.9 ppm for the ex rements samples;

 from the medi al state point of view, the blood

test, for the three rats internal ontaminated by
ingestion with Th revealed the normal values of
the hemoglobin and a exponential in rease of
the leuko yte values (leuko ytosis) without toxi
granules.

It is note that the results obtained in the study of
Th internal ontamination by ingestion using the ssion tra k method ould be useful and important in
a on eption of ertain biologi al and medi al studies
regarding internal ontamination with ssionable elements (U, Th, Pu, et .) whi h require a numerous
subje ts for investigation. For su h studies our data
an be helpful for the establishing the steps as well as
the riti al organs whi h need to be investigated.
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Use of the Coulomb ex itation by light and heavy ions for
quantitative analysis
L. Cra iun 1, E. Dragules u 2 , P.M. Ra olta 1, C. Serbanut 2 , V. Tripadus 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Applied Nu lear Physi s Department
2 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear Physi s Department
It is well known in many ases thin layers with
spe i properties ful l the same demands as former
bulk materials and, although they seem to be more expensive, the general tenden y has proven them to be
heaper. Therefore it might be a permanent task for
physi ists to develop methods, so far only applied in
s ienti laboratories, to a standard that might be feasible and e onomi ally justi ed to use them to a mu h
larger extent. The reason for the very slow introdu tion of new analyti al te hniques is ertainly the fear
that instruments and apparatus used in basi resear h
do not ful l the standards of reliability, permanent
availability and easy handling, whi h are important
requirements for industrial appli ations [1 - 3 ℄.
The knowledge of the slowing down of ions in traversing matter is of fundamental importan e in methods of materials analysis using beams of harged atomi
parti les, Depth per eption follows dire tly from the
energy lost by the probing parti les and the energy
loss a e ts both quantitative and ompositional analysis. The physi s of energy loss phenomena is very
omplex, involving many kinds of intera tions between
the proje tile ion, target nu lei, and target ele trons.
Be ause of their signi an e in many elds of physi s,
these phenomena have been subje t to intense studies sin e the beginning of the entury. The theoreti al treatment has been reviewed, among others, by
Bohr (1948), Whaling (1958), Fano (1963), Ja kson
(1962,1975), Bi hel (1970), Sigmund (1975),
Ahlen (1980), Littmark and Ziegler (1980), Ziegler
(1977, 1980), Ziegler et al. (1985). The experimental methods have been reviewed and investigated by,
e.g., Chu (1979), Brauer (1987), Mertens (1987), Powers (1989).
- Two well known phenomena an be used for the
produ tion of -rays in bombardments with harged
proje tiles:
a) nu lear rea tions involving in ident energies near
and above the Coulomb barrier; in this ase -rays
arise from the de ex itation of the produ t nu lei.
b) Coulomb ex itation for in ident energies below
the Coulomb barrier; here the ex itations of the nuleus by the intera tion of its Coulomb eld with that
of the bombarding nu leus is a purely ele tromagneti
pro ess. In the rst stage of this proje t, the theoreti al onsiderations and their onsequen es for analyti al possibilities will be onsiderate. The overwhelming majority of the ex itations in the Coulomb ex i-

tation are the ele tri quadrupole transitions (E2). All
parti ularities of this type of transitions will be evaluated.[4,5℄. 8A dedi ated beam line with the target
hamber and spe trometri setups has been realized
and experimented, in order to ompete with European standards . The experimental thi k-target yields
and dete tion limits for 20 elements in many matri es
will be analyzed. Coulombian ex itation by di erent
harged parti les, like p, 9 Be, 11 B, 14 N, 35 Cl will be
experimented.
- A spe ial attention will be allo ated for CE by
heavy ions (35 Cl, 55 MeV). For this quantitative analysis, be ause of the energy range, the used formulae
from the Bethe equation for stopping power annot be
applied and then we propose a new methodology after
the a tual programs and theories [ 7,8,9 ℄.
- To test the validity of our approximation, some
standard samples from the " Bureau Communautaire
de Referen e" in Brussels will be used. The heavy-ion
beams will be produ ed at the IFIN-HH Tandem, 8
MV on terminal.
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On the radioa tivity of water and sediments from the Danube river
signi ant ross se tions during autumn 1998
I.I. Georges u 1 , Gh.D. Baran 1, A.I. Panteli a 2, M.N. Salagean 2, A.G. S arlat 2
1 University "Politehni a", Fa ulty of Industrial Chemistry
2 NIPNE-HH, Department of Applied Nu lear Physi s
Gamma-ray spe trometry method was used to determine 137 Cs, 226 Ra, 228 Ra and 40 K a tivity on entrations of bottom sediments and surfa e water (suspended matter) olle ted from signi ant verti als of
two Danube ross se tions by the National Institute
of Meteorology and Hydrology (INMH) in Bu harest,
during November 1998. The Danube ross se tions
studied were Bazias, km 1072.4 (at the Danube entran e in Romania) and Ceatal Izmail, km 80.9 (at
the beginning of Danube delta). Five signi ant verti als at Bazias (from the left bank to the middle of
the river) and nine at Ceatal Izmail (from the right
bank to the left one) were investigated. Numeration
of these virtual (approximately equidistant) verti als
(Vi ) starts from the Romanian bank (the left side at
Bazias and the right side at Ceatal Izmail). The same
"pa ket" of water was onsidered in the two lo ations
at a time interval of 8 days.
For 137 Cs, a higher mean level was found at Bazias
than at Ceatal Izmail (of about 2 times for sediments,
and 2.7 times for water. 137 Cs maximum values of
(12.70.5) Bq kg 1 in sediments and (8.81.8) Bq m 3
in water were determined.
Con erning the natural radioa tivity of 226 Ra,
228 Ra and 40 K, maximum values of (40.10.5) Bq kg 1
for 226 Ra, (43.01.5) Bq kg 1 for 228 Ra and (61212) Bq
kg 1 for 40 K in sediments at Ceatal Izmail were measured. For sediments, the 226 Ra, 228 Ra and 40 K mean

levels were determined to be higher at Ceatal Izmail
than at Bazias (of about 1.6, 1.7 and 1.5 times, respe tively), while for water no notable di eren es between
the two ross se tions were observed.
The variation of the radioa tivity on di erent signi ant verti als of the investigated ross se tions was
put in eviden e in the ase of sediments. For 137 Cs,
a tivity on entration values at Bazias are found to be
similar with those at Ceatal Izmail on verti als from
the same (left) side of the river, ex ept for V3 of about
3 times higher. At Ceatal Izmail, a rather onstant
level was measured for 137 Cs, ex ept for the verti als
from V1 to V3 on the right side of the river, with values of about 8 times lower. Con erning 226 Ra, 228 Ra
and 40 K in sediment samples, at Ceatal Izmail higher
levels (of about 1.5-2.5 times) were determined on the
verti als from V1 to V3 . At Bazias, approximately
uniform distribution was found for 226 Ra and 228 Ra,
while values of about 2 times higher were determined
for 40 K on the verti als (the left and entral part of
the river).
In the ase of water, no signi ant variation was
determined, ex ept for 226 Ra at Ceatal Izmail, with a
higher level on the verti als V1 and V2 (maximum of
(37.6 4.5) Bq m 3 on V1 ).
The radionu lide distribution in a ross se tion an
be orrelated with the mineralogi al stru ture of the
bed river and the possibility to retain ions in the rystallographi latti e.
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Instrumental neutron a tivation analysis of some fossil samples from
romanian sites
A.I. Panteli a 1, M.N. Salagean 1, I.I. Georges u 2 , M.D. Murariu-Magureanu 2, A.G. S arlat 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Department of Applied Nu lear Physi s
2 University "Politehni a", Fa ulty of Industrial Chemistry
During the fossilization pro ess, elemental ontents
of the buried materials are modi ed by di erent physial, hemi al and biologi al fa tors, su h as ground water ow and degree of aeration, hemi al omposition
of the soil, ba terial a tivity, the pro ess being in uen ed by the limati al onditions. Bone tissue, by the
al ium phosphate mineral (hydroxyapatite) in the external part and organi omponent (fat and ollagen)
in the inner part, has proved to be a proper substrate
for minor elements a umulation. The uniform inreasing of ertain elemental on entrations during the
fossilization pro ess is generally used in paleos ien e
for the age dating 1-4.
Instrumental neutron a tivation analysis (INAA)
method was used by us to investigate Al, As, Au, Ba,
Br, Ca, Co, Cr, Cs, Fe, Hf, K, Mg, Mn, Na, Ni, Rb,
Sb, S , Se, Sr, Th, U, V, Zn, and of the rare earth
elements Ce, Eu, La, Lu, Nd, Sm, Tb, Yb ontents
of two di erent fossil materials dis overed in Romania during 1995-1996: Elephas primigenius mammoth
mandible bone (1.5-2 million years age) and Pe ten
solarium shell (20-25 million years age). Mammoth
mandible bone samples were taken both from the external and the internal part of the bone. Shell fragments were taken in asso iation with the surrounding ro k samples. Irradiations were arried out at the
VVR-S rea tor in Bu harest (neutron uen e rate 2.3
x 1012 m 2 s 1 ) and at the TRIGA rea tor in Pitesti
(neutron uen e rate 5 x 1013 m 2 s 1 ).
For the mammoth mandible bone (relative high
ontents of U and P) orre tions were done for the
uranium ssion and (n, )
ontribution to Ce, La,
Nd and Sm on entrations, and for the phosphorus interferen e in Al determination. It was taken in a ount
that 141 Ce, 140 La, 147 Nd, 153 Sm isotopes are originated
not only by the neutron a tivation rea tions of these
elements, but also from the de ay hains of the uranium ssion produ ts; for 153 Sm, spe tral interferen e
with 103.65 keV X-ray of 239 Pu (by de ay of 239 Np
from uranium (n, ) a tivation rea tion) o urs5. In
the ase of Al, phosphorus interferen e is due to the
31 P(n, )28 Al rea tion.
The majority of the analyzed elements in mammoth mandible bone are found to be in a higher onentration in the external than in the internal part of

the bone: the highest on entration ratios are determined for the rare earths elements Tb (147), La (84),
Eu (80), Ce (76), and relative high on entration ratios are obtained for Nd (38), S (30), Lu (20), Yb
(14), U (12.5), Co (11.4). Lower on entrations in the
external part of the bone, in rapport to the internal
part were determined only for Al, Rb, K and Sr, while
about the same on entration values were measured
for Ca and Mg. Uranium ontent of (320 8) g g 1
was found omparable to 610 g g 1 U3 O8 of the Elephas planifrons bone from the Pleisto ene period1 . It
is in agreement with the anthropologi al estimated age
for the analyzed mammoth sample.
For the shell fossil, by omparing with re ent marine shells from the Romanian Bla k Sea oast, elemental on entrations orrespond to the following ratios:
S (67), Eu (20), Cr (16.5), Co (15.8), Fe (14.3), Al
(11), Zn (10,8), Sm (8.1), Ce (5.1), Ba and La (4.1),
Mn (3.8), Th (2.3), Mg (1.7); similar on entrations
were determined for Ca and Na, while a lower value
for Br (ratio of 0.025) was obtained.
This is a preliminary study of the Romanian fossils from the Tertiary era, in order to try a orrelation
between the anthropologi al estimated age and the miroelemental ontents.
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The preliminary studies on produ tion of Pd-103 therapeuti
isotope at the U-120 y lotron
D. Dudu 1 , V. Popa 2, P.M. Ra olta 3 , Dana Voi ules u 3
1 NIPNE-HH, Cy lotron Laboratory
2 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear and Va uum Engineering
3 NIPNE-HH, Applied Nu lear Physi s Department
All the radioisotopes used in nu lear medi ine are
produ ed arti ially using either a nu lear rea tor or
a y lotron. By atta hing suitable hemi al labels to
the radioisotopes, radiopharma euti als are obtained,
whi h an be made to seek a desired organ by taking
part in the metaboli pro esses. When radiopharmaeuti als are inje ted into the human body and spe ifi ally taken up by an organ of hoi e, a la k of uptake,
or delay in uptake, denotes loss of fun tion in the organ
[1,2℄.
Therapeuti radioisotopes are used in a range of
di erent te hniques and whi h an be divided into
teletherapy, bra hytherapy or radiopharma euti al
methods.
Although the majority of the radioisotopes used in
nu lear medi ine have been produ ed from resear h rea tors for over 45 years and the methods are generally
well established, several new initiatives and developments have o urred re ently.
One example is 103 Pd whi h is one of the few a elerator generated isotopes to be in ommon use for therapy, in this ase as a short-lived isotope for permanent
implant treatment of prostate an er. Histori ally,
103 Pd used to be generated via the 102 Pd(n, )103 Pd rea tion whi h relied on the availability of 1% naturally
abundant 102 Pd in an enri hed form and its moderately high neutron apture ross se tion. However this
method would not produ e suÆ ient amounts of this
short-lived isotope, whi h needed regular, supply y le
of 2-4 weeks. So a new method was devised based on
the rea tion 103 Rh(p,n)103 Pd by using the a elerators
with rather low energy protons (8-18MeV). Starting
with 1987 the en apsulated 103 Pd sour e be ame ommer ially available in the USA, where a ompany now
operates more than 10 dedi ated a elerators to produ e this nu lide. Re ently a manufa turer in Europe
also brough his patent type of 103 Pd seed implants to
the world market [1,2℄.
The primary obje tive of the present Proje t is to
extend the related appli ations for radioisotope produ tion of our U-120 Cy lotron (p, d, 14MeV max.
energy). The preliminary experiment were made using the sta ked foil 8a tivation te hnique. Four sta ks
ontaining high purity 25 m thi k Rh foils were iradiated in the external beam of the U-120 Cy lotron.
The in ident energy of protons was 14MeV. The X-ray
omplexes of the de-ex itation of the 103 Rh daughter

nu lei (K and K ) and -line 39.7keV were analyzed.
Spe i te hnologies will be developed for the onstru tion materials used in produ tion target, target
hemistry, the transport and intera tion of parti le
beams and irradiation onditions. The existing te hnology, in the world, for the ele trodeposition of Rh
onto metal plates (Cu, Al et .) and hemi al removal
of Rh, the ele troplating of Pd on graphite sheet or an
adsorbtion of Pd on a resin will be studied also.
It is also expe ted that using theoreti al and experimental investigation arried out in the framework
of this proje t, the existing knowledge related to the
ross-se tion and yield of nu lear rea tions: 103 Rh(p,n)
103 Pd and 103 Rh(d,2n)103 Pd well be extended .
A spe ial attention will be paid to the ollaboration between our institute and medi al resear h enters in order to perform, for the rst time in our ountry, this 103 Pd lini al using and to establish the standart pro edures for its uses. 103 Pd is a short-lived
radioisotope and therefore is very diÆ ult to obtain it
from other ountries. The produ tion ost of this isotope will be an important aspe t. The resear h will
be nalized with quality assuran e (QA) pro edure
standards.A ording to spe i obje tives mentioned
above, the work plan for this proje t is the following:
A) Design and adaptation of a dedi ated beam line
at IFIN-HH Cy lotron for the 103 Pd experiments.
B) Experiments to hoose the optimum beam parameters and to sele t between protons and deuterons
beams.
C) Experiments to hose and optimise the target
and irradiation onditions.
D) Experiments to establish the pro edures for the
post irradiation hara terization of the 103 Pd radioisotope a ording to the radiobiologi rules and the requests of medi al spe ialists.
This proje t is partialy nan ed by AIEA Vienna.
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Proje t of positron sour e at the U-120 y lotron Bu harest. Status
report
L. Cra iun 1 , D. Dudu 2 , N. Miron 3 , V. Popa 4, P.M. Ra olta 1, V. Tripadus 1, Dana Voi ules u 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Applied Nu lear Physi s Department
2 NIPNE-HH, Cy lotron Laboratory
3 LISES-Laboratory, Chisinau, Moldova
4 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear and Va uum Engineering
Positron annihilation spe tros opy has emerged as
a highly sensitive, nondestru tive probe to study the
nature, on entration and spatial distribution of defe ts in materials [1-9℄. The U-120 y lotron is a lassi al variable energy ma hine, 120 m diameter magneti poles, able to a elerate protons and deuterons
up to 14 MeV and -parti les up to 27 MeV.
The 48 V and 22 Na positron sour es produ tion dedi ated to o -line experiments has basi ally two options
for pla ing the Ti and Mg foil targets. The rst is to
pla e the target inside the y lotron's hamber, just
near the extra tion plate.
The se ond position is in the beam line, immediately after the rst group of two fo using lens, where
the beam intensity may rea h 20 A. The rea tions
used were 48 Ti(p,n)48 V and 24 Mg(d, )22 Na, the in ident proton and deuteron beams energy was 14 MeV.
We used these sour es for testing the performan es
of our installations and dete tors in Doppler broadening measurements on opper, lead, aluminium and indium. The 22 Na sour e will be used in positron lifetime
measurements with a fast oin iden e devi e equipped
with two fast dete tors from LISES - Laboratory - Moldavia [10, 11℄.
The positron sour e proje t is now in its initial
stage. Our target proposal is basi ally a thin aluminium desk foil xed between two aluminium plates,
all rotating with a speed around 5 rev/s in the beam.
We hose this solution with the rotating foil, be ause
it looks more reliable than a xed thin foil ooled by
some uid. The nu lear rea tion 27 Al(p,n)27 Si wi h
de ays + 100% by emitting positrons having the maximum energy at 3.85 MeV with a half-time of 4.16 s
will be used. For radiation dose reasons, it is re ommended to pla e this target inside the y lotron's room
and to drive out the positron beam only.
The positron beam has to be transported out of
the y lotron's room, where the radiation level is very
high, into another experimental room, to assure low
ba kground for performing high a ura y

measurements.
This transport line will be designed in the next
stages of the proje t. One solution we are analyzing
now is the bun hing after the ele trostati extra tion
system and then a elerating it in a hain of resonant
avities, in order to ompress the transportation eÆien y.
For annihilation experiments we need to tune the
in ident positrons energy, in order to adjust the annihilation depth, and also we like to ontrol the beam's
spot from a few mm down to a few mi rons as well as
to ontrol the spot position.
Building su h a fa ility on-line with our y lotron
opens new perspe tives for our positron appli ations.
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A new strategy for wear and orrosion measurements using ion
beam based te hniques
D. Dudu 1 , V. Popa 2, P.M. Ra olta 3 , Dana Voi ules u 3
1 NIPNE-HH, Cy lotron Laboratory
2 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear and Va uum Engineering
3 NIPNE-HH, Department of Applied Nu lear Physi s
An eÆ ient and pre ise method for wear testing is
Thin Layer A tivation (TLA) [1-3℄, whi h is based on
the produ tion of a thin layer of radioisotopes in the
omponent surfa e by bombardment with a harged
parti le beam. These radioisotopes disintegrate with
the emission of a hara teristi gamma radiation that
an be dete ted with thallium a tivated sodium iodide
NaI(Tl) dete tors. Sin e the material loss due to wear
or orrosion is dire tly proportional to the loss in radioa tivity of the a tivated surfa e, the wear/ orrosion
an be monitored in real time. Alternatively the inrease of the a tivity of the removed material debris
olle ted in an oil bath of engine or in a lter also
gives a measure of wear. The appli ation of TLA and
UTLA (ultra TLA - by re oil implantation) te hniques
presupposes the establishment of the optimum working and measuring onditions for the following stapes:
irradiation, post irradiation, and "in situ" measurements.
Having in view the diversity of omponents subje ted to wear or orrosion, for TLA-based studies,
dedi ated beam lines for in-air or va uum irradiation
and translating/rotating target holders must be developed around the U-120 Cy lotron. The proje t of
these improvements has been nished.
The modi ed IFIN-H.H U-120 y lotron from
Bu harest is a lassi al variable energy ma hine that
an a elerate protons up to 14 MeV, deuterons up to
13.5 MeV, and alpha parti les up to 27 MeV. At this
ma hine, TLA has mainly been used for studies of various parts of running ma hines on test ben hes su h as
2piston - rings and linear ylinders, also for lubri ant
hara terization. [4-6℄.
The main advantage of TLA ompared to onventional te hniques for wear measurements is its ability
to perform ontinuous in situ wear measurements of
engine omponents, su h as ylinder liners and piston
rings, without the need to dismantle the omponents
investigated. In addition high wear sensitivity and resolution of wear down to nano meters dimensions is
guaranteed.[6℄
Although the level of a tivity used in TLA lies under the limit of the range onsidered to be safe from
the point of view of radiation prote tion, industry hesitates to use this te hnique mainly due to psy hologial reasons with respe t to the handling of radioa tive
material. Re ognizing this problem we have de ided

to o er to industry wear/ orrosion measurements using TLA and UTLA in the form of a " omplete pa kage". This means that surfa e a tivation of omponents in our a elerators and the subsequent wear measurements in the engine test fa ility are performed on
the same site without the need of transportation of a tivated omponents over long distan es. This enables
industry to obtain reliable wear data in a short time
without building on expensive test bed and without
the need of handling radioa tive material. This obje tive will be performed in ollaboration with the speialists from CNRS-CERI Orleans -Fran e and JRCIAM Ispra, Italy.
Some experiment in order to develop the UTLA
method for wear and orrosion studies have been started. The tandem Van de Graa a elerator - 8 MV on
terminal will be use, in this proje t, in order to hara terize the surfa e layers and tribologi al phenomena
(Cu, Sn, Ce et . migration ) by other ion beam based
te hniques RBS, NRA, PIXE, CE, HICE and ERDA
te hniques.
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Fast XRF analysis of mineral elements in dental omposites
E.A. Preoteasa 1, B. Constantines u 1 , E. Preoteasa 2
1 NIPNE-HH, Bu harest, Romania
2 Helident Ltd. Bu harest, Dental Surgery Bran h, Bu harest, Romania
Dental omposites, made by parti les of glass, erami s or quartz embedded in an organi polymer matrix, extensively repla ed silver amalgam in tooth llings and enabled new appli ations for restorative dentistry. Long-term alteration of dental llings together
with market pressure motivates the development of
omposites at a high rate, largely by progress of materials forming their mineral phase. Therefore, dental omposites onstantly bring at the interfa e with
enamel and dentine new elements foreign to the organism, whose biologi al a tion has not been studied.
Atomi and nu lear methods for surfa e multielemental analysis have been used in dental resear h [1℄ but
not for omposites. X-ray uores en e (XRF) is suited
for the fast mi roanalyti al s reening of the elements
and of their hanges at the biomaterial's surfa e [2, 3℄.
The potential of radioisotope-ex ited XRF for the
analysis of dental omposites has been examined. Flat
disk-shaped samples of omposites have been prepared
and polymerized hemi ally or by irradiation with intense 420-500 nm light. The measurements were performed with a spe trometri hain ontaining a 30 mCi
sour e of 241 Am, a Si(Li) dete tor, and a multi hannel analyzer. The spe tra were a umulated for 20006000 se . The hara teristi X lines were integrated
and normated to sour e lines.
The following Z  20 elements were dete ted in
the studied omposites: Ba only in Charisma (Kulzer)
and Peka ll (Bayer); Zr, Ba, Yb in Tetri Ceram,
and Ca, Ba, Yb together with tra es of possibly Ti
and Fe in Ariston (both from Vivadent); Zr, Hf in
Valux Plus (3M Dental); and Sr, Ba together with
some tra e element, seemingly Cu, in F2000 Compomer (3M Dental) and with other tra e elements like
Ca, Fe in Sure l (Dentsply). Among older materials,
Con ise (3M Dental) ontained only light (Z < 20)
undete table elements, while in Evi rol (Spofa) and
Alphaplast (DGM) were eviden ed only Ca and Fe.
With the ex eption of Charisma and Peka ll, XRF eviden ed a spe i elemental omposition in ea h biomaterial (Fig. 1). Yb in Tetri Ceram and Ariston enters
as YbF3 that releases F- for prote tion of enamel and
dentine. Yb, Zr, Ba, Hf improve the radiologi al opa ity of the materials. Some elements may a ompany

others as ontaminants.

Figure 1: Logarithmi plot of the un orre ted relative intensities for hara teristi X-rays of dominant
elements in dental omposites.
The results suggest that XRF ex ited with soft
photons is valuable espe ially for fast analysis of dominant inorgani elements with Z  20. Although the
identi ation of tra e elements was not always ertain
due to spe tral overlap, the method is very useful for a
fast multielemental analysis of omposites. It ould be
used also for the expertise of these biomaterials (e.g.
in ustoms and ommer ial appli ations).
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Gamma and proton degradation in opti al transmission materials
B. Constantines u 1 , C. Ni oles u 1 , C. Teodores u 1, F. Constantin 1, L. Radules u 1 , M. Dragusin 1, V. Moise 1
1 NIPNE-HH,Department of Applied Nu lear Physi s
Cerami materials are anti ipated to play very important roles in developing nu lear fusion rea tors,
where they will be used under heavy irradiation environments (neutrons, gamma-rays, protons, helium
and other ions) for substantial periods for the rst
time. Three key erami materials being onsidered
are Al2 O3 , BeO and AlN; while publi ations dealing
with these materials are available, the database is inomplete and un ertainties are large on erning the
solubilities, di usivities, trapping and release of tritium in materials, parti ularly during irradiation.
Among the important appli ations of ber opti s envisioned for the near future are light pipes for monitoring
Tokamak fusion rea tor plasma onditions. These appli ations will make unpre edented demands for hardness against opti al attenuation indu ed by moderate
to very high doses of gamma rays and neutrons. In parti ular, bers for these tasks will be required to maintain good transmission over the entire visible range
(400 - 700 nm). We intend to start a general programme on gamma and proton indu ed degradation in
opti al transmission materials, in luding windows and
opti al bres. As a rst step, we shall on entrate on
assessing the suitability of SiO2 based materials. The
main hara teristi s of Bu harest irradiation fa ilities
are:
- IRASM IRRADIATOR: 200 kCi 60 Co "swimming
pool" irradiation sour e, minimum 2 kGy/h with an
isotropi dose rate up to 1 Gy/s, ethanol hlorine benzene dosimetry, ionization hamber dosimetry, ESR
dosimetry;
- HVEC 8 MV FN TANDEM: protons up to 16
MeV and 200 nA, alpha parti les up to 21 MeV and
50 nA, O, C, N ions approximately 100 MeV up to 50
nA;
- DISKTRON (600 kV, ECR sour e): hydrogen
isotopes up to 600 keV and tens of mi roamperes.
The following main milestones for the proje t have
been a hieved for 2000:
-Designing a gamma irradiation hamber, a ting
underwater, allowing various temperatures (20-300Æ
C) on the sample; this involves nding adequate solutions for dosimetry, heating system and UV absorption
and radiolumines en e apparatuses (in luding their information transmission systems) a ting in a very intense gamma ray eld in the water pool of the 60 Co
irradiator;
- Designing a high energy proton irradiation hamber, a ting in high va uum, allowing various tempera-

tures on the sample in the presen e of irradiation proton beam heating (1 mA1 MeV = 1 W); this involves
nding adequate solutions for dosimetry, heating system and UV absorption and radiolumines en e apparatuses working in high va uum onditions.
During an experiment of PAA (Proton A tivation
Analysis) on gold oins at our TANDEM, we have
tested the maximum intensity of 15 MeV proton beam
whi h an be obtained now on a metalli target: 200
nA. To upgrade this value, some improvements, espeially for the ion sour e and the low energy transport
system inside the a elerator, have been de ided. The
existing usual dosimetry at the TANDEM an be also
used for our future experiments. As on erning the radioa tivity indu ed by 15 MeV protons in the samples,
our on lusions are:
- for iron: the main radioa tivity is - for iron:
the main radioa tivity is from (91.72%) 56 Fe(p,n)56 Co
(T1=2 = 77.4 d): 10  Ci/ A  hour, whi h means
for 100 ppm Fe at 1017 protons 5 nCi and at 1018 protons 50 nCi. Under the level of 100 nCi for 56 Co, the
handling rules are not severe.
- for opper: the main radioa tivity is from (30.9%)
65 Cu(p,n)65 Zn (T1=2 = 245 d): 2.5  Ci/ A  hour,
whi h means for 100 ppm Cu at 1017 protons 1.25 nCi
and at 1018 protons 12.5 nCi.
- for magnesium: the radioa tivity omes from 24 Na
(T1=2 = 15 h), whi h disappears after 4-5 days and,
more important, from (10%) 25 Mg(p,3 He)22 Na (T1=2 =
2.6 y): 20 nCi/ A  hour, whi h means 100 nCi at
1017 protons and 1000 nCi at 1018 protons for a sample
with magnesium as main omponent (e.g. sapphire).
The main problem is the in uen e on lumines en e
and absorption measurements (ba kground?).
- for sodium: the main radioa tivity is from (100%)
23 Na(p,d)22 Na, whi h a ontribution of 0.5 nCi for 100
ppm Na at 1017 protons and 5 nCi at 1018 protons.
- for other possible impurities (Ca, Cr, F, et ) after 100 hours ooling time the radioa tivity disappears
The main problem related to the presen e of the radioa tivity (gamma, X-rays, ele trons) in the samples
is its in uen e on lumines en e and absorption measurements.
For opti al bers metal ja keted the omposition
of the ja ket is essential (espe ially the presen e of
Fe, Cu, Ni generates problems). As on erning the
semi ondu tor lasers, the presen e of a relatively thi k
metalli ja ket must be onsidered as an impediment
for our experiment.
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Wet storage of nu lear spent fuel from nu lear resear h rea tor
WWR-S, IFIN-HH
A. C. Dragoli i 1, A. Zorliu 1, C. Petran 1, I. Min u 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Nu lear Resear h Rea tor, 76900 Bu harest, Romania
Nu lear resear h rea tor WWR-S of IFIN-HH was
ommissioned on 29 July 1957 and shut down on Deember 1997. Now it is in Conservation State. During the 40 years of fun tion, the rea tor worked on
about 150.000 hours at variable powers between 5W
and 3500KW, produ ing a total power of 9510MWday.
After 20 years of operation a large number of spent
fuel elements be ame available for storage ex eeding
the sto king apa ity of the small ooling pond near
rea tor. Therefore, in 1980 was ommissioned the nulear spent fuel repository that ontains at present all
the fuel elements burnt in the rea tor during years,
minus 51 S-36 fuel assemblies whi h are onserved in
the ooling pond. This repository ontains 4 identi al
ponds, ea h of them having the depositing apa ity
of 60 fuel assemblies. Every pond having the outside sizes of 2750mm (length) x 900mm (breadth) x
5700mm (depth), is made from a spe ial aluminum alloy (AlMg3 ), with the walls thi kness of 10mm and
bottom thi kness of 15mm. Pond's lids are made from
ast iron having the thi kness of 500mm, they provide
only the biologi al prote tion for the maintenan e personnel. A 1.5m on rete layer provides the lateral biologi al prote tion of the ponds. Over the fuel elements
in every pond we an nd a 4.5m water layer, whi h
play the role of biologi al prote tion and oolant. Inside the ponds exists an aluminum ra k, whi h ontains 60 pla es for fuel storage. The ra k net step was
determinate from riti al onsiderations and it is equal
with the ra k net step from the ooling pond near the
rea tor. To have supplementary prote tion in the ase
of an a ident whi h an destroy the entire ra k and
put together all the fuel elements thus forming ritial mass, admium plates were pla ed on the ponds
bottom for a better neutron absorption. Exploitation
of ooling pond near the WWR-S rea tor whi h has
the identi al stru ture with that of nu lear spent fuel
repository, demonstrate the reliability and robustness
of this type of repository. The ponds are supplied with
distilled water from rea tor tank No 1. The spent fuel
assemblies used in the WWR-S rea tor and stored in
this repository ontain two types of fuel: the EK-10
153 pie es and the S-36 70 pie es. The EK-10 and
S-36 fuel assemblies have the same shape but distin t
numbers of fuel roads and di erent per entage of U235 enri hment. So, the EK-10 ontains 16 fuel roads
and 10Total a tivity of the fuel assemblies is about
10.69104 Ci. The most important ssion produ ts in
fuel roads are Sr-90 and Cs-137. Depending on fuel

assembly type the al ulated values of the a tivity of
these elements are:
1. EK-10, Sr-90 ! 7.14  103 Ci; Cs-137 ! 7.67
 103 Ci
2. C-36, Sr-90 ! 8.21  103 Ci; Cs-137 ! 8,08 
103 Ci
From the gamma spe trometry analysis performed
on water samples from storage ponds it was observed
the dominant presen e of Cs and of various another
nu lides. The presen e of Cs in the water is due to
fuel roads aws, the appearan e of pores and ra ks
be ause of fuel manipulation in a tive ore of the rea tor or in the storage pond or be ause of orrosion
pits due to a low quality of water. The manufa turer
have spe i ed the water onditions for the EK-10 and
S-36 fuel assemblies, whi h they believe will avoid orrosion problems are displayed in table 1.
Table 1: Water parameters.
Parameter
EK-10
C-36
pH
5,5 - 7,5
5,5 - 6
ondu tivity
5 S/ m 2-3.3 S/ m
onstant residuals 8 mg/l
1 mg/l
orrosion produ ts
1 mg/l
Cl
0,02 mg/l
O2
8 mg/l
The IAEA re ommends values of 1 S/ m, but
values up to 2S/ m might be a epted if the hlorine, opper and sulphate on entrations are very low.
To maintain this parameters of the water in on ordan e with IAEA re ommendations, it was designed
and realised a ltration installation for the distilled
water produ ed at the rea tor. Till this installation
will be assembled the water hemistry is permanent
monitored and if the quality is not good it will be
repla ed. An other problem is the dete tion of fuel assemblies with leakages. For this purpose was designed
a spe ial devi e for dete ting and isolation of fuel assemblies with aws. We intend to elaborate a solution
to on ne the leaky fuel in a sealed aluminum ladding
and after that to re-store it in the pond. Through this
methods of dete tion, isolation and through a stri tly
water onditions we hope to extend the storage period
till 30-40 years until the properly te hnology of nal
disposal will be hoosed and approved.
Ref.: Workshop on Chara terization, Management
and Storage of Spent Fuel from Resear h and Test Rea tors
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Mole ular dynami s in bitumen ompounds.
A ombined study by NMR and neutron s attering te hniques
R. Groses u 1, V. Tripadus 1, L. Cra iun 1 , M. Peti ila 2, O. Muresan 1
1 National Institute of Physi s and Nu lear Engineering - Horia Hulubei, Bu harest-Magurele
2 Center of Te hni al Resear h and Informati s for Roads, Bu harest
The omparative studies by the ombined NMR
and neutron s attering te hniques opened new possibilities for the investigations of the mole ular stru tures and mole ular dynami s in liquids as well as in
solids. One of the rst works of this type, reported
in the literature was arried out in our Institute on
super ooled liquid phenol [1℄.
Later, the idea was extended to mole ular rystals
by a joint resear h proje t, between IPNE-Bu harest
and Max-Plan k Institute-MD Heidelberg, using advan ed solid-state NMR and stronger neutron uxes
[2℄. Here, we report preliminary results of the ombined NMR and neutron s attering investigations on
bitumen ompounds that are mi ellar stru tures with
important industrial appli ations. The goal of the
study is to bring information about the mole ular dynami s in various phases of these ompounds and on
this basis to test and/or improve their mi ros opi
models.
The neutron s attering measurements were arried
out at IBR-2 high ux rea tor at JNIR-Dubna. The
neutron energy in the in ident beam was 4.43meV and
s attering angles ranged from 6o to 134o.
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Figure 2: Temperature dependen e of the spin-latti e
relaxation time T1
a) The relaxation pro ess annot be explained by a
single relaxation me hanism. The superposition of two
V-type me hanisms produ es a reasonable agreement
with experimental data;
b) These two-me hanisms should be asso iated with
two simultaneous and independent reorientational mole ular motions hara terized by the orrelation times
 (i) =  (i):exp[Ea (i)=kT ℄ u i=1,2 A ording to this
model, by a tting pro edure, we found  (1) = 20:10 9s,
 (2) = 0:44:10 9s at T=293 K.
A better insight of the mole ular motion pro ess
is rea hed if one observes that the NMR and neutron
s attering outputs are not independent. In the parti ular ase of reorientational motions mentioned above,
they are related by "the ellipse of di usions":
(a1 )2 = (1) + (a2 )2 = (2) = 6:D
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(1)

where a1 and a2 are the radii of the mole ular fragments involved in the motion and D is the overall diffusion onstant.
Figure 1: The quasielasti neutron s attering lines at
For the parti ular ase of the ESSO-bitumen eq.
di erent angles
(1)
leads to a1  10A and a2  1:5A. These values an
The s attered neutron spe tra at room tempera- be used
the moving fragments. In general,
ture are shown in Fig. 1, for several angles. The eq. (1) toanidentify
be
an
useful
tool whenever the system is
quasielasti peak gives dire t information about the heterogeneous and omplex.
delivers  (1) and
mole ular dynami s via the linewidth dependen e on  (2), the neutron s atteringNMR
delivers
D = Dn and
the transfer momentum k2 . On this basis we al u- eq.(1) sets limits on a and a whi h are
used to test
1
2
lated an overall di usion onstant Dn = 1:2610 7 m2 =s. models for mi rodynami s.
Dn is a superposition of ontributions from the various
rotational di usions as well as the Translational di usion The neutron s attering data an hardly distinguish between them. This ambiguity an be partially Referen es
removed by the information brought in by NMR.
[1℄ V. Tripadus et al., J. Chem. Phys. 60, 2832 (1974)
The temperature dependen e of the NMR spinlatti e relaxation time T1 of ESSO-bitumen, measured
[2℄ R. Groses u et al., J. Mag. Res., 53, 213, (1983)
at !o=2 = 25MHz indi ates several parti ular features (see g. 2):
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Standardization of a large area alpha and beta sour es with a
window-less multi-wire proportional ounter
E.L. Grigores u 1, Maria Sahagia 1, A.C. Razdoles u 1, A. Lu a 1 , C. Ivan 1
1 NIPNE-HH
In The Radionu lide Metrology Group of IFINHH, a mesurement system was assembled and tested
for the absolute standardization of large area alpha
and beta sour es. Su h sour es are employed to alibrate a variety of ontaminometers. A window-less
multi-wire proportional ounter, donation of the "Laboratoire National Henri Be querel" (LNHB), Sa layFran e, was used, with pure methane as owing gas.
The needed ele troni s (high voltage, ampli er, disriminator, ounter, lo k, MCA) was a CANBERRA
one.
Point and extended sour es of 241 Am, 90 (Sr + Y )
and 204 T l were standardized. The variation of the
ounting rate with high voltage provided "plateaus"

of (300-500) V, with a slope of (0.1-1.5)% for 100 V.
The eÆ ien y of the ounter for a point beta sour e
and a entral area of (100x150) mm2 , varied with less
than 0.2%. To avoid spurious pulses, adequate threshold and working high voltage were hosen, and a imposed 10 s dead-time was inserted in the ounting
hannel. A pro edure for the threshold orre tion was
established.
A ombined un ertainty of maximum 2% was obtained, a quite a eptable value for extended sour es.
These results, together with the results obtained by romanian spe ialists in LNHB, with an identi al ounter,
but using argon/methane mixture will be published.
The experiment was realised in the frame of the
IFIN-HH long term ollaboration agreement.
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Standardization of 152Eu
E.L. Grigores u 1, Maria Sahagia 1, Anamaria Cristina Razdoles u 1 , A. Lu a 1 , C. Ivan 1
1 NIPNE-HH
152 Eu was standardized in the frame of a BIPM

international omparison with 23 parti ipating laboratories. In the Radionu lide Metrology Group from
IFIN-HH, the 152 Eu solution was standardized using
a 4
oin iden e method in the "beta-eÆ ien y
extrapolation" variant. The oin iden e system ontained as dete tors, a 4PC and a NaI(Tl). Choosing
an adequate "gamma-window" in the gamma hannel,
good linearity and a slope of only -4% were obtained
for the extrapolation graphs. The standardization was

fa ilitated by the important fra tion of onversion ele trons asso iated with the ele tron- apture transitions.
The resulted radioa tive on entration value at the referen e time was 579.4 kBq/g with a ombined un ertainty of only 1whi h may be onsidered satisfa tory
in regard to the omplex de ay-s heme of 152 Eu. The
mentioned result is only 0.5% lower than the mean
of the omparison. The aim of this experiment was
to help assure the International Tra eability and the
parti ipation to the international Mutual Re ognition
Agreement.
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Obtaining of 99Mo- 99mT gel - generator based on zir onium
molybdate
N. Negoita 1, Catalina Cimpeanu 1 , Maria Sahagia 1
1 NIPNE-HH, CPR Department
The radioisotope 99m T is used in nu lear medi ine
for radiodiagnosis. This radioisotope results from beta
desintegration of 99 Mo (t1=2 = 66h) whi h is obtained
by irradiation of the natural MoO3 with thermi neutrons at Nu lear Rea tor or by extra tion from ssion
fragments. Sin e 1997, in our Department, the 99 Mo
- 99m T generators, using ssion sodium molybdate
(Na2 99 MoO4 ) as raw material whi h is adsorbed on
alumina olumn, are manufa tured and delivered regularly to the hospitals. At present we are on erned
with the obtaining of the 99 Mo - 99m T gel generator
using as raw material 99 Mo obtained by irradiation at
Nu lear Rea tor be ause:
- 99 Mo is strongly-boinded with Zr in a solid stable
matrix (zir onium molybdate);
- use of MoO3 irradiated at the Nu lear Rea tor whi h
is obtained at a low ost as ompared with ssion
99 Mo;

- obtaining of generators with higher hemi al, radiohemi al and radionu lidi purity than the lassi generators with alumina olumn; the radionu lidi purity
is very high be ause the beta-gamma and alfa ssion
produ ts are not present;
- the pra ti al knowledges a ummulatied in lassi generator is produ tion;
The paper presents rst results obtained in our Department: obtaining of 99 Mo by irradiation of MoO3
in Triga rea tor SSR-14MW SCN Pitesti; hemi al
pro essing of the irradiated target (obtaining of sodium
molybdate - 99 Mo); obtaining of the Zr-99Mo matrix
(zir onium molybdate form); obtaining of gel-generator;
qualitative and quantitative analysis, hemi al and radio hemi al analysis for sodium perte hnetate eluates
-99m T . The results require further resear h for obtaining of new generators, gel-generators 99 Mo- 99m T ,
with higher quality than lassi generators and smaller
pri es.
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Model of al ulation for an optimized
188W /188Re generator
Catalina Cimpeanu 1 , I. Mihal ea 2, Corina Simion 1
1 NIPNE-HH CPR Department
2 University of Bu harest, Romania
The stable isotopes of the natural W are: 180 W
(0,12%); 182 W (26,3%); 183 W (14,28%); 184 W (30,7%);
186 W (28,6%).
By irradiation in Nu lear Rea tor with termi neutrons the following radionu lides have been obtained:
181 W ; 185 W ; 187 W ; 188 W .
The nu lear rea tions are of (n, ) type [1℄.
When target is enri hed W (98% in 186 W ), the
radionu lides formed are: 187 W ; 188 W .
This paper presents a model of al ulation for the
following parameters [2℄:
- spe i a tivity of all radionu lides obtained by
irradiation in both ases - (W natural, respe tively
enri hed 98% W);
- k(%) - relative abunden e for 187 W ;
- spe i a tivity for 188 Re - the daughter radionulide in 188 W /188 Re generator system;
- Tmax - "maximum time" - the time when spe i

a tivity of the 188 Re is maximum or time between two
elutions.
In order to establi h the optimum irradiation and
usable onditions of the 188 W / 188 Re generator system as well as the a umulation urves for 188 W , the
dependen e of spe i a tivity fun tion on irradiation
parameters (time, neutron uen y) has been studied
and the obtained results are presented.

Referen es
[1℄ Radio himia si himia pro eselor nu leare. Editura tehni a 1963. A.N.Murin, V.D. Nefedov,
V.P.Snedov.
[2℄ Compusi mar ati si radiofarma euti i u apli atii
in medi ina nu leara. A.Balaban, I.Galateanu,
G.Georges u, L.Simiones u 1974.
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Obtaining of 188W sodium tungstenate (Na2 188W O4) using W O3 and
W metalli (natural and enri hed in 186W )
Catalina Cimpeanu 1 , Corina Simion 1 , I. Mihal ea 2
1 NIPNE-HH, CPR Department
2 University of Bu harest, Romania
This paper presents an obtaining method of Na2
188 W O4 by irradiation with termi neutrons in Nu-

lear Rea tor TRIGA SSR-14MW Resear h Institute
Pitesti, using as raw material W O3 and W metalli
(natural and enri hed in 186 W 98%). Na2 188 W O4
is an a eptable hemi al form for obtaining Na 188 Re
O4 (sodium perrenate).
188 Re obtained is arrier free. Two targets were
prepared and irradiated. The rst target was natural W O3 and the se ond, was 98% enri hed in 186 W
metalli W target. 188 W is obtained as a result of
the following nu lear rea tions: 186 W (n, ) 187 W (n,
) 188 W . After irradiation and ooling (21 days) the
targets were hemi aly pro essed [1℄.
From Na 188 W O4 obtained, we have separated Na
188 Re O4 by using a preliminary MEK extra tion, following by an elution on a a id alumina (Al2 O3 ) olumn [2℄. The Na 188 Re O4 separated was sterilized by
ltering through a 22 m Millipore lter.
We have determinated for nal produ t following
physi o- hemi al parameters: pH value, radio hemial and radionu lidi purity, spe i a tivity, sterility,
pyrogenity.
All parametrs were very good ex ept spe i a -

tivity, be ause the bad parameters of irradiation and
a very long (21 days) ooling time: pH-6; radio hemi al and radionu lidi purity > 99%; spe i a tivity
for 188 Re -8,9MBq/g W for rst target - W O3 (after
21 days of ooling), respe tively 74 MBq/g W for se ond target - W (98% enri hed in 186 W ) (after 21 days
of ooling); the produ t were sterile and apyrogene.

Referen es
[1℄ M.R.A. Pillai, P.R. Unni, K. Kothari, A.R. Mathakar, "Produ tion and radio hemi al pro essing
of therapeuti radionu lides", International Seminar on Therapeuti Appli ation of Radiopharmaeuti als, Hyderabad, India, 18 - 22.01.1999.
[2℄ F.F.Knapp,Jr.A.L.Beets and S.Mirzadeh ," Use
of a new tandemm ation/anion ex hange system with lini al seale generators provides
high spe i volume solutions of 99m T and
188 Re",International Symposium on Modern
Trends in Radiopharma euti als for diagnosis and
Therapy - Lisabona Portugalia 1998.
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Obtaining of 186Re sodium perrenate (Na 186ReO4). The study of
variation 186Re / 188Re ratio in time
Catalina Cimpeanu 1 , I. Mihal ea 2 , Madalina Cru eru 1
1 NIPNE-HH CPR Department
2 University of Bu harest Romania
186 Re and 188 Re, two strong beta and week gamma

emitters having hal ives of 3.775 days and respe tively
17.005 hours are intensively studied as promising radionu lides for bra hytherapy and mainly as radiopharma euti als, due to their similar hemi al behavior with 99m T [1℄.
The paper presents the following operations and
experimental results: obtaining of the irradiated targets, hemi al pro essing, hara terization of the nal produ ts, perrenate solution, and new trials of improvement of work.
The irradiation were performed in the TRIGA SSR
-14 MW Rea tor of the Nu lear Resear h Institute
Pitesti.
The targets were prepared by pre ise weighting using pure materials (99% purity level).
The primary pa king were ame sealed quartz vials,
introdu ed in aluminium apsules sealed by ele tron
beam welding.
For obtaining of 186 Re, natural metal (185 Re, 37:1%
and 187 Re, 62:9%) powder was used.
The nu lear rea tions are: 185 Re (n, ) 186 Re; 187 Re
(n, ) 188 Re.
A mixture of 186 Re and 188 Re resulted. Two targets of Re natural metalli were prepared and iradiated. After irradiation and ooling (9, respe tively 3

days), the targets were pro esed. The nal produ t
obtained was sodium perrenate solution (Na 186 ReO4).
This solution was sterilized by ltering through a
22 m Millipore lter. For nal produ t the following
physi o- hemi al parameters have been determinated:
pH value, radio hemi al and radionu lidi purity, spei a tivity [2℄, sterility, pyrogenity.
All these parameters were very good: pH-6; radiohemi al and radionu lidi purity >99%; spe i a tivity for 186 Re - 166,5GBq/g Re for rst target (after
9 days of ooling), respe tively 3330 GBq/g Re for se ond target (after 3 days of ooling); the produ t were
sterile and apyrogene.

Referen es
[1℄ M.R.A. Pillai, P.R. Unni, K. Kothari, A.R. Mathakar, "Produ tion and radio hemi al pro essing
of therapeuti radionu lides", International Seminar on Therapeuti Appli ation of Radiopharmaeuti als, Hyderabad, India, 18 - 22.01.1999 .
[2℄ M. Sahagia, A. M. Razdoles u, L. Grigores u,
A. Lu a, C. Ivan, "Absolute standardization of
186 Re, 188 Re solutions by 4 - oin iden e
method", International report IFIN - HH .
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88Re

- AntiCEA MAB. Preparation and biologi al evaluation
V.V. Lungu 1 , G. Mihailes u 1 , D. Ni ulae 1
1 NIPNE-HH

Mono lonal antibodies are the most re ent andidate mole ules for the radiopharma euti al preparation used in radioimmunotherapy and radiodiagnosti ,
fun tion of the used radionu lide. Our study presents
results in: i) 188 Re labelling of Mono lonal Anti-Human
Car inoembrioni antigen lone C6G9 (anti-CEA Mab)
and ii) Biologi al evaluation of 188Re-antiCEA Mab
on tumour bearing animals. The steps in labelling proess are: 1) preredu tion of -S-S- bridges of antiCEAMab mole ule with as orbi a id in pH = 5, 2) preparation of the redu ing system for 188 ReO4 in presen e
of Sn2+ ions ex ess and 3) oupling 188 Re (red) to -SH
groups of biomole ule.

The spe i rea tions of ea h above steps are ontrolled by: in ubation time and temperature, pH, molar ratio 186 Re: antiCEA- Mab. The in ubation at
370C temperature, 20 hour time and pH = 5 for samples of 188 Re:antiCEA with molar ratio 1,6:1 leads to
a 85-90% labelling yield
188 Re-antiCEA puri ed samples by gel elution hromatography method were i.p. inje ted on tumour bearing animals. The sample radioa tivity was 1.2 mCi/0.2
ml. The biodistribution registered at 4, 24 and 48
hours post inje tion presents a maximum a umulation in tumour at 24 h after inje tion. (tumour /blood
= 6.2:1 was the a tivity ratio after 24 h post inje tion.
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Standardization of 89Sr
Anamaria Cristina Razdoles u 1, Maria Sahagia 1, Ph. Cassette 2, E.L. Grigores u 1, A. Lu a 1 , C. Ivan 1
1 NIPNE-HH, Bu harest-Magurele
2 LNHB, CEA-DIMRI, Gif sur Yvette CEDEX, Fran e
89 Sr was standardized in the frame of a BIPM in-

ternational omparison. In the Radionu lide Group
from IFIN-HH, the 89 Sr solution was standardized
by two di erent methods: TDCR- li quid s intillation
method and oin iden e tra ing method with 60 Co.
The TDCR equipment of modular type ontained a
MAC-3 module produ ed by LNHB-Sa lay. This module ontains the ir uits for the oin iden e, dead time
and gate fun tions. The DETECSZ program (LNHB)
was used to obtain the a tivity on entration, at the

referen e time, as 26.09  0.21 kBq g-1. The tra ing
method provided a general extrapolation urve with a
nal value of 26.58  0.28 kBq g-1 on the referen e
time. The results obtained by the two independent
methods, TDCR and eÆ ien y tra er method, agree
within the limits of the stated un ertainties. In applying the tra er method, additional he ks, regarding the
determination of beta eÆ ien y, on rmed the proper
hoi e of the extrapolation interval and of the extrapolation relation.
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Pre ise measurement of the a tivity of 186Re, 188Re
radiopharma euti als
Maria Sahagia 1, Anamaria Cristina Razdoles u 1, E.L. Grigores u 1, A. Lu a 1 , C. Ivan 1
1 NIPNE-HH
National tra eability was assured for the a tivity
of the radiopharma euti als ontaining 186 Re, 188 Re
and 186 Re + 188 Re mixtures along the whole hain:
produ tion, distribution, using, hospitals.
The orresponded radioa tive solutions were standardized by using the 4PC- method applied for "triangular" de ay s heme radionu lides.
The relations between the 4PC beta eÆ ien y of
the ground level disintegration, " n , and the mean efien y N =N were determined experimentally and
al ulated. The obtained results agree, in the limit of

un ertainties, and are on ordant with reported literature data.
The response of the Centroni IG12/20A ionisation hamber and other radioisotope alibrators was
determined for 186 Re, 188 Re and al ulated for their
mixture.
The separate ontributions of the gamma rays and
bremsstrahlung radiations in response were evaluated.
The eÆ ien ies of the ionisation hamber for bremsstrahlung radiations were al ulated. Comparison with
the literature data on rmed the results obtained.
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Obtaining of high spe i a tivity 186Re, 188Re perrenates to be used
for biomole ule labeling
Catalina Cimpeanu 1 , Corina An a Simion 1 , Maria Sahagia 1
1 NIPNE-HH, CPR Department
186 Re and 188 Re, two strong beta and week gamma

emitters, having hal ives of 3.775 days and respe tively 17.005 hours,are intensively studied as promising radionu lides for bra hytherapy and mainly as radiopharma euti als, due to their similar hemi al behavior with 99m T . The paper presents the following
operations and experimental results: obtaining of the
irradiated targets, hemi al pro essing, hara terization of the nal produ ts, perrenate solution, and new
trials of improvement of work.
The irradiations were performed in the TRIGA

SSR - 14 MW Rea tor of the Nu lear Resear h Institute Pitesti.
In the ase of 186 Re, natural metal (185 Re, 37.1% and
187 Re, 62.9%) powder was used. A mixture of 186 Re,
188 Re resulted.
In the ase 188 Re, the aim of the work was the obtaining of a 188 W / 188 Re generator, so tungsten targets
were prepared. The rst sample was natural W O3 and
the se ond was a metalli W (98% enri hed in 186 W )
target.

Table 1: Chara terization of the nal produ ts, perrenate solutions

Na186 ReO4
Target 1
Radionu lidi purity%
99.9
Radio hemi al purity%
99.9
PH value
5.5
Total volume (ml)
9
Total a tivity (MBq)
1665
Spe i a tiv.( MBq/mg)
166.5
Radioa tive on entration (MBq/ml)
185
Chara teristi s

High spe i a tivity 186;188 Re perrenate was obtained.
Regarding 188 W 188 Re generator for whi h low 188 W
a tivities were obtained and a relatively low extra tion
yield was rea hed, after using the re ommend irradia-

solution Na188 ReO4
Target 2
Target 1
99.9
99.9
99.9
90
6.0
6
13
15
333000
8.9
3330
25900
0.594

solution
Target 2
99.9
99
6
15
7.4
0.494

tion onditions, we tried to obtain the gel generator, by
using a ZrW O4 - gel olumn. The ompound ZrW O4
was obtained in our laboratory by hemi al synthesis.
We mention that the 186 Re perrenate obtained in our
laboratory was su essfully used for labeling of the G
immunoglobulin.
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Durability of emented waste in repository and under simulated
onditions
F. Dragoli i 1, M. Ni u 1 , L. Lungu 1 , C. Tur anu 1, Gh. Rotares u 1
1 NIPNE-HH,Waste Management Department, 76900 Bu harest, Romania
The resear h a tivities performed by Department
of Radioa tive Waste Management is fo used on the
LLAW treatment produ ts obtained by hemi al preipitation and on the onditioning of these produ ts by
ementation. The individual me hanisms parti ipating on the hemi al pre ipitation pro ess are dire tly
dependent on the pre ipitate properties and stru ture,
whi h are onne ted with the initial system omposition and the pre ipitation pro edure. In the ase of
onditioning by ementation, the hemi al nature and
proportion of the sludges or on entrates a e t both
the hydrolysis of the initial ement omponents and
the rea tions of metastable hydration onstituents, as
well as the me hani al strenght and hemi al resistan e of the hardened emented matrix. Generally,
the study of the pre ipitation produ ts and their behaviour during ementation and the long-term disposal
is extremely diÆ ult be ause of the system omplexity (phase omposition and stru ture) and the la k of
the non-distru tive analyti al methods. For a more
detailed hara terization,Mossbauer Spe tros opy as
a omplementary analyti al method was XRD, performed for pre ipitates and emented matri es.
The following systems are onsidered:
- iron pre ipitates obtained during LLAW treatment;
- stru tural modi ations in the iron hydrated oxides
indu ed by foreign ations;
- in uen e of pre ipitation pro edure on the de ontamination fa tors;
- dry and hydrated ement systems;
- ementation of sludge hemi al omponents;
- in uen e of organi omplexants on the emented
matrix performan es and stru ture;
- in uen e of mineral additives on the on rete;
- durability of emented waste in repository and under
simulated onditions.
Mossbauer investigation of iron spe ies formed in
pre ipitation systems simulating LLAW treatment ,
revealed that the iron ompounds obtained by fast
neutralization (as in radioa tive aqueus waste treatment) have a di erent stru ture ompared with iron
oxides and hydroxides prepared by slow addition of
the rea tants when intermediate forms may be pre ipitated and redissolved many times during a long proess rea hing the equilibrium . Considering the iron
pre ipitation in a system having other di- or tri- valent
ations, Mossbauer spe tra put in eviden e the stru tural modi ations indu ed by the foreign ations preipitating together with iron ions, but to identify the
mutual in uen es a omplementary analysis method

as XRD was ne essary to use. The sele ted matries are normal ement and on rete ompositions with
and without mineral additives (bentonite and vol ani
tu ) as referen e samples, the onditioned matri es
prepared with radioa tive sludge non-a tive omponents (iron hydroxides and phosphate, al ium phosphate and opper ferro yanide) and non-a tive matries prepared with organi a ids and salts (oxali , itri , tartari , EDTA) . Radioa tive euents ontaining
omplexing agents as oxali and itri a ids are generated during the radioa tive de ontamination operation
using hemi al methods. The studies performed until
now have as obje t to establish the upper level onentration of some de ontamination solutions as itri
a id, tartari a id, oxali a id, ammonium oxalate and
sodium itrate whi h an be ontained in the ement
onditioning matrix, and do not a e t its me hanial performan es. The resear h programme requires
detailed identi ation of the omplex phenomena involved, long investigation times and extending of basi data determined from laboratory tests in simpli ed
onditions. The basi information on the waste matrix are obtained by : X- Rays Di ra tion, Mossbauer
Spe tros opy, Inelasti Neutron S attering, Small Angle Neutron S attering and me hani al strength tests .
In the inelasti neutron s attering experiments taken
on DIN-2PI time of ight spe trometer at the fast
pulsed rea tor IBR-2 of the Frank Laboratory of Neutron Physi s at JINR Dubna, the mi rodynami s of ement mixtures was studied. The samples of CaOSiO2
mixed both with H2 O and D2 O were prepared in IFIN
HH. The data are analyzed in terms of the generalized
vibration density spe tra (GVDS) derived from double
di erential ross se tion. The hydrated ement matrix
in presen e of fresh pre ipitate of ferri hydroxide (Fe
(OD)3 ), phosphate (Fe2 (PO4 )3 ) and NaCl are also investigated. Also, in present are developed Small Angle
Neutron S attering resear hes at IBR-2 Dubna, whi h
will provide informations about the ement paste hydration and the stru ture of the investigated systems
(porosity, water behaviour and in uen e, et .). All
samples were positioned in ve points of Baita-Bihor
repository and kept 1,2,5 and 10 years before me hani al and stru tural hara terization hara terization .
These results will be ompared with results obtained
for the same type of samples kept in laboratory onditions . The presumed alteration of me hani al and
physi - hemi al properties will be orrelated with a
non-destru tive analysis of the matrix with thermal
resistan e tests and lea hing experiments .
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Standardisation

Standardization of a large area alpha and beta sour es with a
window-less multi-wire proportional ounter
E.L. Grigores u 1, Maria Sahagia 1, A.C. Razdoles u 1, A. Lu a 1 , C. Ivan 1
1 NIPNE-HH
In The Radionu lide Metrology Group of IFINHH, a mesurement system was assembled and tested
for the absolute standardization of large area alpha
and beta sour es. Su h sour es are employed to alibrate a variety of ontaminometers. A window-less
multi-wire proportional ounter, donation of the "Laboratoire National Henri Be querel" (LNHB), Sa layFran e, was used, with pure methane as owing gas.
The needed ele troni s (high voltage, ampli er, disriminator, ounter, lo k, MCA) was a CANBERRA
one.
Point and extended sour es of 241 Am, 90 (Sr + Y )
and 204 T l were standardized. The variation of the
ounting rate with high voltage provided "plateaus"

of (300-500) V, with a slope of (0.1-1.5)% for 100 V.
The eÆ ien y of the ounter for a point beta sour e
and a entral area of (100x150) mm2 , varied with less
than 0.2%. To avoid spurious pulses, adequate threshold and working high voltage were hosen, and a imposed 10 s dead-time was inserted in the ounting
hannel. A pro edure for the threshold orre tion was
established.
A ombined un ertainty of maximum 2% was obtained, a quite a eptable value for extended sour es.
These results, together with the results obtained by romanian spe ialists in LNHB, with an identi al ounter,
but using argon/methane mixture will be published.
The experiment was realised in the frame of the
IFIN-HH long term ollaboration agreement.
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Standardisation

Standardization of 152Eu
E.L. Grigores u 1, Maria Sahagia 1, Anamaria Cristina Razdoles u 1 , A. Lu a 1 , C. Ivan 1
1 NIPNE-HH
152 Eu was standardized in the frame of a BIPM

international omparison with 23 parti ipating laboratories. In the Radionu lide Metrology Group from
IFIN-HH, the 152 Eu solution was standardized using
a 4
oin iden e method in the "beta-eÆ ien y
extrapolation" variant. The oin iden e system ontained as dete tors, a 4PC and a NaI(Tl). Choosing
an adequate "gamma-window" in the gamma hannel,
good linearity and a slope of only -4% were obtained
for the extrapolation graphs. The standardization was

fa ilitated by the important fra tion of onversion ele trons asso iated with the ele tron- apture transitions.
The resulted radioa tive on entration value at the referen e time was 579.4 kBq/g with a ombined un ertainty of only 1whi h may be onsidered satisfa tory
in regard to the omplex de ay-s heme of 152 Eu. The
mentioned result is only 0.5% lower than the mean
of the omparison. The aim of this experiment was
to help assure the International Tra eability and the
parti ipation to the international Mutual Re ognition
Agreement.
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in EAS
17-th European Cosmi Rays Symposium, ECRS,
Lodz, Poland, July 24-28, 2000
M.Petras u,
I.Tanihata,
T.Kobayashi,
A.Isbases u,
H.Petras u,
I.Cru eru,
M.Giurgiu, A.Korsheninnikov, K.Morimoto,
A.Ozawa, R.Rus u, K.Yoshida, C.Bordeanu
Investigation of Neutron Pair Pre-Emission in the Fusion of 11 Li Halo Nu lei with Si targets
International Conferen e RIB00 (Perspe tive in
Physi s with Radioa tive Isotopes Beams 2000),
Hayama, Kanagawa, Japan, Nov. 2000
A. Petrovi i
Variational approa h to oexisten e phenomena in
N ' Z nu lei; Neutron-proton orrelations in medium
mass N ' Z nu lei
Nu lear Stru ture for the 21st Century (INT-00-3),
Seattle, Washington, USA, 16.-31.10.2000
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A. Petrovi i
Variational approa h to omplex nu lear stru ture
Shell Model 2000, Riken, Japan, 05-08.03.2000
A. Petrovi i
Variational approa h to oexisten e phenomena in
N=Z nu lei
Nu lei far from Stability and Astrophysi s, Predeal,
Romania, 28.-08.09.2000
A. Petrovi i
Variational approa h to the stru ture of N=Z nu lei
Shell Model 2000, GSI - Darmstadt, Germany, 02.03.05.2000
D. N. Poenaru, B. Dobres u and W. Greiner
Three-Cluster Nu lear Mole ules
invited talk, in Clustering Aspe ts of Nu lear Stru ture
and Dynami s, Pro . of the 7th International Conferen e, Rab, Croatia, Eds. M. Korolija, Z. Basrak

and R. Caplar
(World S ienti , Singapore, 2000), p.
205{212.
D. N. Poenaru, B. Dobres u, W. Greiner, J. H.
Hamilton and A. V. Ramayya
Fission energy surfa es and ternary ssion
invited talk in Exoti Nu lear Stru tures (ENS2000),
Pro . Internat. Symp., Debre en, Hungary, 15{20
May 2000
D. N. Poenaru, B. Dobres u, W. Greiner, J. H.
Hamilton and A. V. Ramayya
New Fission Modes
invited talk, in Fission and Properties of NeutronRi h Nu lei, Pro . 2nd International Conferen e,
St.Andrews, S otland, Eds. J. H. Hamilton, W. R.
Phillips, H. K. Carter (World S ienti , Singapore,
2000), p. 332{339.
D. N. Poenaru, B. Dobres u, W. Greiner, J. H.
Hamilton and A. V. Ramayya
The quasi-mole ular stage of ternary ssion
invited talk, in Advan es in Nu lear Physi s, Pro . of
the International Symposium elebrating 50 years of
institutional physi s resear h in Romania, Eds. D. N.
Poenaru and S. Stoi a (World S ienti , Singapore,
2000), p. 91{102.
D. N. Poenaru, W. Greiner, J. H. Hamilton
and A. V. Ramayya
Nu lear mole ules in ternary ssion
invited talk in Fundamental Issues in Elementary Matter, Pro . Internat. Symp. in honor and memory of
Mi hael Danos, (241. W. & E. Heraeus Seminar),
Bad Honnef, Germany, 25{29 Sept. 2000
D. N. Poenaru
Ternary and multi luster old ssion
invited talk and o-Dire tor in Nu lei Far from Stability and Astrophysi s, Pro . of the NATO Advan ed
Study Institute, Predeal, August 28{Sept. 8, 2000
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B.Adeva, M.Ilies u, M.Pentia, C.Petras u,
T.Ponta, et al. (DIRAC Collab.)
DIRAC experiment at CERN
9-th Int. Conf. on Nu lear Rea tion Me hanisms,
Varenna, Italy, June 5-9, 2000, Pro eedings:367-374
M.Augsburger, A.M.Bragadireanu, M.Ilies u,
C.Petras u, T.Ponta, et al. (DEAR Collab.)
The DEAR experiment
9-th Int. Conf. on Nu lear Rea tion Me hanisms,
Varenna, Italy, June 5-9, 2000, Pro eedings:375-379
E.A.Preoteasa,
C.Ciortea,
D.Fluerasu,
S.E.Enes u, and E.Preoteasa
Mineral Elements in Composites for Restorative Dentistry. II. Improved Analysis by PIXE
Fourth General Conferen e of the Balkan Physi s
Union BPU-4, 22-27 August 2000, Veliko Turnovo,
Bulgaria
E.A.Preoteasa,
C.Ciortea,
D.Fluerasu,
S.E.Enes u, and E.Preoteasa
Mineral Elements in Dental Composites by Atomi
and Nu lear Analyti al Methods. II. Improved Analysis by PIXE
National Physi s Conferen e, September 21- 23, 2000,
Constanta, Romania, Abstra ts p.89 (oral presentation)
A.C.Razdoles u et al.
Compararea alibratoarelor omer iale de radioizotopi
Simpozionul So ietatii Romane de Radioprote tie,
Sinaia, sept.2000
A.Razdoles u et al.
Results obtained in the metrologi al he k of a ommer ial radioisotope alibrator
International Radiation Prote tion Asso iation, Hiroshima, Japonia, may 2000
M.Risse for KASCADE ollaboration
Test and analysis of hadroni intera tion models with
KASCADE event rates
11-th International Symposium of Very High Energy
Cosmi Rays Intera tions, Sao Paulo, Brasil, July
2000
M.Roth, A.Chilingarian, A.Haungs, H.Rebel,
A.Vardanyan for KASCADE ollaboration
Nonparametri determination of energy and mass primary of osmi rays and parameter orrelations of lassi ed KASCADE events
17-th European Cosmi Rays Symposium, ECRS,
Lodz, Poland, July 24-28, 2000
M.Sahagia et al.
Asigurarea alitatii in masurarea a tivitatii radiofarma euti elor
Conferinta Nationala de Chimie, Ca iulata, o t. 2000
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M.Sahagia et al.
Obtaining of the Therapy radioisotopes at the TRIGA
SSR Rea tor
Symposion on Synthesis and Appli ations of Isotopially Labelled Compounds, Dresda, Germany, may
2000
M.Sahagia
Noi radiofarma euti e u utilizari in radioterapie
Simpozionul So ietatii Romane de Radioprote tie,
Sinaia, sept. 2000
S.Sarwar, ..., D.Pantea et al.
Spe tros opy of orbitally ex ited harm mesons
The Meeting of the Division of Parti les and Fields of
the Ameri an Physi al So iety "DPF 2000", Columbus, Ohio, USA, Aug. 9-12, 2000
G.S hatz for KASCADE ollaboration
Re ent results of KASCADE
11-th International Symposium of Very High Energy
Cosmi Rays Intera tions, Sao Paulo, Brasil, July
2000
L. S ha hter, S. Dobres u, Al. I. Bades uSingureanu, K. E. Stiebing, S. Runkel, O. Hohn
and H. S hmidt-Bo king
In uen e of Se ondary Ele trons on the High Charge
State Ion Output of Ele tron Cy lotron Resonan e Ion
Sour es
Romanian National Conferen e of Physi s, Constan
ta, September 2000 (Awarded by the Ion Agarbi eanu
First Prize of the Romanian Physi al So iety)
C.Simion et al.
Obtaining of 67 Ga ytrate at the U-120 Cy lotrone
5th International Conferen e on Nu lear and Radio
Chemistry, Pontresina, Suisse, sept. 2000
C.Simion
Simularea matemati a a unor noi liganzi
Conferinta Nationala de Chimie, Ca iulata, o t. 2000
C.A.Ur et al.
Cross- onjugate symmetry in the f7=2 shell N=Z nulei
Pro . International Workshop "Sele ted Topi s on
N=Z nu lei" (Pingst 2000), Lund, (2000) p. 252
C.A. Ur, C. Rossi Alvarez, D. Bazza o,
S.M. Lenzi, S. Lunardi, P. Pavan, P. Spolaore, G. de Angelis, M. De Poli, A. Gadea,
N. Marginean, D.R. Napoli, D. Bu ures u,
M. Iones u-Bujor, A. Iorda hes u
Study of the symmetri rea tion 90 Zr+90Zr at GASP
Int. Conf. on Stru ture of the Nu leus at the Dawn of
the Century, Bologna, May 29th -June 3rd , 2000.
M. Visines u
"Hidden" symmetries and Killing-Yano tensors
Invited talk at the Spring S hool and Workshop
"Quantum Field Theories and Hamiltonian Systems",
Calimanesti, May 2000, to be published in Pro eedings,
Annals of Univ. Craiova (2001)
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M. Visines u
Generalized Taub-NUT metri s and Killing-Yano tensors
Invited talk at NATO Advan es Resear h Workshop "Non ommutative Stru tures in Mathemati s and
Physi s", Kiev, September 2000, to be published in
Pro eedings, Kluwer A ademi Publishers (2001)

J.Weber,
R.Glasstetter,
K.H.Kampert,
H.O.Klages, H.J.Mayer, H.Ulri h for KASCADE ollaboration
Determination of hemi al omposition and mass dependent energy spe tra with the analysis of the
muon/ele tron ratio in EAS
17-th European Cosmi Rays Symposium, ECRS,
Lodz, Poland, July 24-28, 2000

J.Wentz, A.F.Badea, A.Ber u i, H.Bozdog,
I.M.Bran us, H.J.Mathes, M.Pet u, H.Rebel,
B.Vulpes u
The releven e of the muon harge ratio for the atmospheri neutrino anomaly.
17-th European Cosmi Rays Symposium, ECRS,
Lodz, Poland, July 24-28, 2000
J.Wentz, D.He k, B.Vulpes u, A.Ber u i
Cal ulation of atmospheri muon and neutrino uxes
with the air shower simulation ode CORSIKA
International Conf. on Neutrino Physi s and Astrophysi s, Sudbury, Canada June 16-21, 2000.
J.Zabierowski,
C.Buettner,
K.Daumiller, P.Doll, D.Martello, R.Obenland
for KASCADE ollaboration
Large muon tra king dete tor in KASCADE EAS experiment
17-th European Cosmi Rays Symposium, ECRS,
Lodz, Poland, July 24-28, 2000

PhD Theses
Calin Alexa
Apli atii ale romodinami ii uanti e in studiul intera tiilor nu leare ultrarelativiste

S ienti

Dragos Anghel
Phases and Phase transitions in restri ted systems
Sorina Popes u
Ne onservarea paritatii in intera tiile hadron - hadron

Ex hanges

Foreign Visitors
Cer asov V.
University of Hohenheim, Institute of Physi s,
Stuttgart, Germany, July 5-15, 2000
Dr O. Gavrishuk
IUCN-Dubna, Federatia Rusa
Dr D. Jouan
IPN-Orsay, Franta
Dr V. Karnaukhov
IUCN-Dubna, Federatia Rusa
Prof. S.Krasznovsky
KFKI-Budapest, Ungaria

Prof. J. Lefran ois
LAL-Orsay si CERN-Geneva
Dr.H.-J-Mathes
Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany, POB 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe,
Germany
S.P.Ratti
INFN-Sezione di Pavia, Italy
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Prof.Dr.H.Rebel
Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany, POB 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe,
Germany
Dr. A. S hopper
CERN-Geneva

Prof. I.Wagner
KFKI-Budapest, Ungaria
Dr.J.Wentz
Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany, POB 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe,
Germany

Invited Seminars
Prof. S.P.Ratti
The strange harm of harm
INFN-Sezione di Pavia, Italia

S.P.Ratti
"The strange harm of harm" April 13, 2000
INFN-Sezione di Pavia, Italy

Visits Abroad
Calin Alexa
CERN, Geneva, Elvetia
Calin Alexa
CPPM, Marseille, Franta
Dr. A.F.Badea
Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany POB 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe, Germany
I. Ber eanu
LNS - Catania
A.Ber u i
Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany, POB 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe,
Germany
Venera Boldea
CERN, Geneva, Elvetia
Mario Bragadireanu
LNF, Fras ati, Italia
Dr.I.M.Bran us
Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany POB 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe, Germany
D. Bu ures u
Fysik Department, Te hnis he Universitat Mun hen
D. Bu ures u
University of Padova, Padova, Italy
I. Caprini
Center of Parti le Physi s, Marseille, Fran e.
I. Caprini
Center of Theoreti al Physi s, Marseille, Fran e.
I. Caprini
Institute of Physi s, A ademy of S ien es of Cze h Republi , Prague.

I. Caprini
TH Division, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland.
V. Catanes u
Kir hho Institute for Physi s - Heidelberg
M. Ciobanu
Kir hho Institute for Physi s - Heidelberg
Cornelia Co a
CERN, Geneva, Elvetia
Cornelia Co a
Osaka, Japonia
Sanda Dita
CERN, Geneva, Elvetia
S. Dobres u
Kernfysi h Versneller Instituut (KVI), Groningen, The
Netherlands S. Dobres u Parti ipation at the workshop Ki k-o Meeting on Fusion Te hnology for new
Asso iated Countries organized by the Dire torate
for Resear h of the European Commission, Mar h
2000, Gar hing bei Mun hen, Germany L. S ha hter
Kernfysi h Versneller Instituut (KVI), Groningen, The
Netherlands
S. Dobres u
Parti ipation at the workshop Ki k-o Meeting on Fusion Te hnology for new Asso iated Countries organized by the Dire torate for R esear h of the European
Commission, Mar h 2000, Gar hing bei Mun hen,
Germany
R. A. Gherghes u
Institut fur Theoretis he Physik der J. W. Goethe Universitat, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, working stage
R. A. Gherghes u
SUBATECH, Nantes, Franta, working stage
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Grigore D. R.
Theory Division, DESY, Germany
M. Iones u-Bujor
INFN, LNL, Legnaro/Padova, Italy
A. Iorda hes u
INFN, LNL, Legnaro/Padova, Italy
A.Isbases u
The Institute of Physi s and Chemi al Resear h
(RIKEN), Parti ipation in Measurements at the
RIKEN-RIPS A elerator for Radioa tive Beams,
September 2000, Wako, Saitama, Japan
M.Ivas u
University of Padova, Padova, Italy
N.Marginean
INFN, Padova, Italy
Andrei Mi u
ICTP, Trieste, Italia
Andrei Mi u
Martin-Luther Univ., Halle, Germania
M. Mirea
Institut de Physique Nu leaire { Orsay, Fran e
D. Moisa
GSI - Darmstadt
Dan Pantea
CERN, Geneva, Elvetia
H.Petras u
INFN-LNS, Catania, Italy, Nov.2000, Colaboration at
the MAGNEX Proje t
H.Petras u
The Institute of Physi s and Chemi al Resear h
(RIKEN), Preparation of the experimental set-up and
measurements at the RIKEN-RIPS A elerator for
Radioa tive Beams, Wako, Saitama, Japan
M.Petras u
The Institute of Physi s and Chemi al Resear h
(RIKEN), Preparation of the experimental set-up and
measurements at the RIKEN-RIPS A elerator for
Radioa tive Beams, Wako, Saitama, Japan
Radu Petres u
LNF, Fras ati, Italia
M. Petris
GSI - Darmstadt
M. Petrovi i
CERN - Geneva
M. Petrovi i
GSI - Darmstadt
A. Petrovi i
GSI - Darmstadt, Germany
A. Petrovi i
INT - Seattle, Univ. Washington, USA
A. Petrovi i
Riken, Japan
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A. Petrovi i
Universitat zu Koln, Germany
A. Petrovi i
Institut
fur Theoretis he Physik, Universitat Tubingen, Germany
D. N. Poenaru
Department
of
Physi s, Vanderbilt University, Nashville, Tennessee,
USA, working stage
D. N. Poenaru
European Comission, Brussels, Belgium, Presentation
of the Center of Ex ellen e IDRANAP
D. N. Poenaru
Institut fur Theoretis he Physik der J. W. Goethe Universitat, Frankfurt am Main, Germany, working stage
D. N. Poenaru
Institute \ATOMKI" of the Hungarian A ademy of
S ien es, Debre en, invited talk at International Symposium ENS2000
Titus Ponta
LNF, Fras ati, Italia
A. Pop
LNS - Catania
Sorina Popes u
CERN, Geneva, Elvetia
Sorina Popes u
Rupre h-Karis Univ., heidelberg, Germania
Titi Preda
CERN, Geneva, Elvetia
R.Rus u
The Institute of Physi s and Chemi al Resear h
(RIKEN), Parti ipation in Measurements at the
RIKEN-RIPS A elerator for Radioa tive Beams,
September 2000, Wako, Saitama, Japan
L. S ha hter
Kernfysi h Versneller Instituut (KVI), Groningen, The
Netherlands S. Dobres u Parti ipation at the workshop Ki k-o Meeting on Fusion Te hnology for new
Asso iated Countries organized by the Dire torate
for Resear h of the European Commission, Mar h
2000, Gar hing bei Mun hen, Germany L. S ha hter
Kernfysi h Versneller Instituut (KVI), Groningen, The
Netherlands
V. Simion
GSI - Darmstadt
Diana Soare
LNF, Fras ati, Italia
G. Stoi ea
GSI - Darmstadt
L. Stroe
INFN, Padova, Italy
C.A.Ur
University of Padova, Padova, Italy
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Dr.B.Vulpes u
Fors hungszentrum Karlsruhe, Institut fur Kernphysik, Germany, POB 3640, D-76021, Karlsruhe,
Germany

Seminars Abroad
A. Androni
Di erential Flow in Heavy Ion Collisions
FOPI Collaboration Meeting, GSI-Darmstadt,
10.10.2000
A. Androni
Di erential Flow
FOPI Collaboration
04.04.2000

Meeting,

GSI-Darmstadt,

S.Be eanu
Topi s on oherent states, Segal-Bargmann-Hall transform, Toeplitz operators and D-modules,
a series of two hours talks delivered in the Seminary
of \Operator Theory" of S. Ber eanu and A. Gheondea at the Institute of Mathemati s Simion Stoilow at
Romanian A ademy, the rst one on January 24, 200
S.Ber eanu
Holomorphi di erential operators with polynomial
oeÆ ients on Kahler oherent state orbits
seminar at the Insitute of Mathemati s, University of
Te hnology, Darmstadt, Seminary on \Complex Analysis" of Karl-Hermann Neeb, November 9, 2000
S.Ber eanu
Linear dynami al systems on Kahler oherent states
orbits
invited talk at the Universidad National Autonoma de
Mexi o, Istituto de Matemati as, Unidad Cuernava a,
May 10, 2000.
S.Ber eanu
Symple ti area of geodesi triangles and oherent
state
seminar at the Berkeley, CA, USA, in the Seminary
on Symple ti Geometry of Alan Weinstein, May 23,
2000; seminary at the Doppler Institute, Cze h Te hni al Univesity in Prague, Fa ulty of Nu lear S ien e
and Physi al Engineering, Seminar of Mathemati al
Physi s of J. Tolar, o t. 17, 2000

I. Caprini
Quark-hadron duality, fa torization and strong phases
in Bd0 ! +  de ay
Institute of Physi s and Charles University, Prague,
Cze h Republi , 20.11.2000
I. Caprini
Quark-hadron duality, fa torization and strong phases
in Bd0 ! +  de ay
Triangle Meeting on Parti le Physi s, Viena, 1-2 deember 2000
R. A. Gherghes u
Target-proje tile pairs for the synthesis of superheavy
nu lei
GSI- Darmstadt, 20 Noiembrie, 2000
H.Petras u
Investigation of Neutron Pair Pre-Emission in the Fusion of 11 Li Halo Nu lei with SI targets
CINFN-LNS, Catania, Italy, Nov.2000
M. Petrovi i
Isospin dependen e of squeeze-out
FOPI Collaboration Meeting, GSI-Darmstadt,
10.10.2000
M. Petrovi i
RPC Tests
FOPI Collaboration Meeting, GSI-Darmstadt,
09.10.2000
M. Petrovi i
Transition from in-plane to out-of-plane emission for
Au+Au ollisions
FOPI Collaboration Meeting, GSI-Darmstadt,
04.04.2000
A. Petrovi i
Variational approa h to oexisten e phenomena in
medium mass nu lei
Kernphysikalis hes Kolloquium, IKP - Univ. Koln,
Germany, 04.05.2000
G. Stoi ea
In ident Energy and Apart Dependen e of Flow in
Au+Au and Xe+CsI
FOPI Collaboration Meeting, GSI-Darmstadt,
10.10.2000
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Resear h Sta
Basi Physi s
Nu lear Physi s
Ivas u Marin, Petras u Marius, Semenes u Gheorghe, Badi a Teodor, Bu ures u Dorel, Hateganu Cornel, Calboreanu Alexandru, Dobres u Serban, Buta
Apostol, Bor ea Catalin, Popes u V.Ion, Iorda hes u
Alexandru, Iones u Bujor Manuela, Dragules u Emilian, Petrovi i Alexandriana, Ion B. Dumitru, Ponta
Titus, Dita Sanda, Boldea Venera, Zam r Ni olae, Olariu Silviu, S ha hter Leon, Padureanu Ion,
Isbases u Alina, David Ioana, Ber eanu Ionela,
Br^n us Ileana, Cojo aru Viorel, Simon Vi tor,
Grama Cornelia, Duma St. Marin, Rus u Radu,
Enules u Alexandru, Piti u Ion, Lazar Ioana, Cor aliu Valentin, Ciortea Constantin, Dumitres u Radu,
Pentia Mir ea, Dorobantu Ion, Co a Cornelia, Pantea Dan, Avrigeanu Marinela, Cutoiu Dan, Bades u
Singureanu Alex, Ia ob Vi tor Eugen, Cta Danil Gheorghe, Avrigeanu Vlad Gabriel, Panteli a Dan, Pet u
Ileana, Pop Amalia, Fluerasu Daniela, P^rlog Marian,
Bejan An a Bogdana, Preoteasa Eugen, Petra he Costel, Gherghes u Radu, Cotorobai Florin Valeri, Petras u Horia, Radu Mihai, Legrand Iosif Charles, Cata
Danil Irina, Mirea Mihail Doloris, Ni a N. Ninel, Szilagyi Szabol s Zoltan, Ur A. Calin ALexandru, Petras u Catalina Oana, Olariu Agata, Preda Titi, Sabaidu Vasile, Androni N. Anton, Iones u M. Remus Amil ar, Alexa R. Calin, Dumitru M. Dana
Elena, Stroe Lu ian,Ilies u Mihail, Negoita Florin,
Savu Iulia Diana, Moisoi Ni oleta, Fologea Daniel,
Raduta Adriana Rodi a, Stoi ea Gabriel, Raduta
Alexandru Horia, Iones u Maria Adriana, Groza Radu
Liviu, Ion Mihai Laurian, Bragadireanu Alexandru,
Ion Mihail, Dumitres u Gabriela, S ^ntee N. Ni olae, Petris D. Mariana, Bastea T. Sorin, Popes u I.
Razvan, Vaman Georgeta, Vulpes u Bogdan, Kusko
Cristian, Popes u Sorina, Radules u Aurel, Drafta
George, Anghel Dragos Vi tor, Badea Aurelian Florin,
Taba aru Gabriel, Toader Cristian Florenti, Beldiman
Anne Marie, Albu Mihaela, Andreoiu Corina, Stet u
Ionel, Bor an Cristina, Radu Florin, Oros D. Ana
Maria, Mitri a Ionel, Popa Gabriela, Petre Marian.
Theoreti al Physi s
Mi u Mir ea, Gre u Dan, Iosifes u Mir ea, Visines u
Mihai, Ixaru Liviu, Rades u Eugen, Raduta Apolodor,
Sandules u Aureliu, Dita Petre, Mi u Liliana, Angeles u Ni olae, S utaru Horia, Caprini Irinel, Grama
Ni olae, Adam Gheorghe, Mihala he Dumitru, Apostol Marian, Grigore Radu Dan, Ceauses u N. Valentin,
C^rstoiu Florin Cornel, Visines u An a, Adam Sanda,
Gheorghe I. Alex Cezar, Stratan Gheorghe, Bundaru
Mir ea, Stoi a Sabin, Silisteanu Ion, Delion Doru
Sabin, Isar Aurelian, Sandules u Ni olae, Buzatu

Florin Dorian, Ursu Ioan, Ena hi Ni olae, Costa he
Gheorghe, B^rsan Vasile Vi tor, Flores u Adrian,
Baran Virgil, Misi u Serban Dragos, Despa Florin,
Popa Mir ea, Horoi Mihai, Bulboa a Iosif, Costin
Ovidiu, Baboiu Daniel Marian, Panoiu Ni olae Coriolan, Manoliu I. Mihaela, Ian u V. Edmnond, Dolo
A. Lida, Firi a Radu Gabriel, Moldoveanu Florin, Vaman Diana, Paradanu Gheorghe Sorin, C^arstea Adrian
Stefan, Mihut Izabela Ramona, S hiaua Claudiu Cornel, A atrinei Ciprian Sorin, Cune Liviu Cristian,
Crasovan Lu ian Cornel, Raduta Cristian, Ispas Simona Georgiana.
Applied Physi s and Te hnologi al Development
Applied Physi s
Berinde Alexandru, Constantines u Olimpiu, Caprini
Mihai, Ciobanu Mir ea, Ivanov Eugen, Ra olta Petre Mihai, Galeriu Dan, Matees u Gheorghe, Vamanu
Vasile Dan, Bengules u Dumitru, Groses u Radu,
Caraghergheopol Gheorghe, Ciaus Mihai, Ni ules u
Dumitru, Salagean Maria, Catanes u Vasile, Panteli a Ana, Prada Benone, Ni ules u Alexandru, Bozdog Horia Pavel, Constantines u Bogdan, Grabari Valeriu, Plostinaru Dan, Saidel Maria Ali e, Paunes u
Ni ulina, Catana Dumitru, Cin u Manuela, Stan
Sion Catalin, Constantin Florin, Tripadus Vasile,
Goran Benone, Rusu Alexandru, Bades u Elisabeta,
Georges u Rodi a Maria, Bartos Daniel, Pet u Mirel
Adrian, Magureanu Constantin, Stanes u Samoil Petre, Ni ules u Mihaela Lili, Mo anu Ni olae, Lupu Mihaela, Tarta Petru Dorinel, Ni oles u George, Gheorghiu Adriana, Mihai Nelu, Vasiles u Angela, Popa
Simil Liviu, Timofte Laurentiu, Margineanu Romul Mir ea, Cra iunes u Teddy, Dumitru Radu O tavian, Slavni u Stelian Dan, Ioan Petre, S arlat
Anisoara, Edu Gabriel, Ena hes u Mihaela, Draghi i
Daniela Vi toria, Gheorghiu Dorina, Radules u Mihaela, Bratu Eugen, Todor A. Aurel Dorin, Ivan P.
Adrian, Apostoaei Andrei Iulian, Arsenes u N. Remus,
Man iu Feli ia Speranta, Breban Domni a Cristina,
Tur anu Catrinel O tavia, Ni ulae Carmen Georgeta,
Bugoi Roxana Ni oleta, Radu Alina, Marginean Ni olae Marius, Pavel Eugen, Dumitru Dionis, Ciobanu
Ileana, A asandrei Valentin Teodor, Ian ules u M.
Cristian, Alexandru Bogdan, Casaru George, Rusu
Claudiu, Danila Bogdan, Mihailes u Lu ian, Muntele
Claudiu Iulian, Udrea Serban Alexandru, Melintes u
Mirela An a, Cra iun Liviu, Cuturela Doru, Cristea
Ion, Zaharia Petre, Mitru Aurel, Dobre Ni olae, Mata he Mihaela.
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